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ABSTRACT 
TBB STRUGGLE. TO 
.CONTROL BLACK LEADERSHIP: A STUDY 
IN .COMMUNITY PONER 
TOMMIE . P. BROWN 
An extraordinary number of scholarly works ·have been 
produced about community-level power.in America. The focus 
of attention, however, has been primarily upon the 
Anglo-Saxon community. Virtually all these reports 
contained serious inaccuracies about black leaders. Where 
exceptions existed they were based solely upon data gathered 
during the legally                       biracial system or immediately 
thereafter. 
Conclusions about contemporary blacks tend to rely 
upon these earlier, suspect explanations. The most 
persistent theme can be stated as -black leadership is 
chaotic, episodiC, non-representative, ineffective and 
uncontrolled by the black community.-
This appalling lack of knowledge about contemporary 
black leadership has provided the framework for the case 
study of a medium sized southeastern United States city, 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. Twin (although not identical) 
hypotheses underlie the study: 
--.--".'''- -----_._-_._---_._- ,-----_ ... _ .. __ ._----- .. _---- ,,_. -". 
First, efforts made by" black and white communities 
to designate and control" "the actions of" black leaders 
"resulted in a bifurcated leader"ship structure. 'the findings 
of the study were that the interpenetration between the 
black and white communities altered and affected the 
patterns of power and influence in each. 
Second, these two designated black leadership 
segments took different positions on issues because they 
represented the interests of different constituencies. The 
three operative variables--the years 1970-79, black 
leadership and designation sources--were measured with a 
range of data and methodologies. For example, 
modified-stratified samples of 29 white and 57 black 
respondents were used. Data extracted from newspapers and 
organization records were correlated with issues, events, 
and leaders and their acti"vities. 
'the research data supported the major hypotheses, 
revealing that whites employed five major strategies which 




to substantiate the existence of a decidedly 
black leadership which fashioned a set of 
designed and executed strategies while 
simultaneously coping with a counter black leadership 
structure supported by the white leadership. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
. Statement of Problem 
Prior to World War II the underlying dimensions of 
community decision-making were confined mostly to abstract 
theoretical concepts which seldom found their way into 
empirical investigation. 1 Thirty years later a vast 
inventory of empirically tested propositions had yielded 
rich insightful data on the structure, process and products 
of power and influence in local decision-making. These 
studies of who governed, to what extent, and to what effect 
for whom were grounded in social and political 
investigations of American cities, regions and, more 
recently, comparative analysis. Since the mid-1960's, 
investigations of the scope and domain of local power 
brokers have benefited from the techniques of modern 
computer data analysis. 
lAn excellent historical overview can be found in Terry N. Clark, ad., Community Structure and Decision-Making:                       Analyses (San Francisco: Chandler publiShing mpany, 1968), Chap 1 passim. See 
Frederick M. Wirt, ed., Future Directions in Community Power Research: A Colloquium (Berkeley: university of California Institute of GOvernmental Studies, 1971), and Darwin Cartwright, "Influence, Leadership Control," in Handbook of Organizations, ed. James March (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965), pp. 1-43 passim. 
2 
Advanced methods notwithstanding, the evidence 
clearly reveals that theoretical arguments based on existing 
research "are all too often narrow and limited in their 
applications. With rare excep"tions research has focused on 
white Anglo-Saxons. Conversely,             leadership and its 
impact on community decision-making has seldom received the 
attention it deserves. Virtually no systemic work has been 
produced which answers questions on variations in the 
structure, function and ramifications of black leadership in 
the context of local community policy-making--despite the 
fact that blacks constitute the largest racial minority 
group in America. 
This neglect has left the activities of the 
organized black community encapsulated in a sterile, 
erroneous concept of "black leadership" predicated upon a 
tiny inventory of empirically tested hypotheses and copious 
generalizations. Thus, on the one hand, the black community 
was construed as unorg"anized, apathetic and leaderless 
while, on the other hand, the leadership, when acknowledged, 
was perceived as powerless, noninfluential, episodic and 
ephemeral, issue-oriented, nonrepresentative, reactionary. 
In fact, however, after examining the roots of 
discontent in fifteen major urban communities during 1967 
and 1968, Rossie, Berk and Eidsen reported in 1974 that: 
Black subcommunity leadership was rarely seen as a 
monolithic structure by the elite respondents. 
Indeed many were puzzled about who the "real" 
leaders of local sUbcommunities were. Local black leaders and would-be leaders caused more confusion 
3 
by claiming and counterclaiming local preeminence. 2 
Such distorted" concepts of black l,eadership 
prevailed despite plentiful evidence that white Anglo-Saxons 
themselves exercised varied roles and techniques, with 
varying degrees of impact, over "time (and issues) in 
response to specific interrelated variables. 3 Yet parallel 
research on the black community was not forthcoming. Even 
more baffling was the failure to" employ computer technology 
to analyze the dimensions of black leadership in power 
relationships. Obversely, little or nothing was known about 
the lessons of the fifties and sixties (other than the data 
from research on citizen participation)--a period of rapidly 
escalating social and political change which carved a new 
face on black-white (minority-majority) race relations and 
opened up new roles for existing and potential black 
leadership. 
If, indeed, during the span of the last thirty years 
blacks became socially, economically and politically 
2peter K. Rossi, Richard A. Berk, and Betty K. Bidson. The Roots of Urban Discontent: Public Policy, Municipal Institutions, and the Ghetto (New York: John wIley arid Sons, 1974), p. 57. " 
3Generally, ten fundamental constraining variables are cited. These may be summarized as: (1) inputs to the community, (2) national societal characteristics, (3) community characteristics (demOgraphic, adaptations, legal -political, etc.), (4) intra-community variations in leadership characteristics, (5) decision-making structures, 
and (6) community output. For a flow chart and more detailed description of these variables see Terry N. Clark, ed., "Who Governs, Where, When, and With What Effects?n Communit Structure and Decision Makin Com arative Ana is s an ranc SCOI Pu ng 8) , pp. 5-23. 
4 
enfranchised, they acquired the legal rights to resources 
which, when used appropriately, formed the foundation for 
power bases--e.g., knowledge, technical skills, the right to 
vote and money. 4 The magnitude of these new rights and 
resources, and the extent to which they were applicable to 
the decision-making process, should have created more 
favorable conditions for black leaders. It is Qighly 
probable, then, 
decision-makers 
that these new conditions required white 
to refine their black community modus 
operandi. In other words, they changed their ways of 
dealing with the black leadership. For example, when legal 
sanctions for rac"ial segregation and racial discrimination 
(and the concomitant tolerance for overt and covert acts of 
repressive violence) were                   the white power structure 
had, in order to retain its dominance, to find other legally 
acceptable ways of controlling the black community and its 
leadership while, perhaps, refining and retooling some of 
the previously legal methods and techniques. 
Thus, the above scenerio raises two questions: 
First, were there sufficient empirically tested data 
4ror discussions that                     additional power 
resources, see Terry Clark, "The Concept of power", 
communit* Structure and DeciSion-Makin%, pp. 57-67, Dorwin cartwrig t, "Influence, Leadership Con rol," p. 507; Floyd 
Hunter, Ruth Conner Schaffer and Cecil G. Sheps, . Community 
orIanization: Action and Inaction (Chapel Bill: Un versity ot North Caroiina Press, 1956), pp. 37-39; 
Robert A. Dahl, Who Governs Democracy and Power in the 
American City? (New Baven: Yale univers1ty press, 1961), 
pp. 271-325, and Peter B. Rossi, "Theory, Research, and 
practice in Community Organization," in Social Science and 
Community Action, ed. Charles Ardian (East Lans1ng: 
Institute for Community Development and Services, 1960). 
-----------------------------------_. _ .. _" 
5 
available to yield reliable answers to questions about the . effect of contemporary black leadership at the community 
policy-making level? Second, which methods and techniques. 
were used by powerful white decision-makers who attempted to 
influence and counter the efforts of black leaders? Surely, 
this gapi'ng hole must be filled to understand the 
complexities inherent in the contemporary community-level 
policy-making process. 
Two ancillary questions also can be               First, 
how do contemporary black American leaders function 
day-by-day as they attempt to bring policy issues before the 
public forum? Second, how do blacks react to policy issues 
proposed by others, mainly whites, while functioning within 
the context of asymmetrical power arrangements with white 
community decision-makers? 
Purpose and Scope of Study 
This study proceeds from a micro viewpOint, 
examining the minutiae, the ebb and flow of black leadership 
during a specific period--1970-79--and, in a specific place: 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. 
Basic Assumptions. The basic assumption underlying 
the study is that a profound struggle existed between the 
white and black community over the control of black 
leadership. Additionally, it is; assumed that scrutiny of 
black community leadership will demonstrate that while both 
groups succeeded in controlling' some leaders, neither group 
succeeded in controlling all black leaders. Consequently, 
------------------------------ .-.. -... 
6 
two leadership structures emerged in the black community. 
These two assumptions are followed by a third, namely, that 
the black community was incapable of controlling its own 
leadership. Accordingly, some blacks provided substantive 
representation for the black community while others did not. 
Leaders in each group sought to represent the black 
community on public policy issues while simultaneously 
serving the interests of two different groups: one black, 
the other white. 
Thesis of study. Given the quest for local control 
conflicting relationships existed between organized 
community leadership and black extra-community forces that 
altered both ·the form and substance of black leadership. 
Stated differently, there was a deep, pervasive struggle 
over who controlled the black leadership. In the resulting 
struggle two black leadership structures emerged. 
How were these two structures created? Bere, an 
underlying assumption was that one leadership structure was 
created through various resources in the white community 
while the other leadership structure was· created through the 
more democratic channels within the black community. 
Second, it is hypothesized that the two leadership 
segments took different positions on different issues 
because they reflected the interests of different 
constituencies. 
Third, it was hypothesized that a profQund conflict 
existed over leadership control. The white decision and 
---------_ ... _._- _ .. __ ._-------- --_ .... __ ....... . 
7 
power structures· were received as using a variety of 
strategies, blacks used varying strategies. 
It is within the context of . this propositional 
framework that these strategies will be examined and 
evaluated as to their role and effectiveness in shaping 
black leadership stuctures and impacting upon the degree of 
effectiveness of that structure. 
Other pertinent questions were: 
1. Bow did the white community create black 
leadership? 
2. What strategies, tactics and resources did 
the white community employ when creating black 
leaders? 
3. How did the ·black community create black 
leaders? 
4 • Bow did the black community reac t to the 
fact that the white community had created a 
black leadership? 
5. What strategies did the black community use 
to counter the white community? 
6. Which leadership class--that created by the 
white. community or that created by the black 
community--provided substantive representation 
for the black community? 
These questions encompass the structure, function, 
effect and interactional patterns of locally based black 
._-------------_._ .. __ .. 
8 
leadership and the community decision-making structures 
during a specific period in a specific place. 
Limitations of study. The study of black leadership 
in a small southern city has obvious advantages and 
disadvantages. 5 Small communities, if not monolithic in 
their power and decision-making structures, will typically 
overlap forming elite pluralistic decision-making 
structures. Generally, in a small community there is a high 
degree of ethnic homogeneity6 in relation to the social and 
demographic characteristics of the population. Too, the 
community's economic base is usually under local control. 
These highly homogeneous dominant groups, possessing 
powerful resources exercise great influence over the 
community decision-making structure to the exclusion of 
minority group interests. 7 
5por a discussion of structural and contextual 
variables which affect decision-making, see Terry N. Clark, "power and Community Structure: Who Governs, Where, When, 
and With What Effects?," pp. 15-23, Terry Clark, "Community Structure, Decision Making, Budget Expenditures, and Urban Renewal in 51 American Communities,· in Community Politics: A Behavioral Approach, eds. Charles M. Bonjean, Terry N. Clark, and Robert L. Lineberry (New York: The Free Press, 1971), pp. 293-313, and Michael Aiken, "The Distributions of Community Power: Structural Bases and Social 
Consequences," The Structure of Community Power, eds., Michael Aikens and paul Mbtt (New York: Random House, 1970), pp. 487-525. 
6Sere ethnicity refers to wbite ethnic groups. 
7see Terry N. Clark, ·power and Community Structure: Who Governs, Where, When, and With What Effects?" in Community Politics: Behavioral                     eds. Charles M. BonJean,4Terry N. Clark, and Rober L. Lineberry (New York: The Pree Press, 1971). 
-----------------------------------_ ..... _.. . ... 
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While the homogeneity factor may have yielded a less 
positive study base, such a setting nevertheless provided 
unusually attractive research advantages. Specifically, 
there is a           probability in a small community that the 
leadership .nd salient community issues are well known to 
the various constituencies. Opposition groups are often 
highly visible as they fight over scarce resources.            
groups, like the decision-making structure and issues, are 
accessible. perhaps more germane in the selection of a 
southern community is the fact that in the South the black 
community has an experienced leadership and organizational 
structure familiar with asymmetrical power situations. In 
reference to the significance of black organizational 
leadership in the South, Charles Hamilton avers: 
out of the unrest of the 1960·s, when a relatively 
large number of people were activated and politicized periodically, we still do not see, in 
very many places, new community-based leadership cadres prepared to function on a sustained bases, especially politics-- I suspect this to be less true 
in the South than in the North, but the southern activism had its genesis in the civil rights protest 
movement, while a great deal of northern urbai activism was nurtured by the Great Society Program. 
        southeastern                     community selected as the 
site for this study shared most of the characteristics 
common to small community life. Hopefully, the findings 
from this study will be applicable to similar communities. 
----------------------,-------_ .. _- ... 
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Moreover, given the fact that blacks remain outside the 
decision-making structures in most communities in the United 
States, the findings generated by this 'study should hold 
widespread implications. 
Significance of study. The political system is 
founded 'upon an idealized belief that: 
Political process in a democracy serves the search 
for truth in much the same manner as due process in law. Fair notice and hearings, production of 
supporting evidence, cross examination, reasoned 
decision are all means emploled to arrive at relative truth: a just decision. 
This theory presupposes that all political entities stand 
equal, possessing the ability to clearly articulate their 
needs and specify choices from among many alternatives. 
Bere lies the fallacy, for the political process--unlike due 
process of                           assures each contender competent 
representation, that is, expert knowledge, nor provides 
equal access to the public. In local community politics, 
groups, in asymmetrical power arrangements, attempt to gain 
access to policy-makers, thus endeavoring to influence both 
the decision-makers and the policies which they frame. 
Under the prevailing pluralistic model, then, -ight 
makes right as the powerful reap the greatest benefits. 
Consequently, policies that evolve from this system seldom 
9paul Davidoff, "Advocacy and Pluralism in 
Planning," in Plannini For Social Welfare: Issues, Models and Task, eds. Neal G lbert and Harry specht (Englewood cliff, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1911), p. 193. 
11 
favor the minority perspective. 10 Rarely are decisions 
controversial, representing ·policies and programs that are 
now new to a community, with relative unpopular policies 
• • • that benefit less powerful members of the 
communities. 11 
The present study will first hold considerable 
significance for one of the largest minority groups in 
America, providing definitive information about the black 
leadership structure and function in the context of small 
community politics. 
Second, the research will serve the interests of the 
helping professions. Specifically, the field of social work 
encompasses the delivery of needed services, resources, and 
consumer satisfaction. Enhanced knowledge about black 




more effective programs for the black 
Order of Presentation 
that the overall objectives, hypothesis, 
significance and focus of the study have been stated, the 
remaining five chapters are discussed below. 
. 10See Robert S. Magill,                     Decision Making for Social Welfare: Federallsm,it1 GOvernment, and the poor (New York: Buman sciences press, 979), pp. 143-44. Also see Robert S. Magill and Terry N. Clark, 
·Community Power and Pecision Making: Recent Research and Its policy Implications,· Social Service Review 49 (March 
1975) : 33-45. 




Chapter II: "A Review of the Literature." In this 
chapter, an 
emphasizing 
overview of                    
tested hypotheses and 
literature is presented 
their accounting for 
variations in community-level black leadership's structure 
and function as well as societal responses to that 
leadership. Additionally, attention is paid to the black 
leadership's varied response patterns. 
Chapter III: "Methodology." This chapter discusses 
the research instrument and data-collection methods. The 
sample is defined and methods used to obtain the sample are 
provided. The schema used to code and measure the data base 
also are presented, along with a description of the research 
design used in this study. 
Chapter IV: liThe Structure of Black Leadership." 
This chapter describes the black leadership and examines the 
one-structure or bifurcated-structure question. How people 
became leaders and who selected them also are discussed. 
Assuming that different leadership strata exist, the 
question of how they are different is examined. The reputed 
leadership role is discussed in relation to leader activity. 
The hypothesis statement and data analysis procedures 
provide the framework for the chapter. 
Chapter V: "White Community Strategies." This 
chapter explores how and why the white community sought to 
control the black community. The different ways the white 
community exerted controls or attempted to do so are 
examined and explained. 
--_._------_ ... --_ ..... 
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This descriptive procedure takes place within the 
context of an hypothesis statement which guided the chapter 
and within the constraints of well-defined methodological 
procedures. 
Chapter VI: "Slack Community strategies and Study 
Conclusions. • This chapter presents contextual data which 
leads to relevant hypotheses and information on methods and 
techniques used by the black community in its struggle to 
control its own leaders. The degree of success,experienced 
by the black community also is evaluated. This last chapter 
summarizes the study findings, and conclusions are stated 
along with implications for future research in the field of 
social work. 
---------------------------------_. __ ._ ..... 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This chapter will present a review of the literature 
relevant to this study. The review will consider the 
phenomenon of black leadership and its relationship to 
conventional theories of power, influence and 
decision-making at the community level. The focal concepts 
for theoretical consideration are leadership, power, 
conflict, the individual, the organization, social roles and 
allocation of scarce values. 
is leadership with all its 
attributes. 
However, the pivotal concept 
manifestations and latent 
The pertinent literature, derived from many sources, 
is heterogeneous, even chaotic. For example, the range of 
subjects covered includes role theory, organizational and 
interorganizational theory, community organizational theory, 
power and influence theory, leadership theory, and small 
group theory. In turn, these have their roots in political 
science, sociology, economics, social psychology and social 
work. 
The chapter is organized along the following lines: 
leadership theory, community power theory, and 
organizational and interorganizational theory. 
15 
Leadership Theory 
What is leadership? What aspects of it should be 
analyzed? Should leadership be viewed as a person, an 
organization, a role, or an activity? The literature 
depicts leadership as all four--at times singularly, being 
all three, at times, at other times in combination. 
According to Bass,12 leadership is the exercise of influence 
by an individual or group, and may occur when energy is 
expended in an effort to alter the behavior of,others. Be 
labeled this nattempted leadershipn while referring to 
·successful leadership· as actually inducing change in the 
behavior of another, when those acted upon are rewarded for 
their responses then the particular achievement is 
neffective leadership-. 
The influence concept infers that leaders differ in 
their ability to effect desired change in the behavior of 
others, implying a reciprocal relationship between the 
leadership agent and those acted upon. l3 Viewed as a power 
relationship in the simplest terms, leadership infers that 
Actor RAn is capable of inducing Actor nBR (the individual 
or group) to change attitudes or behavior as the result of 
l2aernard M. Bass, nSome Aspect of Attempted, Successful and Effective Leadership,· Journal of Applied 
psychology 45 (April 1961): 120. 
l3Ibid. 
16 
Actor             behavior. l4 Bere, the emphasis is upon the 
agent inducing change against the wishes of the affected 
persons, power tends to infer coersive measures as opposed 
to persuasion, as in the act of influencing. Thus, a clear 
distinction exists between influence and power. 
If we accept this functional approach to the 
definition of leadership and its effectiveness, then, black 
leadership is not unique. The black leader or leadership 
organization attempts to effect necessary                 as 
perceived through the use of either influence or power. 
Mott, however, joined others15 when he developed a 
theoretical perspective which questioned whether power is a . 
personal or organizational property. This perspective lends 
great significance to this study in that these authors tend 
to endow each individual with at least a quantum of power. 
However power, as such, is magnified when individuals pool 
their energies. These theories indicate that individuals 
who exercise great power or influence tend to derive that 








l4Terry Clark, "The Concept of Power: Some 
Overemphasized and Under recognized Dimensions - An Examination with Special Reference to the Local Community," 
in Community Politics: A Behavioral Approach, eds.Charles 
M. Bonjean, Terry N. Clark and Robert L. Lineberry (New 
York: The Free Press, 1971), pp. 26-35. 
l5see the works of Amos Rawley, "Community Power and Urban Renewal Success,· American Journal of Sociology 
68 (January 1963): 422-31. 
16Mott, ·Power, Authority and Influence." 
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individual to another through organizational structure which 
in turn gives access to more enegy, i.e., power. 
In sum, these writers attribute true power--the most 
effective power--as be,ing inherent in organizations, not 
individuals. The· significance· here lies in the fact that 
the researcher concerned with the black·communityand its 
leadership activities must focus upon whether or not scarce 
resources are being channeled to the black community through 
individual leaders or through organizational                         If, 
indeed, Parsons and the other writers to whom Matt referred 
are correct in their assessment about the importance of 
connective links, then the concern becomes whether or not 
the "black leader" as an individual in the black community 
exists in reality, or whether we are observing some other 
phenomenon. 
Terry Clark identifies at least fifteen dimensional 
aspects of the leadership concept and several have 
particular significance for the study of black leadership. 
First,                         "Law of Anticipated Reaction," which 
refers to the fact that "a" may not have reacted to the 
action of nAn, rather na" may have anticipated the probable 
reaction and adjusted his behavior accordingly.17 Should 
this be the case, black community leaders must possess the 
ability to judge whether their actions produce the effect or 
whether the                                   anticipatory abilities 
l7Terry Clark, "The Concept of Power: Some Over-emphasized and Underrecognized Dimensions - An Examination with Special Reference to the Local Community,n p. 26. 
-----------------------------------_ ... _ ..... 
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influenced the decision-making process. This phenomenon 
holds both positive and negative values for black leaders. 
Should leadership energies be expended? Or, jndeed, might 
they be preserved in anticipation of the                                  
"patterned anticipatory reactions"? Furthermore, if 
decision-makers possess awareness of the black                          
anticipation of their "anticipatory reaction," will this 
then influence the nature and quality of the nanticipatory 
response"? 
A second dimension discussed by Clark is the direct 
and indirect influence which occurs when "An influences nD" 
through an intermediary If one attempts to 
understand black leadership, then one must carefully 
distinguish 
leadership. 
between direct and indirect techniques of 
This distinction bears on whether or not a 
constituency indeed relates to the individual or group that 
induces change: under what conditions should these 
particular leaders be requested to act on behalf of the 
constituency? In other words, are there times when the 
black community might wish to employ other techniques in 
social policy decision-making? In Michael                   work on 
rent strikes in New York City19 he indicated that when 
powerless groups are attempting to effect change,                  
it is necessary for them to anticipate activating third 
l8Clark. nThe Concept of Power,n p. 27. 
19Michael Lipsky, protest in City Politics: Rent Strikes, Housing and the power of the poor (ch1cago: Rand 
McNally and Co., 1970), pp. 1-20. 
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parties who will, in turn, serve as intermediaries and 
advocates for their cause. 
Third, reciprocity becomes apparent when power is 
viewed as asymmetrical in interpersonal relationships. 
Bence, "An may influence "B" in many relationships, but nB n 
also affects "A,n thereby producing a ·situation where it is 
often impossible to determine who is influencing whom, 
through what procedure, and to what extent. Indeed, from 
this phenomenon the cliche "power corrupts" was derived. 
This deviation from the act of leadership has been a big 
problem for black leaders. 
Wilson, in his study of black leadership in northern 
communities, dramatized this hypothesis by showing that the 
greater the role of black Chicagoans in the political 
affairs of the community, the greater became the ability of 
the white politicians to control and affect the behavior of 
the black community.20 Selznick referred to this process as 
co-optation. 21 
Fourth, the dimension of action/inaction represents 
a powerful continuum which states in effect that power may 
be extended, often quite forcefully, with the absence of any 
overt show of action. Thus, the status quo may be 
maintained through inaction or limited action.            
20James Q. Wilson, Negro Politics: The Search 
for Leadership (New York: The Free Press, 1960, First Free Press paperback Edition, 1965), pp. 21-47 •. 
-------------------------------- _.-
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indicated that this process evokes the "containment 
concept."22 Also, inaction may lead to limiting action 
within boundaries which permit mobilization of bias. Peter 
Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz pOinted out that these 
institutional procedures, or "rules of the game," accrue 
benefits to certain individuals at the expense of others. 
Generally, the beneficia"ries are the status-quo defenders 
who accomplish their             through sustaining a seemingly 
"non-decision" posture. 23 
Fifth, patterns of value distribution are noted by 
Terry Clark. Here Clark focused on understanding                      
and power theories and their 
both leaders and followers. 24 
relationship to the values of 
The similarities and 
dissimilarities between leaders and, their constituencies 
produce much of the dynamics in any situation. More 
importantly, this is one of the central variables 
determining the nature, type and scope of representation and 
benefits delivered by leaders. 
Greenstone and Peterson analyze forms of 
representation, identifying not only for whom the leader is 
acting and the interests of the leader,25 but also the 
22c l ark • "The Concept of Power," p. 29. 
23peter                   and Morton S. Baratz. "Decision and Non-Decisions: An Analytical Framework,· The American Political Science Review 57 (September 1963): 632-42. 
24clark. "The Concept of Power," p.31. 
25David J. Greenstone and Paul E. Peterson, Race and Authority in Urban Politics (New York: Russell Sage 
Foundation, 1973), pp. 51-68. 
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degree of substantive representation (that is, the degree of 
influence and value orientation).26 
Highly Significant in understanding black leadership 
roles and role occupants is consideration of both the 
-patterning 
Greenstone 
                          to 
and peterson,27 of 
borrow a concept from 
the role occupant and the 
social role interest (i. e. ,                        .• The lack of 
understanding by writers over the years bas led to 
stereotyping of black leadership:                                     Tom,· 
"Race Diplomat," "Race Man-,                     "Conservative,· 
"Moderate,- nLiberal,n nRadical",                     -Gradualist" and 
"Revolutionary-, 
"protester".28 
                  nAccommodationist- and 
Even though Ladd introduced still another typology 
; of leadership, he stated, nwith the gradual erosion of the 
old biracial system [referring to the South), however, has 
come a greater variety of leadership responses. Either-or 
typologies are no longer adequate. n29 Another writer, 
Charles                       cautioned that such labels should be 
avoided in that they lose their significance unless they 
26Ibid., p. 169. 
27Ibid., p. 56. 
28Everett Carl Ladd, Jr., Negro Political 
                      in the South (New York: Atheneum, 1966), p. 148. 
29Ibid • 
30Charles V. Hamilton, The Black Experience in American politics (New York: Capr1corn BOOkS, 1973) 
(intrOductory pages). 
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retain their reference point in time, location and purpose. 
Other variables affecting black leadership include the 
legitimacy, visibility, scope ·of l'0wer, efficiency of power . application, the zero-sum                 and the allocation of 
resources. 
These concepts are related not only to leadership 
theory, but also are subsumed in all discussions regarding 
community power theories. It is appropriate, then, to 
review the literature on community power. 
Community Power Theory 
Research on leadership must address the issues 
raised by the two major schools of community power 
theories--the pluralistic and the elitist. In the early 
              Floyd                   study of a "Regional City" (Atlanta, 
Georgia) . became the most prominent post-World War II 
analysis of a                         power structure. 3l Hunter asked a 
group of knowledgeable persons to identify the most 
influential decision-makers in Regional City. This 
technique became known as the reputational method. 
Although not, of course, the first social scientist 
to study the community, Bunter popularized the use of 
sociometries as a tool to identify interpersonal behavioral 
patterns in community influence. Those who replicated his 
approach also found decision-making in American communities 
to be either directly or indirectly controlled by an elite 
31Fl oyd Hunter, Community Power Structure 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1953). 
------------------------------_ ... __ .. -
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group· enjoying various degrees of political autonomy and 
value consensus. Both methodology and data from these 
earliest research studies were questioned, especially by 
political scientists such as Wallace S. Sayre and Herbert 
Kaufman, Robert Dahl and Edward Banfield. 32 
Most critics of these "elitist studiesn attacked the 
methodology. Nevertheless, either implicitly or explicitly, 
alternative theoretical perspectives were debateq, -raising 
cogent arguments concerning the existence of a monolithic 
power center composed of a coalition of groups which 
controlled all deciSion-making in a given community. These. 
critics presented empirical evidence that power was 
pluralisticr that is, it existed in mUltiple centers, none 
of which were completely sovereign. Second, they argued 
that pluralistic power centers did not overlap. 
Third, the power centers did not coalesce from issue 
area to issue area in a consistent or patterned way. 
Furthermore, these political scientists argued that leaders 
were not autonomous, but rather that they were influenced by 
other citizens who participated in the decision-making 
process. Finally, they maintained that Hunter had 
deliberately pursued a power-elite model. That is, he and 
his followers began with the question nWho governs this 
32See Wallace S. Sayre and Herbert Kaufman, 
Governing New York City (New York: Russell Sage 
FoundatiOn, 1960), RObert Dahl, Who Governs? Democracy and Power in an American City (New Haven: Yale university Press, 1961), and Edward Banfield, Political Influence: A New Theory of Urban Politics (New York: The Free Press, 
1961, First Free Press paperback edition, 1965). 
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community?" Thus, the methodology was biased by virtue of 
the very nature of the question because it presumed that 
someone governed the community. 
The pluralists then argued that the proper approach 
was that of issue analysis or decision-making. This method 
involved identifying and analyzing the decision-makers in a 
community uSing content analysis, interviewing techniques, 
and participant observation. 33 Other methodologists 
questioned both the decisional approach and the                          
approach. All of these studies refined both the concept of 
                      and the various research techniques. 
More recently, researchers have focused on leader-
structural characteristics, questioning 
legitimacy, visibility, scope of influence and cohesiveness. 
Charles Bonjean and David M. Olson did the pioneering work 
which shifted the debate from whether or not community 
leadership could be identified as positional, reputational 
or decisional in its approach, to that of issues involving 
leadership and its impact. 34 They, too, advocated use of 
multi-methods and measurements for understanding leadership. 
33Aaron Wildovsky, Leadership in a Small Town 
(Ottowa: Oxford University Press, 1964); Robert Presthus, 
Men at the         (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), Nelson w. po sby, "CoDBunity Power: Some Reflections on the Recent Literature," American sociolo9ical Review 27 (December 1962): 838-41, Raymond E. Wolf1nger, riA Plea for Decent Burial," American Sociological Review 27 (December 
1962): 841-47. . 
34Charles M. Bonjean and David M. Olson, ·Community Leadership: Directions of Research," Administrative Science Quarterly 9 (December 1964): 
278-300. 
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Terry                 framework included thirty-four propositions, a 
typology conforming to Bales and                   AGIL or LIGA. 
Each letter refers to one of the following functions: 
Adaptation, Goal-Attainment, Integration and Latent 
Patterns-Maintenance and Tension-Management. 35 
                propositions included some based on 
empirical evidence and others which conformed to the 
framework. Clark called for additional research, but 
questioned the need for additional case studies •. Rather, he 
advocated comparative studies of large numbers of 
communities. Clark also emphasized the need to analyze 
additional variables looking at the interrelationships among 
them which influenced the distribution of community power. 36 
Consequently, community leadership and power studies 
focused on unveiling the overt and covert leaders. Through 
the use of methodological triangulation,                         have 
been able to explain interactional processes in the 
monolithic 
communities. 
and polylithic structures within given 
With the passing of the               and the shifting from 
case                 or one-community or two-community studies to 
multi-community longitudinal studies,37 interest focused on 
              M. Clark, "power and                   Structure:-
Who Governs, Where and When?n The Sociological Quarterly 3 (Summer 1967): 291-316. 
36Ibid • 
37Robert Asser, Marshall Goldstein and Bert 
Swanson, The Rulers and the Ruled (New York: John Wiley 
and Sons, 1964). 
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synthesizing results of other studies and developing a 
theory of community power. 38           period of intensive 
research and debate clarify many concepts and· introduced 
large-scale computer technology to the study of leadership, 
power, influence and·decision-making. In the present              
then, one hopes to avoid the pitfalls of both elitists and 
pluralists. Research on black leaders must control the bias 
inherent in any methodology. . 
During this period, three major orientations emerged 
in the literature--individualistic, dyadic and systemic. 39 
        first, espoused by Max Weber, focused on the 
individual"'s 
characterized 
ability to attain desired goals and was 
by Weber"'s definition of power: nPower 
[Macht] is the probability that one actor within. a social 
relationship be able to carry out his own will despite 
resistance, regardless of the basis on which this 
probability rest. n40 
Robert A. Dahl"'s theories on power, as well as the 
works of several small-group theorists, illustrates the 
second orientation--Dahl"'s focus on nA"'s" power over nan and 
Dorwin Cartwright"'s formulations around nO"'sn inducement of 
change in np"'sn behavior represent the dyadic approach. 
38Terry Clark, ed., Community Structure and Decision-Making (San Francisco: Chandler publishing 
Company, 19 68) • 
39Ibid., p. 46. 
4°Max Weber, The               of Social and Economic Organization (New York: oxfor university press, 1947), p. 
152 quoted In Ibid., p. 45. 
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This approach differs from the individualistic approach 
because it is a relationship between two actors. 4l 
The last orientation and the one presently receiving 
wide acceptance, perceives ·(p)ower ••• (as) the potential 
ability of an actor' or actors to select, to change, and to 
attain the goals of social systems. n42 Here, power is 
characteristic of a given system and nontransferable from 
system to system. The basic unit of analysis becomes not 
individuals or groups, but rather actors                       in 
·status systems n within specific social systems. In fact, 
this systemic orientation 
• •• focuses on the abilities of different actors to restrict the inputs to the system; to convert the inputs into specific demands, to redirect the flow 
of decisions within the system, and to regulate the 
outputs of the system. It calls immediate attention 
to the distribution of resources with a social system that may serve to provide the actors controlling them with influence over others. 43 
Restriction of the npowern concept to the npotential 
abilityn of actors to induce change in a system 
distinguishes 
operationalized 
it from the process 
power and                      
and results of 
In other words, 
                          is the exercise of power that brings about 
change in a system. n44 
The key underlying concept in the distinction 
              Clark, ed., Community Structure and DeciSion-Making, p. 46. 
42Ibid• 
43Ibid • 
44Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
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between power and influence is "resource. a Inventories of 
power resources·vary from writer to writer, but might, for 
the most part, include "money, knowledge, technique skills, 
control of manpower and the ri.ght to vote. n45 
Power-holders control resourcesJ their use of these 
resources transforms power into influence. Therefore, the 
degree and scope of influence controlled by power-holders 
may vary: indeed, at times, power-holders may choose to 
defer the exercise of influence. 
With these conceptual distinctions made, the 
theorists then distinguished between npower structures" and 
ndecision-making structures." The former was perceived as 
"patterned distribution of power in a social system. D46 The 
logic in this conceptualization seemed self-evident, for if 
power represented potential ability, then structural power 
represented the patterns of potential ability displayed by 
actors in a system. Rounding out this conceptual framework 
was the notion that decision-making structures displayed 
patterns of influence in a given social system. 47 
If power can be studied through the potential of 
persons to bring about change, then influence is measurable 
through studying the "resultsD of power resource 
45Idem, Community Power and Policy Outputs: A Review of Urban Researcb:(Beverly B11ls: Sage 
publications, 1973), p. 27. 
46Terry Clark, Community Structure and Decision 
Making, p. 47. 
47Ibid. 
                                                                                ... -... 
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utilization, that is, decisions. Thus, years of theoretical 
debate were put into proper perspective. For example, Floyd 
Hunter used methods which identified power-holders and the 
structure of power, while Dahl and other pluralist theorists 
used methodology which focused ondeclsion making structures 
rather than power-holders, per see 
As the               approached, Roland L. Warren forced 
researchers to not only evaluate the variables within given 
community settings, but also to consider the impact of 
extra-community forces--especially county, state and federal 
governments--upon local patterns of decision-making. His 
study, The Community in America, discussed systematic 
research on the links between vertical and horizontal axes 
of community power. 48 
With the exception of Amos Hawley, Terry Clark, and 
Prancine Rabinovitz, few researchers linked community power 
to policy analysis. 49 By contrast, the                       saw the 
48Rol and L. Warren. The communiti in America. 
2nd ed. (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1972). A so see John Walton, nThe Vertical Axis of Community Organization and the 
Structure of Power" reprinted in Charles Bonjean, Terry N. Clark, and Robert L. Lineberry, eds. Community Politics: A Behavioral Approach (New             The Free Press, 1971), and 
Roland L. Warren, nA Note on                   Analysis of Power 
Structure and Vertical Ties· in Ibid. 
49See Amos Rawley, nCommunity Power and Urban Renewal Success,n American Journal of soci0109, 68 (January 1963) 422-31, Terry N. clark, "Commun ty Structure, 
Decision Making, Budget Expenditures and Urban Renewal in Sl American Communities,· in Frederick M. Wirt, ed., Future 
Directions in communitl Power Research: A COlloruium (Berkeley: InstItute 0 Governmental Studies, Un v. of Calif., 1971), and Francine Rabinovitz, City Politics and 
Planning (New York: Atherton Press, 1969). 
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focus shift from descriptive studies to studies of community 
power and influence. Bere, much of the work postdated the 
1970"'s and analyzed policies emanating from the 
participation of theretofore non influential individuals into 
decision-making structures through the auspices of Community 
Action Programs. 
The 1970"'s corollary of Community Action 
Programs--Model Cities--provided fertile opportunities for 
research with the advent of block funding                   sharing, 
Community Development and Title XX). There is little 
question that community decision-making and policy analyses 
will continue to receive considerable attention from 
students of leadership and community power theorists. 50 
Perhaps John Q. Wilson set the stage for future 
research by saying ""'Who governs?'" is an interesting and 
important question; and an even more interesting and more 
important question, • • • is "'What difference does it make 
who governs?'" •• 51 Leadership theory and community power 
theory focus upon who provides leadership, under what 
conditions, by what authority, employing what method. 
Within the black community answers to these questions become 
salient when we consider the question "What difference does 
it make who governs?" All empirical data indicate that 
51James Q. Wilson, nWe Need to Shift Focus. n In 
Essays in Political Science, p. 131. Edited by Edward B. 
Bucbrig (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966). 
--------------------------------------_ .. -.. 
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those who exercise influence, whether covert or overt 
influence, make crucial decisions about the allocation of 
scarce resources. 
Black Americans· and other minority-group members 
have traditionally competed with the majority for scarce 
resources while operating under the handicap of 
institutional racism. Thus, for example, the question of 
"Who governs this town?" becomes highly significant. When a 
discriminated-against group attempts to connect with the 
main power bases of a community, in order to receive its 
share of scarce resources, it must have sufficient influence 
to be effective. Most studies view the black community as a 
subcommunity, analyzing the existing power structures. Few 
explanations are grounded in empirical data. 
Among the more detailed analytical studies on black 
leadership are52                   on the leadership styles of blacks 
in Chicago, the works of Daniel C. Thompson in relation to 
the black leadership of New Orleans, those of M. Elain 
Burgess who studied and analyzed the North Carolina 
communities,                   study of black leadership in 
Providence, and Barth and                         study of pacific City. 
52wilson, Negro PoliticsI Daniel C. Thompson, The Negro LeadershIp Class (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: PrentiCe-RaIl 1963)1 M. Elain Burgess, Negro Leadership in a Southern City (Chapel Hill, N. C.: UnIversity of North CarOlina press, 1962)1 and Ladd, Neiro Political Leadership in the South. Also see Harold W. Pautz, liThe Power Structure of the Negr9 Subcommittee: A Case Study and a Comparative View,· Phylon 23 (Summer 1962): 156-66; and 
Ernest A. F. Barth and Baha Abu-Laban, ·Power Structure and The Negro Subcommunity,· American Sociological Review 24 
(February 1959): 69-76. 
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More recently, Everett Ladd published a comparative analysis 
of several North Carolina communities. 
These works were completed either immediately 
before, during or soon after the legal termination       the 
biracial system in America. They depicted emerging 
leadership in the black community as it responded to the 
events of its time. These studies focused on the individual, 
the issues and the kinds of leaders, however, their specific 
focus was upon what their authors invariably referred to as 
the "race issue." Nevertheless, . both Thompson and Ladd 
posed conceptual frameworks and research design which aided 
in subsequent research. 
Daniel Thompson defined a functional approach to 
leadership studies, tapping and analyzing the phenomena in 
the contemporary black community: 
The functional approach to leadership, therefore, 
makes it possible for us to identify leaders as opposed to "celebrities." The leader is one for some period of time and identifies overtly with the 
                effort to achieve stated goals. This identification may be brief, narrowly focused and even ineffectiveJ nevertheless, it designates the individual actor as a participant in                        effort to achieve personal freedom • • • • 
Ladd focused upon the race issue and black 
leadership styles: 
• • • negro leadership is issue leadership, or to put it another way, that in the absence of strong institutional bases and given the intensity with which the cause of race advancement is held by 
Class. 
53Daniel C. Thompson, The Negro Leadershie 
------------------------------------_. -... 
negroes, negro leaders are particularly dependent 
upon popular app§oval· of their handling of issue of r ace advancement. 4 .. 
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His analysis of the variables ·weak institutional base· and 
race contributed to .the present                 analysis of black 
community issues and leadership effectiveness. 
During the late                 the ·War on poverty· with 
its direct federal intervention on the local level, spurred 
renewed interest in studying the black community. 
Nevertheless, most studies analyzed the controversies around 
the War on poverty, focusing on issues and variables 
pertaining to particular programs. 
These analyses failed to consider the participants 
as they related to their SUbcommunities and the larger 
communities, failed to                           compare and contrast. 
The works of Ralph Kramer55 and Greenstone and peterson56 
are among the few exceptions. 
Since citizen participation is not a major concern 
of this study, an in-depth review of the literature has not 
been undertaken. Of more pertinence are who are the black 
leaders? What are the sources of their legitimacy? Bow 
representative are they? What is the scope, effectiveness 
and longevity of their leadership roles during a specific 
54Ladd, Negro Political Leadership in the South, 
p. 4. 
55aalph M. Kramer, Participation of the Poor: 
Comparative Community Case studies in the War on poverti (Englewood ciiffs, New Jersey: prentice-Bail, Inc., 19 9). 
56J • David Greenstone and Paul Peterson. 
---------------------------------_._-_ .... 
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period? Who and how effective are black leaders and what are 
their social costsS7 to the black community? 
Organizational and Interorganizational Theory 
Organizational theory serves this study in two 
important ways. First, it aids the researcher in placing 
the concept of "black leader" in perspective, shifting the 
            from individual leadership to role sets. Marshall 
Meyer argues the futility of a single approach, stating, 
"Rather, characteristics of the social networks--both 
organizational and extra-organizational--in which leadership 
roles are embedded will have to be examined."S8 
Second, organizational theory enables the 
investigator to analyze the power bases of black leadership 
and compare them to those of the powerful vested interests 
interacting with black leaders. 
Third, organizational theory supplies the framework 
for the researcher to examine the structure and function of 
formal organizations that affect policy-making including 
implementing programs and services. When black leaders 
attempt to influence policy they often collide head-on with 
S7Sere the concept social cost is borrowed from the field of economics and intended to infer that the black community, as any community, pays a price when it elects spokespersons. Not only must the community consider leadership according to interest representation, degree of expertise, but by utilization of specific leadership, what 
is foregone not only in the immediate situation but future 
encounters. 
S8Marshall Meyer, "Leadership and Organizational 
Structure," American Journal of Sociology, vol. 81, no. 3 
(November 1975) p. S40. 
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vested interests, these encounters mold the style and tone 
of future black leaders. The import of organizational 
theory upon the study of black leadership becomes especially 
apparent when the theories of Eugene Litwak, et al. 59 are 
reviewed. These writers formulated theories           supported 
the notion of citizen groups effecting desired social 
change. 
formal 
Daniel Katz and Robert Kahn60 formulated a theory of 
organization derived from the work of Talcott 
Parsons, A. F. Allport, and J. G. Miller which transcended 
the structural by considering structure, climate and 
adaptive responses. Furthermore, these writers noted five 
major characteristics of social organizations: 
(1) maintenance, p'roduction and support structure, 
(2) elaborated formal role pattern, 
(3) clear authority structure, 
(4) adaptive structures; 
(5) an explicit ideology. 
Although these characteristics were aimed at formal 
organizations, they aided in analyzing small groups 
(voluntary associations, primary group organizations, and 
their environments). As Katz and Kahn argued, the major 
59Eugene Litwak and Henry J. Meyer. School 
Family and Neighborhood: The Theory and Practice      
School-community Relations (New York: Columbia University 
press, 1974), pp.·64-81. 
60Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, The Social 
psychology of Organizations (New York: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., 1966), pp. 47-71. 
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distinction between formal organizations and informal 
organizations are the level and complexity of regulatory 
devices.           further distinguished between voluntary 
groups and voluntary organizations. 
Voluntary groups are composed of members who band 
together with a common purpose and experience varying 
degrees of success over time, efficient record-keeping and 
evaluation procedures are generally absent. On the other 
hand, volunteer organization "has a permanent secretariat or 
some equivalent device for maintaining stability in the 
offices of secretary and treasurer with respect to 
membership rolls, finance and records. "61            
characteristics also identify the potential for goal 
attainment. 
Grosser62 analyzed the functional and dysfunctional 
aspects of ad-hoc organizations (similar to Katz and              
voluntary groups) and permanent organizations (Katz and 
              formal organization), capturing the importance of 
structure, resources and permanence in goal attainment. 63 
Like Grosser, Brager and Specht64 focused on internal 
61I bid., p. 43. 
62A definitive classification and analysis for voluntary and primary groups is found in Rothman, pp. 
281-325. 
63Charies F. Grosser, New Directions in Community organization: From Enabling to Advocacy (Rew York: praeger Pu 1ishers, 1973), pp. 128-544 
64George Brager and Harry Specht, Community 
Organizini (New York: Columbia University Press, 1973). 
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operations and organization building in voluntary 
organizations and primary groups for the purpose of social 
action. 
Since the present                 primary concern was with 
formal organizations as they interacted with voluntary 
organizations, only those theories were addressed which 
described phenomena relating to the nature and effectiveness 
of black leaders on policy decisions and acquiring desirable 
resources. Among those writers whose research and theories 
appeared to be of greatest significance for this study were 
Litwak, et al., Cloward and pivens, Carmichael and Hamilton, 
and Grosser. 65 
More specifically, of particular relevance were the 
interorganizational theories of Litwak and Rothman, 
Carmichael and                       black power postulates, and the 
writing of Richard Cloward and Prances Piven on powerless 
                politics and conflicts. Interorganizational theory, 
. . 65E• Litwak and H. J. Meyer, "A Balance Theory of Coordination Between Bureaucratic Organizations and Community Primary Groups," Administrative Science Quarterly 11 (June 1966): 31-58, HTechnoiogicai Innovation 
and Theoretical Punctions of primary Groups and Bureaucratic 
Structures," American Journal of                   73 (January 1968): 468-81; Eugene                 "Models     Bureaucracy Which 
Permit Conflict," The American Journal of Sociology 57 
(September 1961): 177-84, Eugene Litwak and Jack Rothman, nToward the Theory and Practice of Coordination between Pormal Organizations," in or,anizations and Clients, eds. William R. Rosengren and Mar Lefton (coluibus, ohIo: Charles E. Merrill, 1970), pp. 137-87; Richard Cloward and Frances Fox Piven, The Politics of Turmoil Essays on Poverty, Race and the Orban crisis (Rew York: pantheon Books, 1974), stokeley carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, 
Black Power: The politics of Liberation in America (New 
York: Vintage Books, 1961), and Charles F. Grosser, New Directions in                     Organization. ---
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unlike                                               encompasses the links between 
two                                                             The                 distinction 
between                                                       and                                            
         
(1) No                                     exists;                                    
                    decision-making                      
(2) Negotiation and discussion         the modes of 
(3) 
in a confederation,' whereas, operation 
contextual organizational processes lead to 
                              fiat. 
The single organization is intent upon 
separation of its units as opposed to 
confederation being                     with closing the 
distance between the subunits. 
(4) Interorganizational structures are more suitable 
for                       problems, multi-goals and means 
which                     conflict. 66 
A set of six variables           identified and aided in 
                                                    framework: 
(1)               and type of                              
interdependence, (2) level       organizational awareness of interdependence, (3) number of 
organizations involved or the number of 
interorganizational transactions, (4) type of bureaucratic                             (5) the extent to which the linkage deals with                 or non-uniform 
events, and (6) the resources and                           has to commit to                                         linkages." 
In postulating about effective linkage these                
66Litwak and Rothman, p. 144. 
67Ibid., p. 145. 
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distinguish between formal and informal linkage modes, 
emphasizing that partial interdependence is the minimum 
condition under which linkage may· occur. Stated 
differently, organizations, like other systems, are in a 
constant state of interdependence; however, to maintain 
separate 
required. 
identities, degrees of interdependence are 
Otherwise, organizations with high 
interdependency needs would seem better served through 
merger than coalition. Too, according to           theory, an 
organization·s interdependency may be either symmetrical or 
asymmetrical. That is, some organizations within a linking 
situation may accrue more power and resources than others; 
the condition is one of asymmetrical interdependence. When 
interdependent organizations have equal or near-equal 
reciprocity, then symmetrical interdependence exists. Yet 
another critical variable is organizational awareness. 
At this point, it is important to note Carmichael 
and Bamilton·s thesis that black organizations should be 
careful about their organizational allies, being especially 
aware of when to distance themselves from powerful white 
allies. They are not different from Litwak and his 
followers in stating that when asymmetrical interdependence 
existed between weak black organizations and powerful white 
organizational allies, black organizations and their causes 
were subsumed 
organizations 
or .coopted. 68 
in Chattanooga, 
Thus the dynamics of black 
Tennessee, are subject to 
68Carmichael and Hamilton, p. 35. 
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this theory. For example, do the Chattanooga Branch of the 
NAACP, the United Group, the Black Ministerial Association, 
PUSH, and the Action Coordinating Council, coordinate their 
activities. If so, when, and why? If not, why? ··Of perhaps 
equal importance is the question: what happens to .key 
leadership roles under confederated conditions? Litwak and 
                    "Balance Theory of Formal organization"69 notes 
that organizations may engage in either facilitative or 
competitive linkage. 
Summary 
Chapter II has reviewed· the relevant literature 
using a multidisciplinary approach that included sociology, . psychology, political science, economics· and social work. 
Concepts forming the underlying dimensions for community 
·power and community politics were identified and contrasting 
theoretical frameworks were compared. The various concepts 
were related to black leaders who attempt to function in 
asymmetrical power situations. Contemporary case studies on 
black leadership are almost nonexistent. 




The                   experiences with community leadeFs over 
a period of years formed the indelible impression that two 
groups of leaders existed within the black community: one 
group selected by the white community and one group by the 
black                       In addition, each of these groups 
professed different values and attitudes. 
While the present study afforded the author a 
significant--perhaps unique--opportunity to test the above 
proposition, it also imposed scholarly .restraints which 
precluded a wide-ranging survey, narrowing the scope to 
sharply defined goals and assumptions. The steps below 
represent the                   initial attempts to define the limits 
of the present study: 
1. A rough definition of the phenomenon to be explained is formulated. 
2. A hypothetical explanation of that phenomenon is formulated. 
3. One case is studied to determine whether or not the hypothesis fit the facts in that case. 
4. If the hypothesis does not fit the facts, either the hypothesis or the phenomenon is redefined. 
5. The discovery of negative cases by definition disproves the hypothesis. 
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6. Examining cases, redefining the phenomenon, and 
reformulating the hypothesis is continued until a valid relationship is established. 70 
In an exploratory study such as the present one many 
problems arise. To minimize their impact, the author used 
what Blumer7l calls exploration and inspection procedures. 
More specifically, exploration permits the researcher to 
shift the                     focus. somewhat in order to search for 
new empirical information. This entails departing from the 
original research design in order to acquire new .information 
which enhances the                 descriptions, explanations and 
predictions. For example, interviewees who wished to give 
more in-depth information were permitted to go beyond the 
structured interview schedules. Several audio taped 
interviews supported the fruitfulness of this approach as 
the additional data provided greater insight into how black 
leaders lived and worked. Yet another example was that 
tracing an initial historical factor, then locating new 
clues, and pursuing them added an extra dimension to this 
study. 
This procedure calls for the use of multiple 
70Norman K. Denzin, The Research Act: The 
Theoretical Introduction To Sociological Methods (Chicago: Alaine pu611sh1ng company, 1970), p. 195. 
71Berbert Blumer, Symbolic Interactionism 
(Englewood Cliff, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1969). 
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methods. 72 One of the shortcomings of past research, 
however valuable it may have been, was one-dimensional 
methodology. To minimize the biases inherent in any single 
method, the present study, then, 
approaches. 





many problems had to be resolved in 
validity of the                 conclusions 
1. History. In dealing with persons who were part 
of history, selective perception in recalling events and 
persons remained a problem. Since interviews were the data 
source for some analyses, respondents may have inaccurately 
reflected what really happened. 
Thus, multiple data-collection methods were used: 
newspapers, public records, organizational records. Some 
interview questions accounted for shifts in opinion. 
2. Researcher bias. It is probable that the 
                          own selectivity and experiences biased the 
research. Kenneth Clark noted the dimension of 
environmental pressures upon the ninvolved observern and 
sought to control these variables through the use of the 
72see Donald T. Campbell and Donald W. Fiske, 
nConvergent and Discriminant Validation by the Multitrait Multimethod Matrix,· PSiChOlogical Bulletin, vol. 56, n. 
2, March 1959, Barney G aser and Anselm L. Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory, Eugene J. Webb,                
Campbell, Richard D. Schwartz and Lee Sechrest, Unobtrusive Measures: Nonreactive Research in the Social Sciences 
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966), and Norman K. Denzin, The Research Act: The Theoretical Introduction to SociolQ9Ical 
Methods. 
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detached nparallel personn to ntest the observa;ions, 
I 
insight and conclusions of the primary observer. n73 , This 
study controlled for the                           bias by among other 
techniques, self-evaluation. 74 
Second, to minimize 'the                               bias and 
environmental pressures, as many data sources as possible 
were used. For example, data were collected on black 
leaders relating to a wide range of leadership activities 
over a ten-year period, 1970-79. In addition, the data were 
collected and analyzed from three viewpoints: individual 
actions, interaction with other individuals and with groups, 
and actions of groups. Multiple interviewees were used •. 




Within-method triangulation included different interview 
scales measuring different dimensions of leadership. 
Between-methods triangulation included survey interviewing 
and archival record analysis. 
3. Sampling. Although the interviewees were not . always those closest to the policy decisions a conscious 
effort to include decision-makers was incorporated into the 
research design. 
4. Sampling mortality. Key persons sometimes left 
the community, died or were otherwise unlocatable. While 
73Kenneth B. Clark, Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas of 
Social Power, pp. xvi-xviii. 
74Normal K. Denzin, nThe Logic of Naturalistic 
Inquiry,n Social Forces 50                     1971): 166-82. 
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this fact could not be totally compensated for, suitable 
replacements were found in some cases. 
Thus far, the discussion in Chapter III has included 
the author'-s· professional experience and biases,how the 
I 
study'-s focus was defined, and problems in reaching valid 
conclusions. Now let us turn to the research design. 
Research Design 
More specifically, the methodological process 
identified individual and organizational             leadership 
design,ted and legitimized externally to and internally by 
the black community relative to: issues pertinent to 
delivery of resources to the black community, issues of 
primary concern to the black community, and issues central 
to the total community during the 1970'-s. 
The reputational, decisional and positional methods 
were employed. The reputational method yielded information 
regarding reputed leadership or those who possess power 
resources, whereas, the decisional method screened for 
activated power or those persons who actually exercised 
influence. The poSitional method linked actors with 
oganizational affiliations and offices held. The 
reputational method was refined by extending the process to 
include the issue-specific reputational method, that is, 
data yielded those reputed to be influential in relation to 
given issue areas. The decisional methods provided data as 




the research design included the 
following: (1) selection of a specific time period to 
study, (2) selection of the study population, (3) 
development of instruments to gather the data, (4) training 
of interviewers, (5) interviews with the participants, (6) 
extracting of data from secondary sources, and (7) the 
recording and analyzing of data. 
The               were selected because those years seemed 
far enough in the past for interviewees to have gained 
perspective, yet recent enough to remember persons and 
events. Discussion of events during a decade appeared a 
more reasonable approach than asking a respondent to 
pinpoint exactly when                     happened or someone said 
                      The study population was composed of "community 
knowledgeables", both black and white, who were living in 
the Greater Chattanooga area during at least a portion "of 
the                
A master list of black and white community 
knowledgeables was created, then each was aSSigned a number. 
The final sample was selected by computer-generated numbers. 
An initial sample of three hundred and fifty (350) 
names was drawn: one hundred and twenty-five (125) from the 
white community and two hundred and twenty-five (225) from 
the black community. The selection criteria were high 
visibility and active roles in the community. Black 
informants were selected from among religious leaders, news 
media personnel, civic, civil rights and social organization 
------------------------------------" --" 
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leaders, government workers and key political and grass 
roots leaders. Other sources were chamber of commerce 
lists, listings of Democratic- party precinct and ward 
chairmen and other political ·officeholders, personnel 
directories of various public and private businesses and 
institutions. Finally, information was derived from 
newspaper records. 
White informants were picked individuals whose names 
appeared on a list of key decision-makers released by the 
Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce in January 1977. 75 In 
addition to those on the chamber list, persons holding 
overlaping memberships on corporate and philanthropic 
boards, as well as key political and para-political 
organizational leaders,76 were included. Thus, each of the 
two groups was augmented by persons selected from newspaper 
stories on policy issues and civic events. 
potential informants on the white panel were 
assigned numbers from one hundred (100) to two hundred and 
twenty-four (224) • Black panel members were assigned 
numbers from three hundred (300) to five hundred twenty-four 
(524). From these three hundred fifty (350) names, a study 
population of fifty (50) white knowledgeables and one 
7Saoy Bain, aIn Chattanooga Variety is the Spice of Life Cities," The South Magazine, January-February 
1977, p. 41. 
76These are persons who represent special groups 
who attempt to shape a decision but do not hold official responsibility for rendering a decision on the issue, i.e., League of Women voters or NAACP. 
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hundred (100) black knowledgeables was drawn randomly. Of 
these (150) persons, forty (40) whites and seventy-four (74) 
blacks responded favorably to follow-up telephone contact. 
Appointment dates and times were then arranged. 
Of the white subsample, one (1) prospective 
respondent died prior to the scheduled interview date, one 
(1) was hospitalized and nine (9) others failed to keep 
appointments. Among the panel of black respondents four (4) 
later refused interviews, while thirteen (13) others failed 
to keep several appointments [i.e., a respondent who was in 
the news media field failed to keep three (3) scheduled 
appointments. The first and second were to be held in his 
office and the third was planned for in the interviewer#s 
office]. 
Research Instrument 
Careful instrument design, trained interviewers, and 
matched interviewers and interviewees minimized distorted 
outcomes. Among positive factors were accurately completed 
questionnaires, the opportunity to probe or to' immediately 
answer respondents# questions, and clarifification of 
misunderstood questions. Seven trained interviewers--six 
MSW social workers and a Ph.D. sociologist--assisted the 
author in conducting the interviews. Each interviewer was 
given an interview kit which contained: 
1. a narrative. statement which purpose of the project and conducting the interview, 





2. copied materials from the                             Manual, 
namely, "Building a Good Interview Relation-ship", nUsing the Questionnaire", nStimulating 
Discussion--probingn; and "Recording the Inter-viewn J 77' . 
3. copies of the interview schedulesJ and 
4. note paper and pens. 
A four-hour training session was conducted by the· 
researcher. Pive of the seven interviewers attended and the 
training session was videotaped. The tape was then made 
available to the two absent interviewers and those attendees 
wishing a review. 
purpose of the 
The training session dealt with the 
interview and how to convey it to 
respondents, confidentiality, specific questionnaire items, 
when and how to refocus the interview, how to handle 
confusion and concern regarding a particular itemCs), and 
when and how to refer the informant to the researcher. 
Pol low-up conferences were held with each 
interviewer before he or she conducted the first interview 
and immediately after the first interview.                        
follow-up conferences were held when needed. 
Development and distribution of the research 
instrument. The design reflected the                   review of the 
                                Manual. The Institution for 
Social Research. The university of Michigan: Ann Arbor. 
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literature in respect to format, construction and individual 
entries. Especially helpful were Clark,78 Bonjean,79 Rossi, 
Berk, and Edison,80 and Eisinger. 8l The core questionnaire 
was used for all respondents, black and white, while the 
supplemental questionnaire was administered only to black 
respondents. The primary differences between the two 
sections of the questionnaire were .that the supplemental 
questionnaire elicited information relating to important 
issues in the black community and influential black 
individuals and organizations while the core questionnaire 
focused on overall leadership and issues without reference 
to            
The core questionnaire was divided into two sections 
containing 22 questions. Section I focused on issues and 
influentials 
materials. 
while Section II related to biographical 
The supplemental questionnaire also was divided 
into two sections with 26 questions. Section I allowed for 
78Terry N. Clark, "Community Structure, 
Decision-making, Budget Expenditure and Urban Renewal in 51 
American Communities" in Frederick M. Wert, ed., Future 
Directions in Community Power Research: A Colloquium 
(Berkeley: Institute of Governmental Studies, University of 
California, 1971). 
79Charles M. Bonjean, "Dimensions of Power Structure: Some Problems in Conceptualization and Measurement" in Frederick M. Wert, ed. Future Directions in Community Power Research: A Colloquium. 
80peter Rossi, Richard A Berk, and Betty K. 
Eidson. The Roots of Urban Discontent: Public POliCt, Municipal Institutions, and Ghetto (New York: John W ley and Sons, 1974). 
8lpeter K. Eisinger. Patterns of Interracial 
Politics: Conflict and Cooperation in the city (New York: 
Academic press, 1976). 
responses regarding                           and 
In contrast, Section II elicited 





factors . and reward 
Changes in items were made after pretesting in the 
fall of 1978, in a social work research class, and in the 
spring of 1980 on a sample of twenty-five (25) 
persons--twelve (12) whites and thirteen (13) blacks ranging 
in age from twenty-nine (29) to sixty-seven (67) years. This 
sample included one Ph.D, a person with a sixth-grade 
education, one nurse, several business and civic leaders and 
one minister. None was included in the study sample. 
One hundred and fourteen interview schedules were 
precoded, forty for white respondents and seventy-four for 
black respondents. All white                           three digit 
numbers began with "0· while black respondent code numbers 
began with "1". Thus, respondents did not receive a 
specific identification number until the interview. 
Interview schedules were distributed to interviewers without 
regard to code except for race identification. The 
researcher retained a separate master code list of 
respondents and identification codes. 
Initially, persons selected as potential 
interviewees received a letter soliciting their 
participation. The letter discussed the purpose of the 
• study and advised the recipient to expect a follow-up 
telephone call. During the telephone conversation, the 
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responses regarding reputational and issue-specific data. 
In contrast, Section II elicited information regarding 
leadership designations, motivation factors and reward 
systems. 
Changes in items were made after pretesting in the 
fall of 1978, in a social work research class, and in the 
spring of 1980 on a sample of twenty-five (25) 
persons--twelve (12) whites and thirteen (13) blacks ranging 
in age from twenty-nine (29) to sixty-seven (67) ,years. This 
sample included one Ph.D, a person with a sixth-grade 
education, one nurse, several business and civic leaders and 
one minister. None was included in the study sample. 
One hundred and fourteen interview schedules were 
precoded, forty for white respo,ndents and seventy-four for 
black respondents. All white                           three digit 
numbers began with "0" while black respondent code numbers 
began with "In. Thus, respondents did not receive a 
specific identification number until the interview. 
Interview schedules were distributed to interviewers without 
regard to code except for race identification. The 
researcher retained a separate master code list of 
respondents and identification codes. 
Initially, persons selected as potential 
interviewees received a letter soliciting their 
participation. The letter discussed the purpose of the 
study and advised the recipient to' expect a follow-up 
telephone call. During the telephone conversation, the 
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prospective respondent was reminded of the letter, the 
significance of his or her contribution·was noted, questions 
were answered and the date and time for the interview were 
scheduled or, conversely, rejection                     A subsequent 
appointment confirmation letter provided the name of the 
interviewer. 
An additional instrument used in this study was a 
personal data questionnaire to obtain in-depth information 
regarding blacks who surfaced in the leadership Qadre of the 
                This instrument focused on events, issues, 
activities and decisions. The technique of content analysis 
also was 
through 
used to research and analyze issues and events 
the daily newspapers and organizational and public 
documents. 
The interview and interviewers. The mean number of 
hours required for the interview was four while the range 
was from one hour to six hours. Since the twenty-nine white 
respondents were 
their interview 
administered only the core qustionnaire, 
time was much shorter than that of the 
fifty-seven black respondents who also were administered the 
supplemental questionnaire. While more than one-half of the 
black respondents required two .separate interviews (three 
required more), less than 20 percent of the white 
respondents required a follow-up interview. 
Although the author was concerned initially about 
pairing interviewers in relation to race, this variable did 
not emerge as an overt problem. Thus, both black and white 
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interviewers interviewed white respondents while only black 
interviewers interviewed black respondents. In addition, 
one might tentatively conclude that the overt acceptance of 
the study was due, at least in part, to the preliminary 
preparation involving various sectors of the community. 
This particular task, in fact, was long and arduous. The 
                  race and civil rights history may have been a 
negative factor in penetrating the white power and 
decision-making structures. 
Fully supporting the study, hOwever, the                  
employer was of invaluable aid. Three top officials from 
the                       office (a southeastern university) actively 
engaged in the legitimation process. One measure of the 
success of these endeavors might be the fact that two years 
prior to the actual data-gathering process, representatives 
of the                         dominant white business-civic 
organization approached the                           employer for access 
to the proposed study data bank and conclusions. When 
data-gathering commenced, an executive dean accompanied the 
author to the executive                       office of the 
aforementioned civic group, at which time an oral agreement 
was struck that the executive director would advise all 
inquirers that he knew about the study and that 
participating in it would add to scientific knowledge. 
As the study progressed, it became clear that not 
only did white respondents seek the approval of the civic 
group, but "they also telephoned the                           office for 
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assurance that the chancellor "approved" of the study. Even 
more interesting and revealing, perhaps, about the character 
and tone of the community, was that at least two prominent 
white interviewees felt they should have been interviewed in 
the                           office--despite being advised previously 
that the research project was conducted under the auspices 
of a northeastern university. 
Strenuous efforts were made to accommodate the 
interviewees. For example,                       were interviewed in 
their homes or offices while the remainder was interviewed 
on the university campus. 
The respondents viewed their selection for the study 
as a compliment. Several perceived it as a social event. A 
number said that the campus was chosen as the site for their 





were mailed to the 86 
motion . another round of respondents, 
interaction. For example, many promptly telephoned to say 
they had received the thank-you notes while others mentioned 
them when they spoke in person with either the researcher or 
their interviewer. 
Interviwees rarely questioned the statements 
regarding their responses forming an aggregate data base and 
-assurances of confidentiality. Black and white public 
officials appeared to be the most evasive, power-holders 
also tended to be highly selective about the information 
they would share. 
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Data coding and processing procedures. For the most 
part, data were analyzed using the SPSS (Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences) Program, transforming raw nominal 
level data to ordinal-level and interval-level data for 
tabulation. Because of the volume of data and SPSS 
limitations, BASIC and SPL computer languages were used 
also. In the very final               of data analysis, the author 
manually calculated a number of statistical tests. 
Selection of research instruments, analytical tools 
and hardware was simultaneous. For example, whether using 
open-ended questions such as ·who were the leaders?n was 
balanced against questions like ·would the positive yield of 
data justify the data-analyzing difficulty factor?n 
Available computer soft- and hardware increased the 
desirability of undertaking the seemingly impossible, yet 
the cost of processing data became still another critical 
question. 
Finally, a research design was selected which 
required multiple use of open ended questions. The result 
became 4299 variables (notel SPSS requires the 
identification of dummy variables), and a seventy-five (75) 
page Master Code Book with six additional appendixes. Each 
case required 348 computer cards or a total of 29,908 
computer cards for the total project. 
Two MaW social workers and two senior secretaries 
assisted in coding. Key-punching and computer programming 
were completed by two senior computer science                     a 
--------_. _ ..... _ ..
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data processor and the researcher.         members of the 
university'-s Academic . Computer Department provided 
consultation regarding the computer systems at        
University of                       Chattanooga, and        .. University of 
                      Knoxville. 
      lower the error rate 
and reliabilty factors, coders 
sections to code in each·case. 
and                   the validity 
were assigned specific 
          each coder rechecked 
another'-s coding. Once the data were key-punched and read 
into the computer, the following errors were discovered and 
corrected: 
A. Key Punch Errors 
1. Misprinting one number for another (i.e., an 
-an instead of a -gO).           error occurred 
one time in 34a cards for a .287 percent 
error.           was considered insignificant and 
was not systematically checked • 
.. 2.               too many or too few numbers. Error 
occurrence: five in 348 cards for 1.436 
percent. 
B. Code Book Errors 
1. Miscoding one number for another. 
          error remained unknown unless revealed 
in relation to another card error, or unless 
it appeared during data 
lists of leaders where 
field appeared. 
analysis, i.e., on 
an -illegal- digit 
------------._ .... - .. 
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,2. Coding too many or too few numbers, 
occurrence factor ten in 348 for 2.87 
percent. 
C. Too many or too few cards. 
This error occurred three times in 348 for 
an .86 percent error rate. 
Summary 
Parts A.2 and B.2 were deleted totally. Also Part C 
was totally eliminated. Total approximate error excluding 
Part B.l is .287 percent. 
Computer and program errors. All programs used were 
extensively tested and no errors were found. 
Eliminating error process. Parts A.2 and B.2 were 
dealt with by checking the field length of each card. Part 
C corrections were accomplished by checking the number and 
the uniqueness of each card. 
Programs .used for elimination of errors in SPSS Or 
Fortran. Data coding and key-punching errors were 
eliminated by writing programs using BASIC and SPL computer 
languages. First, a program was written to check the number 
of cards, the uniqueness of each card and its field length. 
If errors were encountered, they were corrected on a Hewlett 
Packard 3000 series 3 and 4 computer. Another program 
organized the data to make it acceptable to SPSS 
subprograms: Condescript, AVONA, Multi-response cross 
tabs, Aggregate and Regression Analysis. 
--------------------------------------_ .... _ .. 
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Socioeconomic Profile 
Of the 57 black respondents, 81 percent, or 46, were 
male and 19 percent, or 11, were female. The composition of 
the white panel was quite similar to the black panel. Black 
males comprised 86 percent, or 25, of the panel while only 
14 percent, or 4, were black females (see Table 3-1). 
Age. Seventy-nine of the respondents gave their 
ages. The mean age range was 50 to 59 years, thus 
signaling a mature panel of informers. Sixty-seven percent 
of the black sample was 50 years old or older. Similarly, 
65 percent of the white respondents were within this age 
range. Nine percent of the black, and 10 percent of the 
white, respondents were seventy years old or older. Sharing 
almost equally (9 percent black and 10 percent white), 
respondents were represented at the opposite end of the age 
continuum, 30 to 39 years old. 
Educational level. Ninety-five percent of the 
sample respondents answered. Twenty-six, or 30 percent had 
college degrees and 33, or 38 percent, had advanced degrees. 
More than one-half (57 percent) held both college degrees 
and postgraduate training experience. When those persons 
with some college work (14, or 16 percent) were considered, 
90 percent had attained more than a           school or trade 
school education. 
Here, the sample group does 
population in that education 
not reflect the study 
becomes 





Selected Socio-Economic                              





B. Age: (N = 79) 
















C. Educational Attainment: (N =        
Did not finish 
hiqh school 7' (4) 
          School Grad 9' (5) 
Technical or Trade 7' (4) 
Some college 21' (12) 
Co1leqe Grad . 12' (7) 
Post Graduate or 
Professional 40' (3) 
DK & NA 4' (2) 
D. Place of Birth: 
Native 
Born elsewhere 
DK & NA 
(N = 80) 
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G.l Organization Membershi2 (1970): (N = 79) Average =. B-7 W-4 Ave. . Ave. 
1-5 46t (26) 3.4 41t (12) 3 
6-10 37t (21) 7 31t e 9) 7 
11-15 lOt ( 6) 12 7t ( 2) 14 
16-20 2t ( 1) 19 Ot ( 0) 0 
21-25 2t ( 1) 22 Ot ( 0) 0 
26-30 Ot ( 0) 0 Ot ( 0) 0 
More than 30 2t ( 1) 34 Ot ( 0) 0 OK , NA 2t ( 1) 0 20t ( 6) 0 
G.2 Organization Membershie (1980): (N = 79) Averaqe = B-7 W...;4 Ave. Ave. 
1-5 40t (23) 3 45t (13) 3 6-10 39t (22) 8 31t ( 9) 8 
11-15 18t (10) 13 7t ( 2) 14.5 
16-20 3t ( 2) 20 3t e 1) 16 
21-25 0, ( 0) 0 Ot ( 0) 0 
26-30 Ot e 0) 0 Ot ( 0) 0 
More than 30 Ot ( 0) 0 Ot e 0) 0 OK , NA Ot ( 0) 0 14t ( 4) 0 
H. National part! Identification 
Democrat 63t (36) 31t e 9) 
Republican 7t ( 4) 35t (10) 
Independent 28t (16) 31t e 9) OK , NA 2t ( 1) 3t ( 1) 
H.l Indeoendent Preference '(Tota1 = 25 or .29) 
oemocrat 69t (11) 33t ( 3) 
Republican Ot ( 0) . 33.t ( 3) 
Neither 31t e 5) 33t ( 3) 
I. Local Part! Identification (Total = 86) 
Democrat 46t (26) 24t e 7) 
Republican 5t ( 3) 7t ( 2) 
Indendent 46t (26) 62t (18) 
OK , NA 4t ( 2) 7t ( 2) 
1.1 IndeE!endent Preference (Total = 42 or .49) 
Democrat SOt (13) '6t ( 1) 
Republican 4t ( 1) 25t ( 4) 
Neither 46t (12) . 69' (11) OK , NA 
J. Occueationa1 Classification u.s. PrestIge Score lUSPS) USPS uSPS 
Engineers 7t ( 4) 47 3t ( 1) 68 





and university 0% 0) 7% (2) 78 
Editors, reporters, 
'rV and Radio 
Announcers 4% ( 2) 51 7% ( 2) 51 
Bank officers and 
financial managers 2% ( 1) 72 10% ( 3) 72 
Small Business 
Proprietors 14%' ( 8) 50 0% ( 0) 
Funeral directors 2% ( 1) 52 . 0% ( 0) 
Hospital Administra-
tors 0% ( 0) 2% 1) 61 
School Administra-
tors, College 0% ( 0) 2% ( 1) 61 
School Administra-
tors, elementary 
and secondary 5% 3) 60 0% 0) 
Company Presidents, 
Corporate heads 0% ( 0) 21% 6) 72 
Insurance Agents, 
Brokers and 
Underwrlters 2% 1) 47 0% ( 0) 
Teachers and Social 
Service Workers 5% ( 3) 63 
Public and Private 
Social Agency 
Administrators 5% ( 3) 50 7% ( 2) 50 
Lawyers and Judges 2% ( 1) 76 2% ( 1) 76 
Clerical worker 2% ( 1) 46 0% ( 0) 
Cashier 2% ( 1) 31 0% ( 0) 
Elected local 
public officials 2% ( 1) 61 3% ( 1) 61 
Craft Workers 5% ( 3) 47 0% ( 0) 
Labor/management/ 
business repre-
sentatives 0% ( 0) 3% ( 1) 56 
Police Officers 4% ( 2) 48 0% ( 0) 
Medical doctors 2% ( 1) 82 0% ( 0) 
State Representatives 2% ( 1) 61 0% ( 0) 
Newspaper publishers 0% ( 0) 3% ( 1) 72 
Laborers 4% ( 2) 17 0% ( 0) 
Managers, supervisors 4% ( 2) 38 3% ( 1) 38 
Public relations 2% ( 1) 51 0% ( 0) 
Retirees, N.C.** .- 16% ( 9) 3% ( 1) 
Housewife, N.C.** 0% ( 0) 10% ( 3) 
100% (N=57) *96% (N=29) 
*Total does not equal 100% due to rounding errors. 
**Not Coded. 
------:-------------------------_ .... _-_. -_ .. 
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respondent reported less than a high school education and 
only three reported both a high school education and some 
college training.· Ten, or 35 percent, indicated degrees 
above the bachelor level. However, four blacks, or 7 
percent, reported less than a high school education. High 
school diplomas had been obtained by five, or 9 percent, 
four, or 7 percent, had technical or trade· school training 
and 12, or 21 percent, reported some college trainingJ 12 
percent, or seven (7), were college graduates. professional 
or graduate training was completed by three "(3), or 7 
percent, of the black respondents. 
Income. Nineteen of the 86 respondents did not 
report household income. Of those responding '" all 
non-blacks reported income above $20,000 while 16, or 31 
percent, of the 51 blacks responding reported household 
income of $20,000 or less. Of this group, 14 household 
incomes were reported as less than $12,500. 
Even though 22 percent of the respondents were not 
asked about, or did not share, income information, and the 
interview income levels did not reflect delineations above 
$20,000, occupational status revealed significant data 
regarding income range. In part, this explained some of the 
disparities between black and white income. Most 
whites--other than political figures, educators and 
ministers--held corporate executive positions, high 
administrative positions in the public sector or were 
self-employed. On the other hand, the majority of the black 
respondents were 
professionals in the 
political office" or 
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service workers, ministers. and 
public sector, although a few held 
were                                         disparity 
becomes even more glaring when it is noted that one white 
respondent belonged to a family reputed to be the eighth 
richest in the United States while blacks were included 
whose incomes were below $12,500 and were recipients of SSI 
and food stamps. 
Religion. From a religious perspective the group 
was monolithic. Only four of the respondents reported that 
they were either Jewish or Catholic.           overwhelmingly 
Protestant group was almost equally divided between those 
native to the area and migrantsJ this fact held constant 
when both blacks and non-blacks were scrutinized. 
Pol'itical affiliation.         majority of the 
respondents voted as democrats. In national elections, 
"Democrat" was reported as party identification by 45 
respondents while 14 reported Republican.                        
respondents reported that they were Independents 
(information was not available on two of the respondents). 
When Independents were probed as to their voting tendencies 
in national elections, 14 indicated they tended to vote 
Democratic while only three usually voted for Republicans. 
Seven maintained that they did not have a voting pattern. 
            the group' was overwhelmingly Democratic jn its 
national voting preferences (59 out of 84). When local and 
Independent voting patterns were explored, seventeen were 
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Republican, rather than 14, and, seven, rather than 25, 
tended to be neither Democrat nor Republican in relation to 
national politics. 
When the data is broken down by race, the 
information becomes more revealing: of the 27 whites 
responding to the question, eighteen (62 percent) identified 
with Republican politics ,while 37 black respondents (69 
percent) reported Democratic voting tendencies with only 1 
percent remaining Independent. Black respondents were 
overwhelmingly Democratic with only four of 57 respondents 
identifying as Republican and one as Independent. 
Locally, the results were mixed. Three voted as 
Democrats, five as Republicans, but 44 perceived themselves 
as Independents. When the Independent status was further 
analyzed, 14 became Democrats (raising the total to 47) and 
five Republicans (raising the total to 10), leaving a total 
of 23 as Independents (minus data on six respondents who 
declined to answer). 
The local political scene tended to support these 
findings. For 
Lloyd Bouquard 
example, when u.s. Representative Marilyn 
(D) announced her candidacy for a second 
term, she received public endorsement by representatives of 
both political partiesJ the District (local) Republicans 
agreed not to run a candidate against her. In nonpartisan 
local politics, similar shifting of party lines took place 
as known Republicans were backed by Democrats and vice 
versa. Seemingly, the issues, and                               on the 
-;.......-------------------------------- ... _- .,_ .. , 
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political continuum of ultra conservative to ultra-liberal, 
influenced endorsement as much as             party 
identification. 
Organizational affiliations. These respondents, 
black and white, were joiners affiliated with more than two 
hundred and ninety-nine organizations during the                 and 
in the                 approximately the same number. They reported 
themselves as civic minded, religiously inclined, 
politically active, members of action, ,change and 
civil-rights groups. They were social and country club 
members. They held offices and sat on boards of directors, 
including public and private decision-making and advisory 
boards. They took citizen responsibility seriously, 
belonging to governmental and paralegal organizations. 
During the                 black respondents were affiliated 
with an average of seven organizations and groups, white 
respondents an average of four organizations. During the 
                the average organizational ties remained almost 
constant--seven and five, respectively. Forty-four of the 
respondents averaged three organizational affiliations. 
However, this comparatively low rate of participation 
decreased again to 41 percent during the               when most 
members increased their rate of participa'tion. In addition, 
the respondents sometimes sat on overlapping boards of 
directors, and thus were particularly influential. 
Occupational classification. The respondents 
included doctors, lawyers, judges, political officeholders, 
------------ ----,-- -- ----, 
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educators, businessmen, clerks and service workers. When 
contrasting black and white respondents against u.s. 
prestige scores,82 the white respondents· not only held the 
most prestigious occupations but more whites than blacks 
held high-status positions (see             3-1). 
Summary 
        methodology for this study was guided by a 
propositional framework. Data were obtained from both 
primary and secondary sources. Multidimensional interviews 
were administered by trained interviewers to 86 respondents 
chosen by stratified sampling techniques. 
The research design generated data which had to be 
organized for computer processing by several computer 
programs including SPSS. Controls were established to 
minimize the error factor in both data collection and 
analysis. The measurement and sampling procedures were 
designed to assure enhanced validity and reliability of the 
study findings. 
Finally, the methodology produced a modified 
stratified sample of 57 black and 29 white respondents, 
basically a mature, well-educated group with relatively 
high-status occupations. Yet, income ranged from great 
wealth to welfare recipients. Not unlike the population 
which they represented, the· sample members were mostly 
82occupational titles census codes and prestige 
scores are from National Data program for the Social 
Sciences, Codebook for the Spring 1972 General Social Survey, National                 Research Center, University Center, 
University of Chicago, Chicago, Appendix F, pp. 88-102. 
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Protestant and Democratic, representing more than 299 
organizations (social, civic, political and religious). 
Now that the methodology has been discussed, let us 
proceed to Chapter IV, nThe Structure of Leadership in Black 
Chattanooga." 
                                  ----------------_ .... - .. - .. -
CHAPTER IV 
THE STRUCTURE OF LEADERSHIP IN 
BLACK CHATTANOOGA 
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This chapter analyzes the structure of leadership in 
the black community, asking these questions: 
1. What is "black leadership" and what are its role 
requirements? 
2. Who ·decides what constitutes role requirements 
and the desirable characteristics of the 
role-bearer? 
3. Who determines what roles the role-bearers play? 
Stated differently, who decides who meets the 
role requirements and what is the selection 
process? 
4. Does it matter which blacks assume leadership 
roles or how they achieve these roles? 
HYPOTHESES STATEMENTS 
To focus more sharply on the leadership structure 
the following hypotheses were formulated, concepts defined, 
operationized, and probable variable relationships 
identified: 
Hypothesis One 
The efforts made by both the black and white 
communities to name and control the actions of black leaders 
-------------------------------------- ._ .. --.. 
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resulted in a bifurcated black leadership structure. 
The above hypothesis suggests that two left-handed 
variables (independent) are interacting in- a conjunctive 
relationship to affect the right-handed (dependent) 
variable. Here, the relationship is not between each 
left-handed variable and the right-handed variable. 
Instead, the left-handed variables combine to produce the 
relationship with the right-handed variable. Figure 4-1 
provides a graphic summary of these variable relationships. 
Figure 4-1 Hypothesis One: Interrelationship Between 
Variables 
Efforts by Black Community to 




Efforts by Wh1te Commun1ty to Name 






The second hypothesis is deducted from the following 
proposition: the two designated black leadership segments 
take different positions on issues because they represent 
the interests of different constituencies. 
The Leadership Designation Source determines 
leadership issue-positions. This hypothesis suggests a 
direct causal relationship between one- left-handed variable 
and one right-handed variable: 
Figure 4-2 - Causal Variable Relationship 
Leadership 
Designation Source 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE > Leader Issue-Positions DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
------------------------------------_ ... -_. -----
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Definitions of Key Concepts for HYpothesis One 
The. black community is defined as that collective 
body of citizens identified as black Americans who perceive 
themselves as a community in. the sense of having a "shared 
fate". Even though these individuals do not necessarily 
have spatial proximity, they are perceived by others to be 
apart from the larger community. In fclct, Barbara                    
conception of community as an ethnosystem captures the 
essence of black community as applied in this.study. Dr. 
Solomon states that by definition an ethnosystem contains: 
• •• groups which vary in modes of communication, in degree of control over material resources,. and in 
the structure of their internal relationships or social organization. Moreover, these groups must be in a more or less stable pattern of relationships 
which have characteristics transcending any single 
                field of interactionJ e.g.,' the 
                            political, educational, or economic 
subsystems. The notio.n that' the ethnosystem has a "life of its own" transcending any single group 
within it and different from the mere sum of behaviors in its component parts, is a cardinal idea in the development of both theoretical approaches and practice strategies •••• 83 
Black organizational .leadership is defined as those 
formally organized groups of blacks within the "black 
community". These black organizations seek to influence 
decisions on public and social policies which they perceive 
to be important to the black community. They either react 
to proposed or existing policies or seek to initiate policy. 
The organization and its leadership are represented by 
83Barbara Bryant Solomon, Black Em!5werment: Social Work in Oppressed Communities (New           Columbia unIversIty Press, 1976), p. 46. 
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(1) the organization by name, (2) the membership 
rosterJ (3) designated leaders, (4) clearly stated goals and 
purposes (such organizations may be civic, social, cultural, 
religious, civil rights, political or some combination). 
Measurement of black organizations and their leadership in 
this study was obtained through questions on the above 
variables and questions on leadership. 
Persons outside of the black community are defined 
as those non-black persons who either generate, shape or 
influence social policy. They may operate in an overt or 
covert fashion to affect decision-making. Bere, no a-priori 
notion exists as to the proper shape of a decision-making 
structure--whether pluralistic or elitist, centralized or 
decentralized. Thus, for example, decision-makers may be 
few in number but decide all issues or only some issues. 
While overt decision-makers function in legitimate 
decision-making roles (i.e., created by society for the 
express purpose of decision-making), their policies are 
affected by influentials who act both overtly and covertly. 
The criteria for identifying a non-black person who affects 
decision-making overtly or covertly are: 
(1) sits on various policy-making boards and 
committees ·which hold the legitimate authority 
for making policy decisions, 
(2) does not officially sit on decision-making 
bodies, but exerts decisive influence on the 
decision-makersJ 
_. __ .. _--------
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(3) represents extra-community vertical forces, 
i.e., federal and state                         and/or 
national organizations. 
Both. the concepts to designate and to legitimize are 
employed throughout this               To designate means to 
appoint, or select formally or informally, to the formal or 
informal role of spokesperson in the black                       To 
legitimize means to provide the leader with those 
attributes--recognition, prestige, status and 
resources--necessary to effectively perform his duties. 
Bifuricated leadership structure refers to two 
diametrically opposed groups, each claiming to represent the 
same constituency. 
Power and influence are in keeping with the Clark 
formalization. 84 Therefore, power means the potential 
ability of a person or persons to effect change. Persons 
are powerful because they have access to resources which can 
influence change or decisions-making. Influence is using 
power .to reach specific goals. Power is reputational in 
nature and does not need to be exercised to existJ 
conversely, influence must be used. 
Power is measured by the                   reputation to get 
things done and induce the desired change in individuals and 
groups. Influence, however, is measured by how effective 
the influentials are in                     desired goals. 
84Terry Clark, ed., Community Structure and Decision Making, .p. 46. 
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Power stucture then, is defined as the npatterned 
distributionn of potential.power in a given social system, 
differing from the decision-making structure which is a 
"patterning of influence in a given system.-
The power structure is the observability of that 
pattern which is formed by those groups or individuals who 
are reputed by most informants or community knowledgeables 
to be powerful in a given community--those who make things 
happen. The decision-making structure, on the.other hand, 
is measured by analyzing decisions and identifying 
legitimate decision-makers. 
Black leadership is viewed as a response to· 
structural (contextual) situations rather than "societal" 
situations. "This is not to say that what leaders do is 
unimportant, but ·rather to insist that they cannot escape 
certain basic givens--the problems to be solved and the 
resources available for solving them. nBS 
Operationalization of Key Concepts for Hypothesis One 
To test hypothesis one, "Community Leader" (black or 
white) . was measured in this study by several core 
questionnaire (CO) items. Responses to CO Item I yielded 
reputed leadership during the                 while CO           III 
linked a                   influence to specific issues, (that is, 
issue-specific reputational method). This item also 
measured reputed scope of influence, revealing whether a 
85Ladd , Everett, Negro Political Leadership in 
the South (Ithica: Cornell university Press, 1966): p.3l9. 
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leader participated in many or "few issue areas, and 
providing                         as to how extensively he was involved 
in any given area. 
Thus, scope referenced whether or not a leader#s 
influence was wide or narrow, and whether overlapping or 
discrete. Another measure of leadership identification was 
accomplished by CQ Item V which employed the Ersatz 
Decisional Method,86 cross-classification of five decisional 
stages with four issues generated in CQ Item III. The 
resulting data linked issues with leaders--and the base for 
indexing community or issue-area decentralization. 
CQ Item IX was used to measure leadership overtime, 
that' is, understanding more about who represented whom 
required defining representation. 
Bere, to represent means to act on behalf, or 
instead, of another within the context of the framework set 
forth by Greenstone and peterson. 87 This framework helped 
to determine for whom the designee acted, and the degree and 
quality of that representation. 
Socially descriptive representation refers to a 
congruency between the socioeconomic characteristics of the 
representative and those being represented. Background data 
such as race, age, place of reSidence, education, occupation 
and income constituted measures of this concept. 
86Terry N. Clark, "Community Structure, Decision 
Making, Budget Expenditures and Urban Renewal in 51 American Communities. II 
87peterson and Greenstone, pp. 166-169. 
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Substantive representation means the representative 
possessed an orientation (that is, philosophy and 
comprehension of the issues, persons, objects and events) 
which agreed with the                             interests and 
preferences. 
Operationalization of Key Concepts for Hypothesis Two 
For respondent leaders, representation was measured 
by Items XV through XX. For those leaders not included in 
the study, the data was amassed from public .records and 
local knowledgeables. Substantive representation was 
measured by CQ items XI, XIII, XIV [(a) and (b»), and issue 
activity questions in the Supplemental Questionnaire. 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The 86-member sample population identified 341 
influentials active during the                 the white 
respondents identified 138 influentials7 black respondents 
203. 
Of those leaders identified by the black 
respondents, 119 were black and 84 white. The white 
respondents listed 21 black leaders and 117 white leaders. 
As depicted in Table 4-1, each of these respondent groups 
identified a larger percentage of leaders from their own 
race. Whites named whites at a ratio of 5:17 blacks named 
blacks at a rate of 4:1. 
This reverse-order response signaled a pattern that 
repeated itself throughout the study. Specifically, this 
pattern consisted of whites perceiving a larger percentage 
-------------------------------------_. -............ . 
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TABLE 4-1 
Community Leaders During the              
                        . perce2tl.on Rate 
Reputed wliite stacie 
Leaders t t· t t 
ObS. Exp. ODS. Bxp. ODS. EXp. ODS. EXp.            White 117 81.3 .85 .59 84 119.7 .41 .59 201 Blacks 21 56.7 .15 .41 119 83.3 .59 .41 140 
[Totals 138 138 1.00 1.00 2031203 1.00 1.00 341 
x'" = 68. 1 P               v··       two               h1 yp othes1s. 
of whites than blacks as leaders and vice-versa. When a 
table of expected frequencies was constructed, it became 
apparent that the leadership designation, based on the race 
of the leader and race of the designator, was more than 
chance occurrence within the sample group. When the x2 
statistic was computed, for example, there was support at 
the .01 level of significance for association between the 
variables, race of the respondent and race of the designee. 
This reverse order·in perception assumes varying degrees of 
difference becoming extremely significant as more of the 
data was tested. This reverse order in perception of 
leadership can be referred to as the "photo image of 
leadership" 
leadership." 
or "reverse mirror image of perceived 
More than 50 percent of the black respondents did 
not initially list whites among influentials of the                
Several reasons seemed responsible for this early omission. 
First, it was assumed that because the respondent was black, 
he or she would be expected to provide information only 
about blacks. This assumption paralleled other life 
------------------------------ --_ .. -.--- -... -
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experiences and expectations. Second, black respondents 
believed they knew ·who the black .leaders were but were 
unsure of the white leaders. Third, they tended to iist as 
"whites who run things" "City· Ball," the "white power 
structure," the "system" and'the "powers to be". Fourth, a 
relatively large percentage of the black respondents 
apparently made a predetermination that since the author was 
black, all responses should also pertain to blacks. These 
respondents subsequently were encouraged to include whites 
in their list of leaders. 
When the data were screened for persons named by 5 
percent, but not more than 10 percent of the respondent 
groups,' the list of 341 influentials was reduced to 20. 
When the data were then similarly analyzed in a range of 11 
percent to 15 percent, the list of leaders diminished to 8. 
Thus, as the percentage of designators increased the number 
of leaders decreased. Since the first cutoff point was 5 
percent to 10 percent of the respondents, 10 percent or more 
was selected as the final cutoff point. Thus, those leaders 
most closely scrutinized were designated as leaders by 9 or 
more of the 86 respondents. 
Analyses of Aggregated Data--BYpothesis One--CQ Item I 
When the data were examined for those leaders named 
by 10 percent or more of the sample population, 25 names 
.-emerged (See Table 4-2). Of this group, only 1 female was 
listed. When the female was removed from the data, the 
leadership cadre was all male, divided equally between black 
--_ .. --_. __ . ---
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and white leaders. Only one leader captured more than 50 
percent of the respondents while only two others were 
designated by 40 percent ,or more. These three leaders were 
black, no white leader was named by 40 percent or more of 
the respondents. Two white leaders were named by 36 
percent of the respondents. 
TABLE 4-2 
. 1970 Reputed Leaders 
Designated by more than 10 percent of 86 Respondents 
RACE 
Leaders White l'ema1e 
MaJ.e l'emaJ.e MaJ.e l'emaJ e 
:t: , :t: , J: , :t: , 
11271 9 .10 
00111 11 .13 
00871 12 .14 00991 11 .13 
01281 9 .10 
01391 11 .13 
10061 9 .10 
11361 12 .14 
11841 10 .12 
00161 16 .19 
00351 15 .17 
01011 13 .15 
10190 14 .16 
00781 19 .22 12141 20 .23 
11601 32 .37 . 
01671 26 .30 
10851 30 .35 '11221 26 .30 
01281 31 .36 
01401 31 .36 
10601 34 .40 11101 33 .38 
10131 38 .44 
11291 44 .51 
It appears as if the study                           leadership 
structure during the               was composed of more blacks than 
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whites. Also, when the leadership was narrowed to          
those leaders perceived by 10 percent or more of the study 
sample, the number of black leaders equaled the number of 
whi te 1eadeors. At this point, however, one should remember 
that there were almost twice as many black respondents as 
whites. In addition, these respondents reflected a reverse 
mirror image of leadership: blacks perceived more black than 
white leaders while whites perceived more white than black 
TABLE 4-3 
Top Twenty-four 1970 Leaders by                           Race 
Des1gnatea by DeSignated Dy 
Leaders 57 Black Res')ondents 29 White Respondents 
t , Rank t , Rank 
BLACK 
11271 8 .14 11 1 .03 12 
11061 6 .11 12 3 .10 8.5 
11361 10 .18 9 2 .07 10.5 
11841 9 .16 10 1 .03 10.5 
12141 17 .30 8 3 .10 8.5 
11601 23 .40 6 9 .31 2.5 10851 26 .46 4 4 .14 6 
11221 22 .39 7 4 .14 6 
10601 25 .44 5 9 .31 2.5 
11101 29 .51 2 4 .14 6 
10131 28 .49 3 10 .34 1 
11291 38 .67 1 6 .21 4 
WHITE 
00111 8 .14 5 3 .10 12 
00871 8 .14 5 4 .14 11 
00991 2 .04 10.5 9 .31 8 
01381 4 .07 8.5 5 .17 10 
01391 4 .07 8.5 7 .24 9 
00351 2 .04 10.5 13 .45 4 
01011 1 .02 12 12 .41 5 
00161 6 .11 7 10 .34 7 
01671 10 .18 2 16 .55 3 
00781 8 .14 5 11 .38 6 
01281 9 .16 3 22 .76 1 
01401 11 .19 1 20 .69 2 
r 
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leaders. When Table 4-3 'is examined the impact becomes 
apparent. 
The ,whi te leader mentioned the most by black 
respondents was 01401 (19 percent). Be was designated by 69 
percent of the white respondents and ranked second by them. 
This designation represented a SO percent divergence between 
black and white respondents. 
Seventy-six percent of the 29 white leaders 
perceived leader 01281 as the top white leader. Of the 57 
black respondents 16 percent named him thus ranking him 
third among white leaders named by black respondents. The 
perception differential between black and white respondents 
for this leader was 60 percent. Sixty-seven percent of the 
black respondents designated leader 11291, thus giving him 
the highest ranking for a black leader. White respondents 
mentioned three other black leaders--10l3l, 10601, and 
11601--more often than 11291. 
When the list of influentia1s was scrutinized for 
the black leaders in the five top-ranked positions 
designated by black respondents, the order was 11291, first, 
11101, second, 10131, third, 10851, fourth, and 10061 fifth. 
Due to tied ranks, seven 'blacks surfaced in the top 
five positions on the white                           lists. These 
respondents named two black leaders, 10061 and 12141, within 
the top five who were not included by black respondents. 
The frequency percentage for the five most-named 
black leaders designated by black leaders ranged from 40 
82 
percent to 67 percent--a relatively high degree of agreement 
among black respondents. Conversely, there was relatively 
low agreement among white leaders identifying black leaders: 
no more than 21 percent (6) of white respondents identified 
the most                       listed black, as few as 10 percent (3) 
was sufficient to place a black leader among the five most 
frequently named black leaders. 
Obviously, aggregate data represented the composite 
of black-white perceptions, thereby placing persons most 
frequently mentioned in top positions, when in actuaiity 
neither group may have viewed the person as belonging in the 
top leadership cadre. This factor became very clear when 
the data was disaggregated and analyzed by race--both 
respondent and leader. 
Disaggregation of Data--CQ Item I 
The leadership cadre, both black and white, assumed 
a different appearance when the data was divided into two 
subfiles: one for black respondents and one for white 
respondents. Stated differently, black and white 
respondents were treated in this analysis as if they were 
two independent sample groups. 
As depicted in Tables 4-4 and 4-5, the 
reverse-mirror image of leadership became more pronounced 
when the data were analyzed by                           race and race of 
the perceived influential. The rosters of both white and 
black leaders were altered: (1) by total number of whites 




White Leaders Designated by.10t or More of 
Each Respondent.Group by Frequency and Percentage Scores· 
DeSl.gnated by . Designated by 
Leaders 57 Black Resoondent 29 Whi te Res )()ndents f , Rank f ., Rank 
00111 8 .,14 5 3 .10 27 
00161 6 .11 7.5 10 .34 7 
00781 8 .14 5 11 .38 6 
00871 8 .14 5 4 .14 18.5 
01281 9 .16 3 22 .76 1 
01401 11 .19 1 20 .69 2 
01671 10 .18 2 16 .55 3 
01761 6 .11 7.5 
00041 3 .10 27 00301 3 .10 27 
00351 13 .45 4 
00380 3 .10 27 
00521 . 5 .17 13 
00551 4 .14 18.5 
00591 4 .14 18.5 
00621 5 .17 13 
00651 4 .14 18.5 
00750 3 .10 26 
00981 3 .10 26 
00991 9 .31 8 
01011 12 .41 5 
01041 4 .14 18.5 
01051 7 .24 9.5 
01091 5 .17 13 
01151 3 .10 27 
01221 3 .10 27 
01381 5 .17 13 
01391 7 .24 9.5 
01461 3 .10 27 
01531 4 .14 18.5 
01661 3 .10 27 
01731 5 .17 13 
01741 3 .10 27 
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blacks listed by whites; (2) specific leaders listed by the 
designating groupsJ and (3) frequency of mentions per 
leader, thus causing a shift in the top five leadership 
cadre. 
84 
Table 4-4 reveals that only.8 white leaders were 
named by 10 percent or more of the black respondents, 
whereas in the aggregated data (Table ··4-3) 12 whites were 
listed by black respondents. When the white                          
lists of white leaders .were compared, 32 white leaders 
emerged from the disaggregated data opposed to the 12 
identified when the aggregated date was examined (Table 
4-3). 
Analyses of the data by race of leader .and race of· 
respondents revealed that white respondents, in contrast to 
black respondents, named white leaders at a ratio of 4:1 
(Table 4-4). Continuing the photo image of leadership 
mentioned previously, black respondents, in comparison to 
white respondents, named black leaders at a ratio of 2:1 
(Table 4-5). 
Black respondents included 01761 on their list of 
white leaders, but he failed to appear among those whites 
designated as leaders by 10 percent or more of the white 
respondent group (Table 4-4). This margin of omission 
versus inclusion is slight compared to the white respondents 
listing 25 whites who did not appear on the black 
                          list of whites. Most importantly, the white 
respondents ranked white leaders 00351 and 01011 in 
positions 4 and 5 respectively. However, these two leaders 
did not appear on the list of white leaders designated by 
the black respondent group (Table 4-4). 
------------_._-_._--------------
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Further analysis (Table 4-5) revealed that the eight 
(8) black leaders named by whites also were named by the 
black respondents. Signficantly, a wide margin of 
difference emerged when this black leadership cadre was 























Correlates of Disaggregated Data . Black-White                          
Perceptions of Black Leadership 
            Responaents Black Responaents Perception Perception 
f , Rank f , Rank 
6 .11 17.5 3 .10 1.5 
28 .49 3 10 .34 1 
7 .12 14 
6 .11 17.5 
25 .44 5 9 .31 .2 
26 .46 4 4 .14 5 
29 .51 2 4 .14 5 
7 .12 14 
22 .39 7 4 .14 5 
8 .14 11.5 
38 .67 1 6 .21 3 
10 .18 9 
8 .14 11.5 
23 .40 6 
6 .11 17.5 
9 .16 10 
6 .11 17.5 
17 .30 8 3 .10 7.5 
7 .12 14 
rs = -.86, P <.01 (one tailed test) 
As shown in Table 4-5, the black leader 11291 was 
named most often by black respondents (67 percent), but was 
named by only 21 percent of white respondents, placing him 
third on their list. In fact, there was agreement between 
86 
the two respondent groups regarding which black leaders 
composed the top five positions. However, there was 
disagreement on the positions of these leaders. 
Table 4-5 indicates partial agreement regarding the 
fourth position. Black                                           10851 as in 
fourth position and so did white respondents. However, the 
white respondents also named two other black leaders,            
and 11221, to the fourth position. Consequently, tbis 
three-way tie forced 10851 and the other two leaders into 
the fifth designation. It should be noted that on the black 
                          list leader 11101 placed second while leader 
11221 placed seventh. Yet another variance was that 
although two of the black leaders, 10061 and 11241, tied for 
seventh (7.5) on the white                           list, they were 
seventh and eighth on the black                             list. 
This disparity, as we shall see, represented far 
more than mere chance occurrence. Examination of Table 4-6 
TABLE 4-6 
              Leaders 
Analyzed by Leader and Perceived Race 
Leaaer s 
Race                           Race 
Black Wh1te            Black         tI      White 8 32 40 
Total 27 40 67 .. 
x2 = l7J P = <.001 (two tailed test), v = 1 
c = .45, c = .64 
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indicates that the difference rate (x2=l7) was significant 
at "the .001 level. computation of the coefficency of 
continuency (c=.64) revealed that evidence existed of a 
relatively strong association between the                   race and 
                          race. 
When three separate correlates of the rank orders 
given to black leaders by black and white respondents were 
examined, the differences in perception became even more 
apparent. Table 4-7 reflects these results. 
1 
Black Leaders 







Correlation Between the perceptions of 
Black and White Respondents 
Rank Position of Black Leaders Derived From Frequency Scores 
;Z 3 
Frequency = Frequency = Rank Given By Rank Given By Black Respondents White ResDondents 
1 3 2 5 
3 1 4 5 5 2 
6 0 
7 5 
8 7.5 . 9 0 
10 0 17 7.5 
4 
Difference Scores (2-3) 
2 






r = -.35, significant at .01 level (computed for ranks oRe through flve), one tailed test. 
rs • -.50, significant at .01 level (computed for ranks one through ten), one tailed test. 
rs = -.54, significant at .01 level (computed for ranks one through seventeen), one tailed test. 
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When the black                           top five black leaoers 
were compared with the ranks indicated by white respondents, 
a negative correlation existed. However, this association 
(rs=-.35) was relatively weak,. for approximately 12 percent 
(r 2=-.352=.12) of the variance in one set or             was s 
predicted by variation in the other. 
When the top ten positions, as ranked by black 
respondents, were examined for covariance with the top ten 
leaders named by white respondents, the negative .correlation 
factor increased. (rs =-.50) with 25 percent of the variation 
explained. When all eleven blacks who fell within the top 
five positions were considered, the negative association 
increased to r s.-.54 with 29 percent of the variance 
explained. This negative correlation increased to minus 86 
percent with 73 percent of the variance (due to race of 
respondent and specific black leader) explained. 
Examination of disaggregated data. provided in 
response to CQ Item I revealed a negative correlation 
between the perceptions of black and white respondents. 
These data results moved from negligible degrees of negative 
association (rs=-.35), when the top five positions were 
considered, to a relatively strong negative agreement 
(rs=-.86,                                   variance) when all the positions 
(19) were analyzed. 
Based on the foregoing data one critical question 
.'. emerged which we shall attempt to address below: Why the 
unexplained variance (from 88 percent within the top five 
--------- . __ ..... _ .. _-_ .. - ._--_._._---_._---- ._---- .-. . ... 
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positions to 26 percent when all 19 black                          
scores were analyzed)? Indisputably, the black and white 
respondents perceived black leadership somewhat different. 
An additional approach related to CQ Item I assumed 
that those closest to decision-making were privy to more 
accurate perceptions of those who exerted influence. 
Perceptions of Respondents Identified as Leaders 
Of the 86 respondents, 64 were among those perceived 
to be leaders. Thirty-nine of these were black (45 percent 
of the total study population, 68 percent of the black 
and 61 percent of the respondent-leader sub-sample, 
sub-sample). All eight black leaders named in the top five 
positions by either black or white respondents were among 
the ,respondent-leader sample. It should be noted, however, 
that among those blacks named by black respondents in 
positions 6 to 17.5, only one leader, 11361, was not among 
the respondents. 
Leaders named by 10 percent or more of the 
reSpondent-leader group (aggregated data). Thirty-two 
persons received six or more mentions by the respondents 
(see Table 4-8). Of these, 16 were white and 16 black. The 
position of the top five blacks were, respectively, 10131, 
11291, 10601, 11101 and 11601. The top five white leaders 
were, respectively, 01401, 01281, 01671, 00781 and 00161. 
When Table 4-8 was compared with Table 4-2, the top 
five black leaders remained constant, however, their 
positions changed. Leader number 11291 received the most 
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frequent mention in Table 4-2, but was second highest in 
Table 4-5, exchanging positions with leader 10131 in both 
tables. Be received the highest position from . black 
TABLE 4-8 
Aggregated Data 
Respondent Leaders Designation of 
Leaders by Race and Sex 
RACE 
Black White 
Leaders Male               MaJ.e FemaJ.e 
:t , :t , :t -!       --00111 7 .11 
00161 12 .19 
00351 11 .17 
00521 6 .09 
00551 6 .09 
00781 15 .23 
00871 8 .13 
00991 9 .14 
01011 11 .17 
01051 7 .11 
01091 7 .11 
01281 23 .36 
01381 6 .13 
01401 27 .42 
01671 19 .30 
01394 8 .13 
10061 8 .13 
10131 31 .48 
10190 9 .14 
10601 25 .39 
10851 17 .27 
11101 21 .33 
11191 6 .09 
11221 19 .30 
11291 29 .45 
11361 11 .17 
11571 6 .13 
11601 20 .31 
11610 6 .09 
11841 8 .13 
12141 14 .22 
11271 6 .09 
respondents, but was ranked fifth by white respondents. 
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Leader 10601 held the third highest position among blacks in 
Tab+es 4-2 and           Leader 11101 also held the same rank, 
position four., in both tables. 
Leader 11601 ranked fifth in Tables 4-2 and 4-8. 
Should this high degree of congruency between perceptions of 
respondent-leaders and all respondents hold true, then there 
would appear to have been little difference in knowledge 
between those perceived to be influential and those who were 
external observers. 
Again, when the data were disaggregated to reflect 
the race of respondent-leaders and of the leaders named, a 
slightly different picture emerged (see Table 4-9). The 
thirty-nine (39) black respondent-leaders named a total of 
185 leaders, of this number only 25 were named by more than 
10 percent (4 or 
Accordingly, there 
black leaders named. 
more) of the black respondent-leaders. 
were seven (7) white and eighteen (18) 
Data from Table 4-5 were compared with data from 
Table 4-9, the ranking for black leaders designated by the 
eighteen (18) black respondents who were not themselves 
identified as black leaders. The results, shown in Table 
4-10, indicated only minimal variation in the                  
positions, differing on the positions of three black 
leaders. Specifically, black respondent-leaders identified 
11610 as a leader, but she did not surface on the list 
designated by the 19 black non-leader respondents. On the 
other hand, these 19 respondents perceived two leaders, 




Leaders Named by. Black Respondents-Leaders 
Frequency Rates 6y Race ana Sex of DeSrgnatea Leaaers 
            Wh1te 
Designated Mal.e Femal.e Mal.e Femal.e 
Leaders t , r t ., r """f , r -f , r -
00161 4 .10 6 
00781 5 .13 4 
00871 4 .10 6 01281 6 .15 2.5 
01401 9 .23 1 
01641 4 .10 6 
01671 6 .15 2.5 
10061 5 .13 14.3 
10131 21 .54 2 
10190* 9 .23 
10231 5 .13 14 
10531 4 .10 16.5 10601 17 .44 4.5 
10851 14 .36 7 
11101 17 .44 4.5 
11191 6 .15 11.5 
11221 15 .38 6 
            5 .13 14 11291 25 .64 1 
11361 9 .23 9 
11381 4 .10 16.5 
11571 6 .15 11.5 
11601 18 .49 3 
11841 7 .18 10 12141 11 .28 8 
*Exc1uded from data com p utat10ns 
10231 and 11881, who were not reported as leaders by the 
black r esponden t-1eader s·. These findings differed from 
those in other studies, ·for within the present study those 
persons perceived to be closest to the decision-making 
process did not, in turn, see a distinctly different 
leadership group. 
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HYpothesis One Tested by CQ Item V 
In addition to identifying the leadership cadre, 
respondents were also asked to rank them according to their 
TABLE 4-10 
perception. Comparison Between Black Leaders--Position Rank Comparis9n of ·B1ack·Leaders As Designated By Black Respondent Leaders 
And Other Black Respondents 
Frequency Rates 
2 ;3 4 5 Difference 
Designated By Black Other Scores 
Black Respondent Black Columns 
Leaders Leader Leader Rank position (4-5) 
10061 5 1 14.5 17 -2.5 
10131 21 7 2 6 -4 
10531 4 2 16.5 14 2.5 10601 17 8 4.5 4 .5 
10851 14 12 7 2.5 5.5 11101 17 12 '4.5 2.5 2 11191 6 1 12 17 -5 
11221 15 7 6 6 11271 5 3 14.5 11.5 3 . 11291 25 13 1 1 
11361 9 1 9 17 -8 
11381 4 3 16.5 11.5 5 11571 6 2 12 14 -2 
11601 18 5 3 9.5 -6.5 
11610 6 12 19 -7 11841 7 2 10 14 -4 
12141 11 5 8 9.5 -1.5 
10231 7 18.5 6 12.5 11881 6 18.5 8 10.5 . 
overall influence during the                 No further examination 
was made of black and white                           leadership ratings. 
Here, the data were disaggregated according to race of 
respondents, and race and rank of leaders. 
                  Overall Rank as Perceived by White 
Respondents. Fourteen .or 48 percent, of the white 
respondents ranked 92 leaders. Of these only 31, or 34 
---_ .. -_._ ... - .. 
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percent, received a rank score from 2 or more (14 percent or 
more) leaders. 
White respondents ranked 4 black leaders and 27 
white leaders. None of the black leaders received the score 
of 1 [the highest rank (HR»). The highest score to be 
received by each of these 4 black leaders was: 10131, HR=4J 
10061, HR=5J 11291, HR=3J 12821, HR=8. Of the black 
leaders,                 10061 and 12821 were ranked by 3 
respondents while the other 2 leaders were each. ranked by 2 
respondents. 
Seven white leaders were ranked by 5 or more white 
respondents. Leader 01281 was ranked by all 14 white 
respondents who ranked leaders. Leader 01401 was ranked by 
9 white respondentsJ leader 01671 by 7, leaders 00991, 
00351, 02881 were each ranked by 6 respondents, and leader 
01011 was ranked by 5 respondents. Fifty percent of those 
respondents who ranked leaders gave the top rank to 01281, 
while 3 ranked him as second. Thus, 86 percent perceived him 
in 1 of the 2 top leadership positions. Obversely, 1 
respondent ranked him in the fourteenth position. Leader 
                overall average rank was 3. Leader 01671 also had 
an overall average rank of 3J however, he was only ranked by 
50 percent of those ranking and he did not have an extremely 
strong score like                   Leader 01401, whose overall rank 
was 5, received the second highest first place rank: 4. The 
remaining rank--1--scores were given to each of the 
following leaders: 00351, whose overall rank was 4, and 
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02881, whose overall rank was six. The other 2 recipients 
were not within the group receiving '17 or more of the 
.aesignations. 
Overall                   rank ,as perceived by black 
respondents. When the black                           list of leaders 
TABLE 4-11 
Disaggregated Data 
Overall Black Leader Rank 
As Perceived by Black Respondents (two or more) 
            RanK RanK RanK RanK RanK TotaJ. ,Ave. 
Leaders 1 2 3 4 5 Mentions Rank 
11291 9 5 2 2 3 30 4 
12141 1 2 2 14 7 
10051 4 2 4 2 22 7 
10190 2 1 3 9 5 
11221 4 2 4 1 2 '17 4 
10131 3 5 2 3 1 22 ,5 
10061 1 1 5 10 
11571 4 14 
10601 3 5 4 2 4 23 5 
11601 3 3 3 3 3 17 4 
11881 6 7 
11101 7 2 3 3 3 23 4 
11271 6 15 
10231 6 10 
11331 1 2 10 
11951 4 11 
11361 6 10 
11191 1 1 5 9 
10791 1 3 7 
11381 1 1 5 9 
11841 1 7 10 
10321 2 12 
12511 2 3 4 
10731 1 4 9 
11081 1 1 3 12 
11610 3 17 
11461 1 1 2 4 
10961 2 19 
10911 1 2 18 
10531 4 15 
Total possible ranks = 99 
was analyzed, the data revealed that 203 leaders were ranked 
--------------------------------'---- .. 
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by those blacks who chose to rank leaders. Of the black 
leaders, 118 were ranked by 4 percent or more of the 
respondents while only 14 were named by 10 p,ercent or more 
of the black respondents. Here, the reverse-mirror image 
persisted. Not unlike the white sample, black respondents 
favored members of their race with the highest percentages 
of the number one rank. As seen in Table 4-11, not only did 
leader 11291 receive the greatest number of mentions (a 
total of 30, or 53 percent of the black respondents), but he 
also received the highest number of first positions--9 (or 
30 percent of those blacks rating him as the most 
influential black or white leader). Leader 11101 received 
the first ranking from 30 percent (7) of those ranking him 
(23 respondents). Leader 11221 was thought to be the most 
influential by 5 black respondents while Leaders 10131, 
10601 and 11601 were each thought to merit the highest 
ranking by 3 black respondents. Only 1 person perceived 
10731 as first. 
Leaders 11291, 11221, 11601, 11101, 12511 and 11461 
each gained an overall average ranking of 4. Leaders 12511 
and 11461, however, were each ranked by only 2 respondents. 
Black respondents ranked a total of 203 leaders, of this 
number, 118 were black and 85 white. The highest number of 
mentions for a white leader was 9 
those whites were designated 
respondents. 
and only 22 percent of 
by at least 2 black 
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These findings were compared with responses given to 
Supplemental Questionnaire (SQ) Item V, which asked black 
respondents to identify and rank, according to overall 
influence., those blacks who got things done during the 
1970"s. In response to this item, black respondents named 
147 black inf1uentia1s. 
As illustrated in Table 4-12, blacks continued to 
perceive leader 11291 as the top influential. Those leaders 
mentioned most frequently after 11291 the next highest were 
11101, 11601 and 10851--who were each rated by 23, or 40 
percent, of the black respondents. 
TABLE 4-12 
Black Leaders Ranked by Black Respondents 
SQ Item V 
Rank Rank                1 2 Rank BumDer Leaders f , f , of raters 
11291 16 .50 5 .16 32 
11101 6 .19 5 .16 23 10190 3 .09 10 
11601 4 .13 2 .06 21 
10601 7 .22 6 .23 23 
10131 1 .03 6 .23 17 
11881 6 
11221 3 .09 4 .21 17 10851 1 .03 2 .06 23 
12141 3 .10 17 
11271 1 .03 6 10231 7 11361 1 .03 9 
11191 1 .03 6 11381 8 .25 6 
11841 7 .22 7 .. 
Total number respondents ranking 42 or greater. 
, for Rank 1 • Total N Ranking Leader , for Rank 2 = Total N Ranking Leader 






3 5 8 
3 5 
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Nine leaders received the highest ranking. In this 
group, 11291 was ranked first by 50 percent of the 32 
persons rating himJ leader 10601 received the second highest 
frequency designation for first p.lace (7. r.espondents) • 
Leader 11101 was ranked first by 19 percent or. six, of the 
23 respondents ranking him. Two other leaders were ranked 
first by 9 percent of those ranking them. 
Third place was the highest overall ranking 
obtained by any leader. Sharing this ranking were leaders 
11291, 11101, 10601 and 11221. Only one leader, 11601, 
received an overall ranking of fourth place. Two leaders, 
10131 and 10851, were ranked fifth. Of those leaders named 
by 10' percent or more of the black respondents, none were 
ranked below ten. These rankings were distributed among 14 
leaders. New leaders did not surfaceJ however, 11841 
appeared on the top-ten list of black                          
black-leader designees. 
Tables 4-13 shows the black leadership structure 
identified by black and white respondents. Blacks named 15 
persons to the top black leadership structure, while white 
respondents named seven of the same blacks as leaders but 
added a seventh name, 10061, which does not appear on the 
black                           list.. Neither did this leadership item 
measure for substantive leadership nor did it indicate 
direction of leadership, it merely produced the identity of 
those persons with the reputation for power. 
-----------------------------------_ .. _ ....... . 
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Hypothesis One Tested Against CO Item XII and SO Item XX 
In CO XII,                         were asked to identify 
persons whom they would name to a community-wide committee 
with responsibility for solving a qua1ity-of-1ife problem. 
. . Not only did this question solicit names of problem solvers, 
it also permitted preference and incerest representation. 
TABLE 4-13 
Composite of Top 16 Black Leaders 
As Perceived by Black and White Respondents 
Black Leadersh1P Black Leadership Different 
Leaders Viewed by Blacks Viewed by Whites Total 
11291 X X 
11101 X X 
11601 X X 
10601 X X .. 10131 X X 
11881 X 1 
11221 X X 
10851 X X 
12141 X 1 11271 X 1 10231 X 1 
11361 X 1 
11191 X 1 
11381 X 1 
11841 X 1 
10061 X 1 
Of 86 community know1edgeables, 79 named a total of 177 
people to this ficticious committee. Seventy-two designees 
were black and 105 white. The highest number listed by a 
respondent was 32J the lowest number was 3. When the data 
were screened for those persons named by at least 10 percent 
of the respondents, only 17 names emerged: 7.whites and 10 
blacks. 
-----:-----------------------_._--_ .. - .. _--
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When the data were disaggregated, black respondents 
named 138 persons--68 blacks and 70 whites. Of these 138 
names, only 18 were named by 10 percent or· more of the black 
respondents. Of these 18,8 were white and· 10 black (see 
Table 4-14) • 
The data revealed that white ·respondents named 82 
                  thirty-two were named by 10 percent or more of the 
white respondents--9 blacks and 23 whites (see Table 4-14). 
Forty-one percent (21), or the greatest number of 
blacks designating a specific black to the community-wide 
committee, named leader 11101 to the committee. 
Contrastingly, only 2, or 10 percent, of the white 
respondents named 11101 to the committee. Black respondents 
named 4 blacks--1023l, 11271, 11291 and l160l--who were not 
named by at least 2 
(10 percent or more) 
white respondents. White respondents 
named 3 blacks--1079l, 11361 and 
l2l4l--who were not named by at least 10 percent of the 
black respondents. 
Eighty percent of the black respondents who answered 
this question named both black and white respondents to the 
committee. Seven white respondents, or 30 percent of those 
replying, did not name a black to the committee. This is a 
cr i tica'l finding in that each of these seven whi te 
respondents was named as a               leader. Especially 
important was that the leader perceived by white respondents 
to be the most influential white leader, and by black 
respondents to be the second most influential white leader, 
-------------"----------------- ----- .. --_. _.-
TABLE 4-14 
Disaggregated ·Data: Community-wide Committee 
Named by 10 Percent or More of Each Respondent Group 
Black Responaents Wn1te Responaents 
f • Rank :J: •• Rank Black 
Desitnees :-10 31 19 .34 3.5 6 '.26 1.5 
**10190 11 .20 2 .10 
*10231 13 .23 7 
*10601 21 .38 2 4 .17 3.5 *10851 18 .32 5 4 .17 3.5 *11101 23 .41 1 2 .10 6.5 
*11221 19 .34 3.5 6 .26 1.5 
*11271 9 .16 8.5 
*11291 14 .25 6 
*11601 9 .16 8.5 
10791 2 .10 6.5 11361 2 .10 6.5 12141 2 .10 6.5 White 
Designees 
*00091 6 .11 7 2 .10 20 *00111 10 .18 2 .. 
*00750 6 .11 7 5 .22 6.0 
00781 7 .12 4.5 6 .26 4.5 *01281 7 .12 4.5 14 .61 1 01381 8 .14 3 9 .39 3 
*01401 11 .19 1 12 .52 2 01761 6 .11 7 
00351 6 .26 4.5 *00551 4 .15 7.5 00591 3 .12 12.5 00631 3 .12 12.5 
00651 3 .12 12.5 01051 3 .12 12.5 01091 3 .12 12.5 01621 3 .12 12.5 01671 3 .12 12.5 01781 3 .12 12.5 
00790 4 .15 7.5 
00171 2 .10 20 00871 2 .10 20 
00991 2 .10 20 
01071 2 .10 20 
01411 2 .10 20 
01661 2 .10 20 
10 White res ondents = 2 or more 2. res onded to Q     p (p)
10     Black respondents = 3 or more (56 responded to Q) 
*Respondent leaders 
**Exc1uded from data tabulations 
----------------------:....--------- --_ .. _-
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was among the seven. 
Another interesting factor emerged, namely, that the 
group of 177 persons named to the committee included 68 
persons, 127 of whom were black, who had not been mentioned 
previously as leaders during ,the                 Black respondents 
named 22 of the 27 while white respondents named 7. Of the 
7 persons named by white respondents, 3 were not on the 
black                           list of 22 names (see Table 4-15). 
TABLE 4-15 
First Time Nominees 
Blacks Selected for Community-wide Committee 
Named by Namea by 
Black Respondents White Respondents 

























12231 1 12451 1 
14511 1 
---------- -- ---"-- ---,,--------_._---,-----,_.' "--"-'--
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Of the 10 blacks named 10 percent or more of the 
time by blacks, 9 were among the respondent-leaders. Only 5 
of the 9 blacks named to the committee by white respondents 
were in the respondent-leader group. 
Of the 64 respondents named as leaders in                  
to CQ Item I, 54, or 90                   also were named by those 
designating committee members. Fifteen or 28 percent were 
named by 10 percent or more of the 79 respondents (see Table 
4-16). Respondent-leaders named a total of· 42, or 66 
percent, of their 'own group to the committee: 17 whites and· 
25 blacks. 
TABLE 4-16 
Respondent Leaders Designated 
As Committee Members for Community-wide 
Committee by 79 Designators 
(Aggregated Data) 
Respondent Leaders frequency percent 
White = 6 
00091 8 .10 
00111 11 .14 
00551 9 .11 
00750 11 .14 
01281 21 .27 
01401 23 .29 
Black = 9 
10131 25 .32 
10231 13 .16 
10601 25 .32 
10851 22 .28 
11101 25 .32 
11221 25 .32 
11271 10 .13 
11291 15 .19 
11601 9 .11 
, 
In addition to the committee question, black 
-------_.- ._---_._-_ .. _----_._-
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respondents were asked to complete a quasi-closed-ended 
committee question. SQ Item XX, controlling the number and 
race of designees, permitted black respondents to rank each 
of· their top-five· designees. Of the 57 black respondents, 
52, or 91 percent, named and ranked blacks. Only 5 
respondents named less than the requested number (5) of 
leaders ·(see Table 4-17). 
TABLB 4-17 
Community-wide Committee 
Top Five Black Designees as Identified and Ranked by Black Respondents 
Leader 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Mentions 
10061 1 1 2 
10111 1 1 1 1 4 
10131 3 5 1 2 3 14 
10141 2 2 4 
10190 4 1 3 2 10 10231 4 3 1 1 9 
10281 . 1 1 2 
10601 5 3 6 5 1 20 10851 4 4 3 2 13 
11101 7 4 5 3 4 23 
11151 1 1 2 
11221 14 8 7 2 1 32 
11271 2 2 2 2 8 
11291 5 4 4 3 1 17 
11361 1 1 1 3 6 
11381 1 1 1 1 4 
11571 1 1 2 
11580 2 2 
11601 4 4 1 1 1 11 
11841 2 2 11881 1 1 1 3 
11891 2 2 
11951 2 1 3 12091 1 1 2 
12141 2 1 1 . 4 2 10 


























These 52 black 
Thirty-eight 
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respondents named a total of 64 
of the 64· were named by only one 
respondent. The 26 persons named by two or more respondents 
became the group analyzed rather than the usual 10 percent, 
which would have reduced the list to 12 •. When the list was 
reduced to 26 leaders, 4 persons emerged--leaders 10111, 




top echelon of black leaders. 
38 persons were selected by 
list of new black leaders 
Analyzing when the names 
only one black.respondent, 
in the top leadership 
structure was increased to 42 percent. This data reflected 
the wide interests and concerns of the respondents. 
Of the 26 persons named by at least two black 
respondents, 14, or 54 percent, were given the top ranking, 
that is, if the respondent had been permitted to name only 
one black to the committee, the person ranked number one 
would have been named. Leader 11221 was given the top 
ranking by 14, or 44 percent, of the 32 persons who ranked 
him. Leader 11101 was identified by the second largest 
number of designators, 23. Be was also given the second 
largest number of top rankings--7--(by 30 percent of those 
ranking him). Leader 10601 was ranked first by 5 of the 20 
persons who ranked him. Two leaders 10231 and 11601, were 
each given the first ranking by 4 persons; leader 10231 was 
ranked by 9 persons and 11601 by 11 persons. Leader 10131 
was ranked first by 3 of the 14 persons listing him. Leader 
11271 was listed first by 2 of the 8 persons listing him. 
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Leaders 10111, 10281, 11151, 11571 and 11881 each received 1 
designation for the top ranking. Of these five, leader. 
10111 was the only leader· to be named by more than two 
respondents. Twelve persons did not receive a top ranking 
but five of these were ranked in the second                    
Of the 26 leaders ranked by two or more of those 
ranking them, there were only 4 (or 15 percent) 
1eaders--10231, 11221, 11601 and 11571--to receive a mean 
score of 2. No leader merited a mean score of 1. 
Designee 11221 emerged as the undisputed preferred 
leader. Named to the committee by more respondents than any 
other designee, he received the largest number of top 
rankings. He also earned an overall rank average of 2, 
shared with three other designees. Neither of those three 
earned a total number of mentions equaling the number of 
top rankings given 11221. 
When compared with data from black respondents who 
answered CO and SO questions on 1970 leaders, and 
designation of community-wide committee membership, an 
expanded list of black leaders emerged, shifting the 
positions held· by the leaders. Leader 11221 held the 
position 2.5 on the CO committee, and an overall rank of 
four when ranked by black respondents as to degree of 
influence during 1970 (Table 4-10). However, he completely 
eclipsed leaders 11291 and 11101 who earlier either shared a 
position with him or ranked first or second. This dramatic 
shift may be, in part, attributed to the ambiguity embedded 
--- .... -.- .. -... 
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in the SQ Item XX committee question. 
First, the 1970 leadership questions and overall 
rankings regarding that question specified a time period. 
Second, the CQ committee did not control for race or 
numbers, thus respondents may have personally controlled for 
the time period. These conditions may have influenced the 
choice of leaders, whereas SQ Item XX followed several 
questions on the                 Bowever, both committee questions 
were des.igned to elicit information. on contemporary 
leadership from the               through the                
Regardless of the underlying assumptions, blacks 
tended to prefer 11221 to 11101, 11291 or 10131 while also 
naming more people to their 
respondents did. While the 
leadership rosters than white 
data tended to outline a 
segmented black leadership structure--that is, black versus 
white perceptions of black leadership--it served also to 
confound the earlier findings, i.e., whites ranked 11221 
first, while blacks ranked him lower. Bowever, with this 
additional dat.a, blacks elevated                 status. The data 
is clarified when strategies used by both black and whites 
to influence and control black leadership are examined. 
Black Opposition Leaders 
SQ Items 7 through 12 aided black respondents in 
identifying blacks who provided leadership, but did not 
necessarily represent the interests of the black community. 
The respondents, in fact, were asked to identify blacks who 
pub1ically took positions opposed bl' the organized black 
lOB 
community. Of the 57 black respondents, 14, or 25 percent, 




Black Opposition Leaders 
Rated by Black Respondents 
perceived 
Opposition N = 57 Average Perceived 
Leaders Frequency Percentage Community Rating 
10061 6 .11 
11601 5 .09 
11361 4 .07 
10601 4 .07 
12971 1 .02 
10131, 6 .11 
10381 1 .02 
10111 1 .02 
11191 2 .04 
10861 2 .04 
10221 1 .02 
11571 1 .02 
10561 1 .02 
.10731 2 .04 
11851 1 .02 
11101 1 .02 
11671 1 .02 
10791 2 .04 
10700 1 .02 
11161 3 .05 
11641 2 .04 
11260 1 .02 
11791 1 .02 
,. 10811 2 .04 
12471 1 .02 
12481 1 .02 
11081 1 .02 
10070 1 .02 
12141 1 .02 
Community perception Scale 
1-3 Extremely negative range 
4-5 Very negative range 





























black respondents indicated they knew of such leaders, but 
elected not to identify them. The remaining 23, or 40 
percent, did not respond--presumab1y because they either did 
-----------------------------_.- ---. 
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not know of any black opposition leaders or the interview 
time was insufficient. 
Opposition leaders with the highest number of 
designations. Both leaders 10061 and 10131 received six 
designations as opposition leaders--ll percent of the 57 
black respondents. (However, 43 percent of these 
respondents perceived 10061 and 10131 as leaders.) 
On the list of tbe top twenty-four leaders 
designated by                           race (Table 4-3), leader 10061 
was perceived as a leader by six, or 11 percent, of tbe 
black respondents. Tbis percentage gave him a ranking of 
twelve on the black                           list. White respondents 
(3, or 10 percent) gave 10061 a ranking of five.. The 
disaggregated responses lowered bis status within each 
group. From the 10 percent or more black respondents 
ranking black leaders, he obtained a vote by 11 percent, 
sharing the ranking of 17.5 with 10531. He shared the race 
ranking of 7.5 on the wbite                           list of black 
leaders. Wbite respondent-leaders did not name him, yet 13 
percent of the black respondent-leaders did. However, when 
blacks were asked to name and rank black influentials, 10061 
was not among those named by 10 percent or more of these 
respondents. 
Neither black nor white respondents listed 10067 
le'ade'r as a' candidate" for the communi ty-w'ide 'comlni t tee (see 
Table 4-14). However, two respondents named him when given 
the opportunity to pick exactly five blacks to such a 
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committee (see Table 4-17). On overall rankings, these two 
respondents ranked him first and fifth on a scale of one to 
five. Neither of the two respondent-raters were themselves 
identified as -leaders. 
Conversely, thi3 leader also received a community 
opposition average score of two, which was within the very 
negative range. Among those persons perceiving 10061 as an 
opposition leader was the black leader identified most 
frequently as a leader during the                 While only six 
persons labeled this leader an opposition leader, others, 
(those identifying opposition leaders and those refusing to 
label a person as such) readily identified his anti-black 
community activity in relation to school desegregation 
issues, urban renewal, model cities and metro-government 
issues. Thus, while several black respondents refused to 
designate this individual as an opposition leader, they did 
describe his actions as nsick n and supported by the nwhite 
power structure. n 
He was considered by some respondents to be the 
recipient of public acclaim including being labeled a nblack 
leader n• Several respondents, in fact, referred to his 
photograph appearing constantly in the newspaper together 
with white leaders. At least one respondent apparently 
sought to ridicule him by referring to the "flash of his 
pearly white teeth". These respondents also noted that he 
received civic awards from the mayor and civic and 
professional groups. For example, in 1981 both local daily 
-----------------------------------.,.---_._-_.- --
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newspapers ran photographs and stories about his being named 
"citizen of the year·. During the                 tbis individual 
sat on eleven major community decision and advisory boards 
responsible for policies on community health, education and 
welfare programs. Several were mayorial appointments and 
appointive. His leadersbip all positions 
transcended tbe 
except one were 
                as of January 1984 be retained 
positions cn all but two of the eleven major community 
boards. 
In bis own interview responses, tbis leader listed 
bis membersbip in the NAACP identifying ·it as the most 
influential black organization. However, he also included 
on bis list of oPPOsition leaders, a local NAACP brancb 
president but failed to name any NAACP brancb president as 
an influential black leader. In addition to tbe NAACP 
official, he identified three blacks as opposition leaders, 
two were engaged in a campaign to preserve a building whicb 
bad played a role in black bistory. The third was involved 
in grass root efforts related to the urban renewal and model 
cities· programs. Of tbese three leaders, only one was 
included in tbe study sample. This same respondent 
declined to identify black opposition leaders and avoided 
answering questionnaire items on issue opposition activity 
by blacks. 
Otber black respondents singled out 10061 for bis 
negative activities in tbe landmark Cbattanooga scbool 
desegregation case. His adverse activity, in fact, was 
----------------_._------------_ ... _ .. _- .---- ... 
described by one black respondent-leader as being nsecond 
only to that of the federal judge whose court controlled the 
casen• 
Turning to leader 10131, he was the second designee 
to be named an opposition leader by 11 percent of the black 
respondent sample. Like 10061, 10131 received a mean 
community opposition score       two, placing him in the 
extremely negative perception range. 
Significantly, 10131 had been named by 49 percent of 
the black respondent-leaders, and 34 percent of the white 
respondents·, as a leader. This represented the highest 
frequency of mentions given to a black by white respondents. 
Be earned the third highest frequency of mention position 
from black respondents. His status improved when the data 
from the black respondent-leaders were analyzed. Here, he 
emerged in the second highest position based on the number 
of times (21, or S4 percent) he was named as a leader by the 
latter group (39) .88 
On a scale with one as the highest rank, 10131 
achieved the mean score of 7 from white respondents and S 
from black respondents. When black respondents ranked black 
leaders on issues salient to the black community, 10131 
received a mean ranking of S. 
He was named to the community-wide committee by 34 
88since an extremely high percentage (83) of white 
respondents were designated as leaders, data was not 
analyzed for this corresponding white respondent-leader 
group. 
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percent of the black respondents and 26 percent of the white 
respondents (the highest rank position given by white 
respondents to a black leader). Where black respondents 
ranked the top 5 black leaders, 10131 received a mean 
ranking of 5 by 25 percent, or 14, of the 57 black 
respondents. 
This                   high visibility paralled that of 
10061, for he held appointments to strategic state and local 
community decision-making boards. Too, his leadership 
transcended the               in that during the               he 
continued to sit on 14" decision-making boards which 
dominated public school education including integration of 
the Chattanooga public schools. As the principal of the" 
largest predominantly black public high school in the 
                10131 became widely known as a champion of racial 
harmony. 
Later, as assistant superintendent of the              
public schools, he presided over an annual Christmas 
festival eventually attended by more than 650 blacks and 
whites representing a cross-section of the community. At 
this gala affair, for example, were both the plaintiff in 
the twenty-year-long school-desegration suit and the 
defending school board and its attorney. 
Upon retirement, 10131 retained his influence in 
public education via a post on the school board. When his 
public positions were compared to those of other black 
leaders, he unquestionably held the most varied and 
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influential positions. 
In the public sector, he continued (as of 1984) to 
sit on the local city school board, remaining a member of 
the statewide" BO"ard of Regents which controlled" one-half of 
public higher education in Tennessee (the University of 
Tennessee Board of Trustees controlled the other half). Be 
belonged to the committee on The State Court of Judiciary, a 
paralegal policy board. He was a vice-president and honorary 
life member of The Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce and on 
the Board of Directors of several major philanthropic 
organizations. Furthermore, be sat on the boards of severa·l 
social welfare organizations. 
In sum,                 image in the black community 
differed from that of 10061, who was perceived as less 
benign. Although 10131 was viewed by most respondents as 
having been against the black community on several key 
issues such as integration of public schools, metropolitan 
government and employment, he also was perceived as an 
ingratiating tool of the white power structure. 
For example, one respondent advised that this leader 
bore the nickname "Handshaking ." However, this 
respondent felt other labels more appropriately described 





support his perceptions of this leader"'s 
behavior, the labeling respondent offered his 
of 1013l"'s tenure as school administrator--"he 
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sent more girls to the Mountain [Lookout and Signal] to do 
              work and boys to foundaries to be iron pullers than 
all the black principals in Tennessee. n The informative 
                                          that he accomplished this wondrous feat 
by failing to provide an                   curriculum in his school. 
Other respondents projected equally negative 
perceptions of 10131. Generally, he was felt to be 
motivated by selfish drives, or as one respondent described 
him, nHe believed in         and           and no more," and the 
belief that "you never disturb or cross the white man." The 
black leader named as most influential during the              
described 10131 as having "transmitted [the message] to 
whites that we were separate but equal." Hence,                
many rewards from the white power structure--public 
appointments, gifts, adulation. 
However, several of                 critics acknowledged 
that upon retirement he became militant. Accordingly, 
twelve black respondent-leaders stated they could not list 
him as an oppOSition leader because of this change, which 
they viewed to be evolutionary in nature. A truer 
indication, perhaps, of                 opposition were the 
issue-specific questions on supporters and opponents. 
Unlike 10061, leader 10131 acknowledged his negative 
image. During his interview, he often digressed to discuss 
his feelings about various issues. In fact, he described 
.•. himself as perhaps the most misunderstood black in the 
community. He speculated about how he would be portrayed in 
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the present studYJ yet he appeared aware of the black 
                          shifting point of view concerning him. 
Ultimately, 10131 confided that he had played a very special 
role. Be explained that he had filled a void during            
trying period in the                         race relations. 
Be perceived the approaches used by black leaders as 
having been totally ineffective in dealing with "those silk 
stocking boys downtown." According to his assessment, his 
methods assured him access to the "power structure" where he 
tried to articulate the "demands" of the black community. 
Whereas the white leadership seemed to have understood his 
role, the black community misinterpreted his actions. Be 
indicated that he was extremely proud when the president of 
the local NAACP chapter had telephoned him recently 
regarding a critical issue. Together he explained the two 
planned strategy and tactics vis-a-vis the NAACP and                
position as a member of the public commission controlling 
the discussion. 
Opposition leader 11601. The leader receiving the 
next highest number of mentions as an opposition leader was 
11601, who was named by 5 respondents. Be was named by 40 
percent of the black respondents and ranked sixth, but was 
not named by white respondents (see Table 4-5). When the 
data for respondent-leaders were analyzed, 49 percent 
perceived 11601 as a leader, ranking him third. 
When ranking leaders according to their overall 
influence during ·the                 3 black respondents ranked 
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11601 first. His mean score was 4 (3 other blacks shared 
this mean ranking--see Table 4-11). He was named to the 
community-wide "committee by 9 or 16 percent, of the black 
respondents (Table 4-13), but again was not designated by 
white respondents. "He was named by 11 respondents to the 
committee of 5 and thus given the mean ranking of 2. 
This leader, a former public school principal, was 
the only black since Reconstruction from Hamilton County 
(Chattanooga) elected to the State legislature. His 
influence was perceived by the black community to emanate 
from his political alignment and deceptive actions. 
Viewed as being "egotistical, and seeking personal 
reward at the expense of the black community, his political 
role was self-serving. White leaders responded by according 
him privileges usually reserved for themselves. Blacks 
questioned his political clout and opposed his 
self-proclaimed leadership role. In fact, most felt he had 
fooled the white community by pretending to control the 
black vote. Despite this negative perception, black and 
white voters continued to reelect 11601 to the state 
legislature. However, blacks acknowledged                 ability 
to influence decisions concerning the black community. His 
negative activities were considered to be in Model Cities 
and fair housing. Most respondents thought he received 
monetary benefits and symbolic rewards (see sg Item 11). 
Opposition leader 10601. This black leader held the 
top elected pOSition in city government. However, 4 
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respondents perceived him as opposed to the black community 
(3 were designated as black leaders). His oppostion ranking 
was 2 (extremely negative). 
aNon-black specific leadershipa became the basis for 
the extremely negative rating given to 10601. His failures 
were perceived as being integration of city schools, Model 
Cities and the Alton Park riots. One respondent remarked 
that he: 
• •• votes his stand. •• ignores what poor folk thinks •• he is a legend in his own mind • • • 
selfish, really and truly just                 care if you 
have bread. Has an extremely poor memory. 
When questioned as to the motives for this                  
behavior (SQ Item 11), respondents listed the following: 
his political post was secured by white votes (in an 
at-large election, he carried more white votes than black 
votes and the white political structure supported him by not 
running a strong white candidate against him), ahe is a tool 
of the power structure", "they have the goods '[interpreted 
to mean they can blackmail him regarding skeltons in his 
closet] on himnr others maintained that he feared losing his 
job and enjoyed the rewards it offered him such as salary, 
fringe benefits and prestige. 
One of the black respondent-leaders rated within the 
top, three ranking positions, identified 10601 as having been 
in opposition to the black community. This respondent saw 
the black                         failure to speak out or vote against 
10601 as a deep-seated desire for a black to fill a 
political post. Moreover, this same respondent-leader 
-------------------------------------- ... - --_. 
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stated that the black community recognized that only a 
moderate or conservative black could attract enough whit"e 
votes to win an at-large election. 
Opposition leader 11361. This" designee received an 
oPPosition rating from 29 percent of those naming opposition 
leaders. His mean opposition score was 1 (the highest 
negative rating). A typical remark was that this opposition 
leader acted on behalf of the white power structure out of 




was perceived as aI am your servant and I will 
in the way you want me to." Another respondent 
that this leader was "hated by grass root blacks. 
They publicly stated that he                 represent them." 
Leader 11361 was identified as opposing the black 
community on metropolitan government, fair housing and 
employment. In SQ Items 9 through 17 respondents 
characterized 11361 as a tool of the                 office. The 
fact that 11361 remained a well-paid bureaucrat under two 
mayors signaled his critics that he was a functionary for 
the power structure. His rewards were viewed as his job, 
board memberships, and the control of some benefits and jobs 
channelled through him by whites to the black community. 
His perceived opposition status increased further 
when issue-specific leadership was examined. This leader 
was "not included in the study sample. 
Opposition leader 11161. Leader                 opposition 
status was noted by 21 percent, or 3, of the 14 persons 
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responding to this item. He was scored in regard to 
political issues, generally perceived as ignorant, 
loud-mouthed, uncouth and exhibitionistic. 
The three                                                               opposition 
leadership as extremely negative, ranking him first. They 
were non-specific about the nature of his opposition 
activity. However, other respondents who replied to CQ 
Items 1 through 4 and CQ 10 also referred to                
opposition leadership. He opposed the                                    
position on the Model Cities program, urban renewal and 
several matters pertaining to electoral politics. This 
leader was not evaluated in         study sample. 
Other opposition leaders. Six individuals (11191, 
10861, 10731, 10791, 11641 and 10811) received designations 
by two respondents. These six oppOSition leaders were 
described as engaging in varied negative activities. In 
general, they were characterized as                   "pipelines to 
the white power structure,n using paid or volunteer 
positions to oppose the black community, egotistical, and 
selfish. They scored in the extremely negative range, 
ranking first through third, and were perceived to have 
received money, jobs and symbolic rewards from whites. 
Indeed, two of the six, were included in the study 
sample, sat on key community committees (all appointive) and 
held prestigeous bureaucratic jobs. Of the remaining four, 
3 sat on critical public deciSion-making bOards, however, 
each held a low-status job. 
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The remaining 17 designees each received one mention 
as opposition leaders. In most instances, their opposition 
leadership was seen as issue-specific,. however, several were 
viewed as exhibiting general opposition activity. Their 
motives and rewards were 
other opposition leaders. 
In summary, the 
structure was measured by: 
not unlike those attributed to 
bifurcated black leadership 
(1) identification of blacks 
perceived by white 
those viewed by 
identification of 
respondents. 
respondents as leaders in. contrast to 
black respondents as leaders, (2) 
opposition black leaders by black 
HYpothesis Two Measured by CQ-I 
Respondents were asked to identify the most 
important issues of the                 The 86 respondents 
identified 89 issues: white respondents named 50 issues, 
black respondents named 78 issues. A cross-tabulation by 
race of respondents revealed differences in perception (a 
chi square of 129.51575 with 75 degrees of freedom, 
significance at .0001 level). Since the perception differed 
at the .0001 level, a relationship was assumed between race 
and perception. Moreover, the contingent coefficient of 58 
percent revealed that the association between the two 
variables was moderately strong. 
White respondents named 10 issues not named by black 
respondents while black respondents named 41 issues not 
named by white respondents. Reduction of the aggregated 
data to reflect issues named by 9, or 10 percent, or more of 
the 86 respondents· left 17 issues (see Table 19). Again, 
the aggregated data revealed little about the preferences of 
. the two. respondent groups. 
When the data were analyzed for issues perceived as 
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Aggregated Data: Issues 
. Named by 10' or More of 
Study            
Race 
Total BJ.aCk ,       , R f 
.32 14 .25 4 14 
.10 6 .10 11.5 3 .13 7 .12 9 4 
.12 6 .10 11.5 4 .22 3 .03 15 6 
.26 18 .32 2 4 .16 7 .12 9 7 
.14 3 .03 15 9 
.12 3 .03 15 7 
.21 13 .23 5 5 
.15 7 .12 9 6 .12 8 .14 7 2 
.26 17 .30 3 5 
.19 1 .02 17 15 
.21 5 .07 13 13 
.13 9 .16 6 2 .35 22 .39 1 8 
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of 27 issues emerged. Blacks named 13 issues and 
23. Of those named by the black respondents, 3 
appeared which were not included by the white respondents. 
In turn, whites named 13 issues not named by blacks (see 
Table 20). 
Sousing received the most attention from· black 
respondents and was ranked first. White respondents listed 






Sousing was generally defined as a lack of adequate 
to meet the needs of the population. Fair housing 
to refer to discriminatory practices regarding 
and proposed housing. However, housing           was 
both sample groups to embrace, in part, the 
connotation of discrimination. 
Sixteen percent of the black respondents viewed fair 
housing as an important issue. 
those blacks who named housing 
combined, a total of 55 percent 
When the percentages of 
and fair housing were 
was obtained. Thus, more 
than one-half of the black respondents perceived housing as 
a critical issue. 
Interestingly, 23 points separated housing and 
public school desegregation. Thus, there was apparently far 
more concern by black respondents about housing than 
desegregation of public schools. 
Neither fair housing, Model Cities, nor the economy 
emerged as an issue named by at least 10 percent of the 
Black 
. -Ran'k of . 
Issue 
Table 4-20 
Frequency of Mention of 1970 
Salient Issues by Race 
Respondents White 
f Rank of" 





1 Housing .39 1.5 Downtown 
2 Public School Development Desegrega- 1.5 Bridges tion .32 
3 Employment .30 3 Race Relation 
4 Race Relation .26 4 Consolidated 
Government 
5.5 Education .23 
5.5 Black Employ- S Housing ment .23 
7 Fair housing .16 7 Annexation 
8 Economy .14 7 UT, UTC merge 
9.5 Social Welfare .12 7 Erlanger 
Hospital 
9.5 Annexation .12 9.5 Education 
12 Industrial .9.5 Economic 
Growth .10 Development 
12 Economic 12 Black Employ-Development .10 ment 
12 Model Cities .10 12 Employment 
12 Health Planning 
16.5 Social Welfare 
16.5 Industrial Growth 
16.5 Pollution 










21.5 Airline Service -. 21.5 Reorg. of 
.county Gov'-t. 
x2 = 565.08 (two tailed, df 26), percentage differences 
significant at .001 level. 

























white respondents. The percentage difference (thus the 
ranking differences) between black and white perceptions was 
significant at the .001 level. 
Baving established the apparent differences .between 
black and white respondents the next step was to analyze 
issue-specific leadership reflected by CQ Item 2, which 
asked informants to identify persons impacting upon each 
issue. Of the 13 issues named as most important by the 
black respondents, white respondents perceived few, if any, 
black leaders impacting these issues, Table 4-21 (a through 
f) identifies the six issues which whites perceived blacks 
to have influenced. Whites did not perceive the remaining 
seven issues to have been impacted upon by black leaders. 
been 
Although black respondents deemed 
the top issue while·whites ranked 
housing to have 
it fifth, only 2 
blacks were seen as influencing this issue ·by at least 2 
white respondents. Bowever, whites listed 4 black 
influentials not named by the black respondents, blacks 
named 14 black influentials not identified by the white 
group respondents (see Table 4-21a). 
Since housing was ranked first by black respondents, 
and more than 90 percent of the black leadership cadre was 
among the study sample, the disparity between black-white 
perceptions seems curious. Blacks perceived 21 blacks to 
have impacted upon this issue, whites viewed 14 persons as 
impacting upon the issue. Sixteen percent of the black 
respondents named leader 11291 (for a ranking of first) as 
                                                                        .. - .. _ .. 
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influencing the housing issue while only one (3 percent) 
white respondent acknowledged his involvement.· Both 11291 
and 11101 held top positions in the civil rights 
organization designated by the black subgroup as having been 
most influential during the                 (The same organization 
mounted a successful drive to obtain a local fair housing 
ordinance, joining numerous suits aimed at creating new 
housing opportunities.) 
The third- and fourth-ranked leaders held positions 
in two other civil rights oganizationsJ each received 
prominent mention as influential organizations. Bere again, 
these particular leaders merely equaled, or did not receive 
greater mention, from white respondents than non-black 
leaders. 
This myopic view of black leadership repeated itself 
when other salient 1970 issues were examined. For example, 
desegregation of public schools was ranked second by black 
respondents and sixteen and a half 
This 14.S-difference represents a 
perception (see Table 4-21b). 
by white respondents. 
significant gap in 
Blacks (21 percent) designated leader 11291 as the 
top influential on this issue while only 1, or 3 percent, of 
the white respondents acknowledged his impact. In fact, 
leader 11291 not only chaired the local NAACP at the height 
of the school integration crisis, but was the plaintiff in 
the local public school desegregation court case. (In fact, 
as of 1984, this twenty-year-old case continued to be 
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1 i tig a ted. in the cour ts • ) 
This leader was one of only four blacks identified 
by whites as impacting on this issue; each of the blacks, 
however, were named by only one white J:espondent. 
Two leaders, 10131 and 10061, were designated by 7 
percent of the black respondents. However, their leadership 
was perceived as issue-specific opposition leadership •. 
White respondents did not designate a black leader who was 
not also named by black respondents. In contrast, black 
respondents named 12 people not named by white respondents. 
Race relations was ranked fourth by black 
respondents and third by white respondents (see Table 
4-2lc). Black respondents listed 28 blacks as having 
impacted upon this issue. Of these, 21, or 71 percent, were 
unlisted by white respondents, who identified 11 black 
influentials. Of this latter group, 3, or 27 percent, were 
not named by black respondents. Only two leaders, 10131 and 
11101, were named by at least one of the black respondents 
(less than the required 10 percent) and only 10131 was named 
by 10 percent or more of the whites. No blacks were 
identified as having presented issue-specific opposition. 
However, leader 10131 was ridiculed, his motives questioned, 
by six of the seven blacks who named him. He was described 
mockingly as having sponsored biracial dinners which, in 
reality, were a hollow facade for good race relations. 
Viewed as a tool of the white power structure, he was seen 
as having been manipulated by both the power structure and 
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the media. In short, his actions were considered 
detrimental to the black community. 
Two respondents, 11291 and 12141, believed that this 
                  activities earned Chattanooga national recognition 
as an nAll American Cityn. Of the three black leaders not 
on the roster of black respondents, 11361 was the only one 
to appear as an opposition leader on Table 4-18. 
The annexation issue, rated 9.5 by black respondents 
and seventh by white respondents, generated only six names 
of black influentials. Black respondents named five, but 
both black and white respondents gave their designees only 
one mention each (see Table 4-2ld). 
Although 10601 was not identified as opposed to this 
issues, he was identified (Table 4-18) as providing other 
issue opposition. Thus, in response to questions relative 
to issue-specific opposition, he surfaced as an opposition 
leader. 
Black employment received a 5.5 ranking from blacks 
while whites ranked it twelfth. Blacks named 31 leaders and 
whites named five on this issue. Of the five blacks named 
by white respondents, 10601 was unlisted by black 
respondents. Although no issue-specific opposition leaders 
emerged, 10601 provided general opposition to the black 




as stated previously, was named by 
not by whites. Black                          
ranked fair housing seventh. The sole white respondent who 
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named this issue also named four blacks as influencing it. 
Among these influentials was ·10131· who was unlisted by black 
respondents. Bowever·, as indicated in Table 4-18, this 
leader was recognized as an·opposition leader (see Table 
4-21f). 
Black respondents identified 11361, 11101, and 10911 
as issue-specific opposition leaders. Each was named by one 
respondent. 
Pirst, 11101 was identified previously by blacks as 
one of the top leaders. Bis opposition leadership was noted 
by a black respondent named by other black respondents as an 
opposition leader. 
Second, 11361 (see Table 4-18), named an opposition 
leader by four black respondents received an opposition 
rating of two (extremely negative). 
Third, 10911 (see Table 4-18) was mentioned by two 
black respondents in Table 4-11 as a black leader and 
received an overall ranking of 18 (highest ranking 1, lowest 
ranking 99). 
This Ersatz issue analysis approach revealed the 
specific issue impact and surfaced areas of leader activity 
as viewed by the white respondents in contrast with the 
black subsample. Those black leaders identified as 
opposition leaders (Table 4-18) began to surface as the 
issues were analyzed. Although only six of the 13 issues 
were reported, analysis of the other salient issues 
reflected a similar pattern. 
-----------------------------------_ .... _ .... _ ... 
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Additional Data 
Two additional critical variables loomed large. 
First, lack of recognition by white respondents of black 
impact. _ Of the 29 white respondents, 9, or 31                   did 
not acknowledge 1 black influentialJ 15, or 51 percent, did 
not acknowledge the impact upon issues (either positive or 
negative) by black influentials. Second, of those black 
influentials identified by white respondents, 89 percent 
were not perceived by more than 1, or 3 percent, of the 
white respondents. 
Again, two decidedly different black leadership 
structures existed--one stable, the other more flexible. 
One had its roots in the black communitYJ the other drew its 
power from external forces. 
If, indeed, these two phenomena existed, then the 
question is: "What difference did it make?" Hypothesis two 
of this study argued that these two groups represented their 
respective constituencies. 
Further tests of this proposition are found in CQ, 
Items 11, 13 and 14. Responses to CQ Item 13 generated data 
for an opportunity scale where blacks were compared to seven 
variables (see Table 4-22). 
Respondents were asked, "Compared to other groups in 
the community during the                 do you think blacks were as 
well off, less well off, or better off with respect to: (1) 
educational opportunitiesJ (2) employment opportunitiesJ (3) 
treatment by policeJ (4) housing, (5) treatment by public 
--------------------------------------- ----- ------
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officialsJ (6) medical care, and (7) recreation. n 
Of . the seven opportunity areas, the x2 measurement 
generated valid data. Only three areas reflected a 
difference between black and white                           perceptions. 
The significant test for k independent samples (an 
extension of the chi-square test) was applied. 
(two-tailed test) also was applied. 
P ".05 
Although employment-opportunity perception 
variations were significant at the .05 level, the degree of 
association (c = .34) between race and perceived opportunity 
proved weak. The second of these three opportunity areas to 
reflect a Significant perception difference was nTreatment 
by pU,blic officials. II The x2 = 11.69 was Significant at the 
.01 level. Again, the magnitude of the relationship was 
weak (c = .44), but stronger than the differences of 
perception regarding employment opportunities. Lastly, 
variations between these two racial                 perceptions of 
medical care were significant (x2 = 13.87) at the .01 level. 
The corrected correlation coefficient (0 = .48) revealed a 
relatively weak association between these two variables. 
Nonetheless, this proved the strongest association among the 
differences in perception regarding the three opportunity 
areas. Consequently, blacks and whites differed most in 
their perceptions regarding medical treatment opportunities 
for blacks with mild statistical support for the conclusion 
that the differences were related to the independent 
variable of race. 
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Having established the perceptual differences 
between black and white respondents, the next step was to 
factor out the ·differences between black respondents and 
black o.pposition-leader re.spondents.. There          .•. 9nly two 
opportunity areas in which differences occurred at a level 
(.05) significantly different· from that expected (see Tables 
4-22a/4-22f in Appendix V) • 
The perception differences of black respondents and 
black opposition-leader respondents regarding Employment 
Opportunities for Blacks were different from chance (X2 = 
8.64) at the .01 level. Additionally, an obtained c = .53 
indicated that the variable of leader status and perception 
were rather closely associated. Hence, whether one thought 
blacks were well off, less well off, or better off than 
other groups in the community became associated with the 
status one held--black respondent or opposition black 
leader. Similarly, 
perceived differently 
recreational . opportunities were 
by these two groups at a frequency 
rate significantly different from that of chance occurrence 
(x2 = 7.04, df = 2, p < .05). Association between these two 
variables was weak (c = .48). 
Although the black community and the white community 
differed on the degree of opportunity in these areas, the 
magnitude of that difference--when measured by c, 
coefficency of contingency corrected--was either equal to 
or, as in one case, not as great as the difference in the 
two opportunity areas in which the bifurcated black group 
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differed. 
The. black and white samples, black respondents, and 
opposition black leader respondents each . differed on the 
depeqdent variable. The white .respondents and black 
respondents were in               agreement on employment than the 
two black respondent groups. Black employment ranked 5.5 on 
the black                           list of salient issues. Of the seven 
variables, the black groups differed on only two. 
The scale of perceived progress rate . served as a 
validity check for the opportunity question (see Table 4-23 
in Appendix V). The study population was asked to rate the 
treatment of blacks during the               and               on a scale 
from 0 to 4: worse than any other part of the population, 
worse than others of the same income, equal to others of the 
same income level, and better than any other part of the 
population. 
The variations in perception between the two racial 
groups was significant (x2 a 26, df • 5, P < .0001) with the 
negative association being strong [c = .62, Gamma = -.58, 
                D (symmetric) = -.35387). The degree of difference 
in perception increased for the               rating [x2 = 30.71, 
df = 6,· P = .0000, c .66, Gamma = .70243,                 D 
(symmetric) -.43423) and the negative direction expanded. 
Bence, blacks and whites differed greatly on the 
                  of blacks when the question was generalized 
(rather than specifying treatment opportunity areas as in CQ 
Item 13) • 
---_. -- ... 
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When the ratings for those treated worse than others 
of the same income are considered; 42, or 73 percent, of the 
black respondents believed blacks to be treated worse than 
                    wors_e           whites of the same income whereas          
9, or 31 percent, of the white respondents gave such 
indications. 
When the eight black opposition                                        
views were compared with those of other black respondents, 
no significant (x2 = 1.440, df = 4) differences in 
perception emerged. In fact, 4, or 50 percent, of the 
opposition respondents perceived the status of blacks to be 
worse than any other sector of the population while 42 . percent of the remaining 45 black respondents concurred. 
The last validation check addressed perceptions on 
how Chattanooga compared with other communities during the 
                Again, when all 86 cases were analyzed, the rate of 
difference in perception was significant (x2 = 11.66466, df 
= 5, P < .0397), reflecting a low degree of association 
between these variables (c = .44, Gamma -.37451). 
Examination of the data for differences in perception 
between opposition black respondent leaders and other black 
respondents again did not reflect significant variations. 
Black and white respondents often differed. 
However, Significant differences were not found between 
black opposition respondents and other black respondents. 
In fact, the only major difference in                            
perceptions                     to employment and recreational 
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opportunities for blacks. 
SQ Item 21 required black .respondents to select the 
black                           which they preferred to represent the 
interests of the black community. Seventy-two percent of 
the nother black leadern respondents designated the NAACP, 
splitting their remaining 11 (27 percent) votes among seven 
other organizations, only two of those organizations 
received more than one vote apiece. Black opposition 
leaders gave 88 percent, or seven votes, to the NAACP and 
designated only one other organization (PUSH). Here again, 
no significant differences emerged between black 
respondents. 
SUMMARY 
Based upon these findings, there is no statistical 
support for a major divergence of perception between the two 
black leadership groups. However, when issue activity is 
contrasted with reported perceptions, these two groups 
reflected a difference in their interest-representation 
act.ivities. That is, designated oPPOsition leaders 
reportedly acted in ways which differed from those of black 
community leaders. Yet when indicating poSitions on issues 
salient to the black community, there was a high degree of 
congruency. 
This chapter presented the data on the structure of 
the black leadership cadre and examined relevant hypotheses. 
Empirical evidence supported the hypothesis that a perceived 
bifurcated black leadership structure existed. Blacks 
--------------------------------_._ ...... . 
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designated a leadership cadre which differed from that 
identified by whites, perceiving a much larger roster of 
black leaders than did white respondents. 
Substantive, or interest representation, was first 
checked by CQ Item XII, which solicited names of individuals 
whom black and white respondents selected to represent them 
on a community-wide decision-making committee. SQ Item XX 
controlled for race and rank of assignment, only black 
respondents were tested in. this item. These two tests 
established a strong divergence between the perceptions of 
black and white responses supporting the hypothesis. 
Eleven black opposition leaders were identified by 
black respondents. Issue-decision analysis provided 
identification of the objectionable actions of the 
opposition leaders, raising issues thought to be important 
and the actors impacting upon the issues •. The validation 
check for 1970 issues, actors, and their activities (the 22 
issue-specific reputational approach, CQ Items 7 through 9) 
did not produce a new black                   cadre, tending to 
replicate the issues named as salient during the                
The second validation check--issue-specific approach 
(Ersatz-decision analysis)--did not produce new actors, but 
examined their activities more closely. A small percentage 
of persons emerged who were named in conjunction with only 
one of the five specified issue area (urban renewal, 
election of the mayor, air pollution, and anti-poverty 
programs). The leadership roles of these individuals were 
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not generalized beyond the given issue area. 
While the findings in Chapter IV supported the 
hypotheses that a bifurcated black leadership structure 
existed, and that the two groups represented different 
                      many questions remained unanswered. What was the 
exact composition of the black bifurcated structure? Why a 
bifurcated black leadership structure? Bow did it effect 
desired results? Who did it represent? 





WHITE COMMUNITY STRATEGIES 
Chapter IV sought to identify the black leadership 
structure through black                           answers to series of 
questions on both the core and supplemental questionnaires. 
Counterpointing black                           answers were white 
                          answers. In many cases, the two groups differ 
on who the black leaders were--to the extent that sometimes 
black respondents identified noppositionn of black leaders, 
that is, those controlled by the white power structure. 
Chapter V analyzes the role played by the white 
community 
structure. 
in shaping the black                         leadership 
A propositional framework guided the analysis. 
Let us explore the environment in which the white community 
operated. 
The Setting 
First, a series of fundamental variables which 
affect the                         decision-making process (see Figure 
6-1) .should be identified, similar variables have appeared 
in ·numerous reports. 89 Obviously, a . communi         s 
89Clark, Terry. Communit¥ Power and pOliOI Output (Beverly Hills: Sage pu6i10atlons, Ino., 1 73), pp. 1-4. 
                                                                                                                                         
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demographic, economic, legal-political, organizational ahd 
cultural characteristics are critical to decision-making. 
These variables determine how centralized or decentralized 
decision-making is, for they are               to the occupations, 
backgrounds, 
themselves. 
and hence, values of the decision-makers 
Brief Historical Overview 
Atypical of the so-called cotten and tobacco South, 
Chattanooga was not established officially until late 1839 
and did not               its city status until 1851. When the 
first European arrived in the               at what became              
Landing on the Tennessee River, the Creek, Shawnee and 
Cherokee tribes already had highly developed sociopolitical 
organizations. However, as the newcomers forged a colony 
they stripped the local tribes of both their identity (e.g., 
Americanized their names) and territory. These tribes 
eventually were driven from the area, so that by the time 
Chattanooga was incorporated few traces of its Indian 
heritage remained. 90 
As principle chief of the Cherokee nation, John Ross 
spoke to the Seneca Delegation four years before the 
so-called Trail of Tearsz 
We have been made to drink of the bitter cup of humiliation, treated like dogs, our lives, our 
liberties, the sport of white men, our country and 
the graves of our fathers torn from us, in cruel 
succession, until driven from river to river, from forest to forest, and through a period of upwards of 
90Robert Brambella, Grannie Longo, and Jean Tatge. Chattanooga in Motion (The Institute for Environmental Action: New York), 1981, p.7. 
----------------------------------------
two hundred years, rolled back nation upon nation, 
we find ourselves                       vagrants and strangers in our own country. 
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Recently,                             at local universities have 
rekindled interest in this rich heritage. Chattanooga grew, 
beQoming the center of trade for East Tennessee, its 
location placing it at the crossroads of the budding 
society. The highly diverse population reflected a range of 
issues of the day. Slavery and war were no exception. In 
1850, 672 slaves. were counted, by 1860, this population 
peaked at 1,419. 92 However, this was a comparatively small 
slave population. Little else is known about slavery in 
early Chattanooga. Undoubtedly, Chattanooga was divided on 
the war issue. In the 1861 secession balloting Chattanooga 
voted to secede while surrounding Hamilton County elected to 
remain with the Union. Subsequently, the hill country 
Republican farmers, themselves non-slaveholders, fought for 
the Union while their city neighbors entered the war with 
the Confederacy.93 
The nonconformist un·ion sentiment surely contributed 
to the local success enjoyed by the Union army, encouraging 
Union soldiers to relocate there in the postwar period. 
Many, in fact, became highly successful entrepreneurs and 
91Ibid • 
92J • W. Livingood, Hamilton countr Tennessee (Memphis: Memphis State university Press , p. 148. 
93Roy Bain, RIn Chattanooga Variety is the Spice of Life,n The South Magazine (January/February 1977), p. 
33. 
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community leaders. 94 Its location helped Chattanooga to 
become highly industrialized while its nonprovincial outlook 
encouraged the growth of external markets. 
The post-World War II period was marked by a 
nno-growth- philosophy among a few powerful local families 
who ostensibly wanted to preserve small-town life in 
Chattanooga. This attitude slowly strangled the community·s 
economic development potential. In fact, 9 percent of the 
white respondent·s listed no growth as a salient 1970 issue 
while 5 percent of the black respondents named it. The 
Chattanooga in Motion authors stated: 
The city·s industrial development, which took place 
primarily after the Civil War, turned Chattanooga into a place where substantial influx of capital and investments from the North, and the growth of rail 
transportation added monumental stations such as Union and Terminal Stations to the cityscape, as well as acres of tracts, and rail depots. This trend intensified at the turn of the century, and in 
the industry began to diversify, expanding to include textile, insurance and smaller enterprise which added variety to the commercial mix of the community. Fortunes were made overnight (for example with the Coca-Cola bottling rights) and lost overnight (particularly in real estate schemes). 
partly as a result of this trend, Chattanooga 
appears to have become uneasy about the way in which 
(outsiders), i.e., Northerners, were shaping the 
future of their city, and it would seem that these 
feelings influenced both the city·s reluctance to 
grow in ways which would threaten its familiar local 
character, and the way in which it chose to manage its government affairs. 95 
94Ibid • 
95srambella, Robert, Grannie Longo, and Jean 
Tatge. Cbattanooya In Motion (The Institute for Environmental Act on: New York) 1981, p. 7. 
Understandably, many citizens believed 
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that 
Chattanooga--with its access to river, railway and a booming 
diversified industrialized economy--was destined to become 
the_next Atlanta of the South.                     that was not to be 
the case. 
, Critical Structural Variable 
Community characteristic. Statistically, the 
Greater Chattanooga area encompasses thirty-four counties in 
three states. Known as TAG (Tennessee,                   and 
Georgia), this 50-mile-radius area includes 118 Tennessee,S 
Alabama and 11 Georgia counties. The smaller Chattanooga 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SNSA) covers the 
counties of Hamilton, Marion and Sequatchie in Tennessee and 
Catoosa, Dade and Walker in Georgia. The principal cities 
in this SMSA are Chattanooga, Jasper and Dunlap in 
Tennessee; Ringgold, Rossville, Lafayette and Trenton in 
Georgia. 
Hamilton County accounts for more than three-fourths 
of the SNSA population while Chattanooga (population 
169,565) in turn comprises slightly more than one-half of 
the Hamilton County population (287,740). The Chattanooga 
population increased by 49,642 between 1970 and 1980 
primarily due to annexation of surrounding communities, not 
incidentally where many lived, who had engaged in white 
flight from both the core city and the Brainerd area in the 
              following the Federal court order to integrate city 
schools. In fact, the Federal school desegregation order 
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resulted in                             1970 population regressing to the 
1929 population level. Thus, annexation "saved" the. city. 
Chattanooga itself is surrounded (as of 1984) by nine 
satellite communities, each incorporated. Thesecommunities 
are inhabited by a total population of 57,593 people, other 
unincorporated county areas contain a total of 60,582 
people. (See Map 5-1, Table 5-1 in the Appendices.) 
Hamilton                   population (as of 1984) is 
composed of 136,929 males and 150,811 females. The median 
age of males is 28.9, for females 31.9. Whites and blacks 
are about evenly divided between the sexes: 229,976 whites 
(110,307 males and 119,609 females), 55,840 blacks (25,632 
males and 30,208 females). In both the white and black 
populations, the median age of females is slightly more than 
that of the males (3 years more and 4 years more, 
respectively). The small Hispanic population numbers only 
2,123, roughly paralleling the total population in gender 
and age. The population is aging in that 105,603 people are 
40 years of age and over. 
In 1980, over 60 manufacturers produced more than 
1,500 different products representing an annual payroll in 
excess of one-half-billion dollars and capital investment of 
two-and one-half billion dollars. 96 
In 1970, 136,500 persons were employed in 
nonagricultural areas compared to 175,600 in 1979. Although 
96 nChattanooga, Tennessee -- 1980," Chattanooga News-Free Press, B-1. 
--------------_ ... '---' .. --
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an increase of almost 40,000 outside agricultural, the 
increase did not include manufacturing. To the contrary, 
manufacturing employment "decreased from 56,800 in 1970 to 
54,800 in 1979. Government"and wholesaling each eQlployed 
the second largest number of persons: 33,300, respectively. 
The third largest employment category was the service area 
with 28,600 people. 97 
Since only 19.3 percent of the Hamilton County 
population was rural, and the community possessed a highly 
diversified industrialized economy, many observers be\ieved 
wrongly that the Chattanooga economy was recession-proof. 
The downturn in the economic cycle during the late              
and early                         double-digit inflation, unprecedented 
high unemployment, bank failures, closing of small and large 
businesses and skyrocketing interest rates--did not leave 
the Chattanooga economy unscathed. In fact, unemployment in 
Chattanooga often exceeded that in states where black 
unemployment was double white unemployment. Yet because of 
the high degree of diversification in manufacturing, the 
long lines of unemployed represented npockets of 
unemployment-, and most of the working population remained 
employed. 
During this crisis, a new realization emerged: 
Chattanooga, too, had fallen victim to high technology, the 
old ways would no longer sustain the economy. Most of the 
97Tennessee Statistical Abstract - 1980 (5th Edition). The University of Tennessee Center for Economic Research, p. 108. 
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unemployed blue-collar workers never returned to their 
former factory jobs. Rather, the new manufacturers, who 
were lured into the commun'i ty to replace and occupy former 
manufacturing sites, would be more automated, thus needing 
fewer people. 
Consequently, in 1983                             could continue 
to point out that 1,500 products were produced there, but 
optimism about manufacturing' growth was noticeably 
restrained. Usually discussion hinged on the fact that "a 
broader diversification of employment base began several 
years ago with new emphasis being placed on visitor base and 
service-type employment. a98 
Just as the desire for local government shaped the 
economic and official lives of the community, it also 
influenced the education and social life. The affluent 
businessmen who lived in Chattanooga (or rather in the 
wealthy suburbs) used their fortunes to shape the community 
to their' desires. Local per-capita philanthropy is believed 
to be unparalled. 99 Typical of such private largest is the 
$1,000,000 given toward a new public library. In addition 
to individual donors, two foundations, The Bentwood and 
Lyndhurst, enrich the educational, civic and cultural life 
of the community. 
Public and private education was indicative of the 
9SChattanooga News-Free Press. ·Chattanooga on 
the Move." T. D. Bardin, Feb. 6, 1983, B-5. 
99Bain, Roy., The South Magazine, p. 44. 
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power structure. The children of the wealthy matriculated 
either at Baylor School or McCallie for boys or Girls 
Preparatory School. Several of the· public elementary 
s.choolslocatedin the more affluent. communities, al·though 
supported by taxpayers, were operated much like private 
institutions (and often benefited from parental gifts.) 
The Catholic Church operated several schools 
including a segregated elementary school for blacks. The 
small city of Chattanooga and Hamilton County operated 
separate public school systems. Several private 
institutions of higher education existed, the richest and 
most expensive being The University of Chattanooga with an 
enrollment of 1,600. Other four-year                           included 
Temple Bible College and Covenant College. Two two-year 
institutes--Chattanooga Technical Institute and Chattanooga 
State Technical Community College--and a private two-year 
black college, Chattanooga City College, rounded out the 
local higher education picture. 
In the early                 James Mapp, a parent and 
president of the local NAACP, filed suit to desegregate the 
Chattanooga city school system. As of January 1984, the 
Mapp suit remained active in the Federal Courts and had 
resulted in desegregation of public schools, npairing of 
schoolsn and busing to facilitate the court order. The 
Hamilton County schools, (under an HEW ruling) escaped both 
pairing and                
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In addition to white flight from city schools to 
Hamilton County Schools, the. desegregation order inspired 
the emergence of the ·so-called Christian Schools. Newly 
created, these privately supported schools became the haven 
of those seeking to avoid desegregation. More than thirty 
of these schools (K-12) were listed in the 1983 Chattanooga 
                    Directory. 
        Christian School became the answer rather than 
the county schools, in many cases, because the city chose to 
recapture its lost tax base via annexation. Indeed, 
Chattanooga faced the novel problem of the city shifting 
from a white-controlled population base to a 
black-controlled population base. 
Desegregation also impacted upon the University of 
Chattanooga. By 1969, it had admitted its first black 
students and, curiously, at this point the                          
board of trustees turned over the entire physical plant and 
all other university resources to the University of 
                                          University of Chattanooga became        
university of                     at Chattanooga.         former board of 
trustees was reborn as the University of Chattanooga 
Foundation, controlling millions in endowment funds used to 
enrich the faculty, the student body and curricula of the 
university.         policy-making board for the new university 
then became the University of                     Board of                    
        conversion of UC into       immediately increased 
in black enrollment, since the merger also included the 
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assimilation of an all-black educational institution, 
Chattanooga City College, into UTC. The Chattanooga City 
College student body fared better than its faculty and 
sta-ff. - The studen-ts en-tered -the ma-instream of studen-t life-, 
but the black faculty became the                           Compensatory 
Education Program                   tenure or rank), a dual secondary 
system. The black President of Chattanooga Community 
College became a "Special Assistant" to the UTC Chancellor 
and later left the institution. In early 1970, HEW ordered 
dismantling of the dual system and mainstreaming of its 





became the recipient of the hundreds of 
federal dollars which sustained 
also gained the largest number 
the junior 
of black 
enrollees in the UT system.             student body has swelled 
from 1,600 students to more than 9,000 students served by a 
modern, expanding campus. 
In summary, this highly urban, industrialized 
community enjoyed a stable economy for almost one hundred 
years. Men of great wealth carved out a unique way of life, 
moderating their politics and philosophies only to attain 
desired benefits. Ultimately, however, the realities of 
court decisions and social movements forced at least legal 
and structural changes, if not social changes. The economic 
events of the late               and early               could not be shut 
out. 
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                            highly diversified economic base was 
insufficient to protect it against double-digit inflation 
and high interest rates. By 1984 the community was 
attempting to recover from the closing of many manufacturers 
and collapse of many small businesses. High unemployment 
lingered on as a new economic base was built upon high 
technology. 
INTRA-COMMUNITY VARIATIONS IN LEADERSHIP 
Unlike most communities, Chattanooga possesses both 
a power structure and decision-making structure. The power 
structure is an accepted fact, local citizens generally 
agreeing that a number of wealthy white families (or 
individuals) comprise this elite group. Both black and 
white respondents eluded to these individuals. For example, 
one black respondent named sixteen families while others 
listed from twelve to twenty. In addition, there was 
consensus that these individuals intermarried (to keep the 
wealth in the right circles), attended private schools, and 
were trained for leadership roles. 
One white respondent, a member of the leadership 
class, identified four young men about whom he stated: "We 
are preparing them to take over                       leadership 
roles." Be further explained that a young man (a relative) 
-who headed the                     philanthropic organization had been 
placed there expressively for the purpose of "training for 
his future civic-leadership role."lOO This same respondent, 
IOOInterview code 1023. 
-------------------------------_._- ---
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lamenting that the black community lacked train.ing grounds 
for its future leaders, believed such a void contributed to 
the                         poor or ineffective leadership. 
In a recent.                         sponsored by the city of 
Chattanooga and funded by the             Lyndhurst Foundation, 




allegations community instrumental 
is often cited as a city run by a few 
families and businesses. These are based on the· fact the business and local foundations have been in a number of key downtown projects. 
Tight cooperation between the private and public 
sector in a number of projects has reinforced this 
impression and left common citizens who remained 
outside of this nmagic circlen with a bitter 
aftertaste of impotence and frustration. But in 
spite of the negative feeling created by the 
partnership of private and public leadership, it has 
nonetheless been responsible for bringing to 
fruition plans which neitheiothe private sector nor the city could handle alone. 
On the other hand, the authors of Chattanooga in 
Motion included the following in their book: 
Power Structure?: An Interview 
What is often referred to as the power 
structure--the mechanism of leadership in this city--has been greatly overplayed by the community. 
Every problem. is laid at the feet of the power 
structure. There is an impression that fifteen or 
twenty people control and dominate the community, 
and this results in a general feeling of distrust. 
There are some wonderful citizens who have taken on leadership in the arts, communication, citizen involvement-- and other areas. This power structure 
works together with the city and county governments and has made a number of accomplishments which have contributed to the good of the community. These 
lOlBrambella, Longo and Tatge. Chattanooga in 
Motion, p. 24. 
include the new library, Miller Park and the 
redesign of Market Street. 
The presence of·so many foundations is also one of 
the greatest assets of the community because they create so many more· opportunities. They also give 
courage to business to undertake new projects because the foundations commit themselves to providing a large portion of the funds· necessary for these projects. The YMCA, for ·example, is one of 
the best· in the country. It was a $4.5 million 
project and foundations paid for a third of the 
cost. The fact that a local foundation had committed over a million dollars for the project 
enabled the business community to raise another 3.5 
million to complete it. It was a whale of a drive. In the case of the UC Foundation, the business 
community was able to raise $6.5 million, of which 
$2.5 million came from foundation support. It is the foundations that have taken the leadership so that corporations and· business groups. have 
followed. Foundations are a resource for getting 
things done which have never been done in the past. 
It suits me to have a                   people in the 
so-called power structure so that we could share our 
responsibilities. After all, these are not paying 
jobs--the labor comes from 19ve and interest. There 
is always the illusion that a PiS5it is involved in all of this, but is'far from it. 
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In studying the decisions affecting the economic, 
political, and social lives of the community, it became 
'. extremely difficult to separate the powerful families from 
the powerful businesses and foundations. Indeed, they were 
often inseparable, for this small group of families either 
totally controlled, or owned controlling interest in, 
virtually all of the major industries and businesses in 
Hamilton County. Seldom did it become necessary, however, 
for members of this controlling class to exercise overt or 
direct leadership. Rather, they covertly advised or 
publicized their positions through· paid staff members, (that 
l02I bid. 
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is, top executives of their many businesses). 
Thus, the alliance included the elite families and 
their locally owned foundations and businesses. As the 
economy changed, the power structure expanded to include the 
top executives of enterprises controlled by individuals 
external to the community. The alliance interfaced with 
well-organized, powerful civic and business groups such as 
the Industrial Committee of 100 (which also included a 
mixture of the elite families and their representatives), 
The Greater Chattanooga Area Chamber of Commerce and the 
Chattanooga Kiwanis Chapter and political leaders to form 
the leadership base of the community. 
Thus, the influence of the powerful families could 
be better appreciated through analyzing civic, religious, 
industrial and business organizations. Not only was there 
overlapping membership whereby most of the families were 
represented, they tended to become entrenched. When one 
family                   term of office was completed, another member 
either replaced the first or a second member was added to 
the organization near the end of the first                   term. 
Externally owned companies included Sears Roebuck, Dupont, 
TVA, J. C. Penney, Provident Life, Interstate Life and 
Volunteer Life Insurance Company. Since religion was 
prominent in the life of the community, ministers of the 
more affluent church congregations were often given 
prominent roles to play. 
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In summary, the power structure was composed of an 
alliance of elite families, powerful businesses, industrial 
and religious leaders, and civic groups. Ordinary citizens, 
and minorities were rarely, if ever, . included in this 
system. 
Decision-Making Structures 
Although the decision-making structure in 
Chattanooga was greatly i·nfluenced by the power structure, 
the dynamics surrounding decision-making led one observer to 
wri·te: 
Underlining that lack of dominant philosophy, a 
southerner reared in a typical one-party atmosphere could find Chattanooga and Bast                         sharp 
Republican                           political bickerings almost vaudevillian. 
Since there were apparently more similarities than 
differences between the white Republicans and white 
Democrats, local issues often produce great confusion and 
strange bedfellows. 
The coalition of elite families and powerful 
business and civic leaders controlled the                        
political structure. Blected officials served at the 
pleasure of the power structure. For example, candidates 
for mayor of Chattanooga were handpicked by the power 
structure and served their interests while in office. In 
response to CQ Item lO-B, the white respondents (most of 
whom were designated as 1970 leaders) acknowledged this fact 
and identified the so-called king-makers. An analysis of 
l03Bain • 
-----------------------------------_ .. _ ..... 
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financial support in the 1983 mayoral campaign provided 
additional support for this assertion. 
Not only was partisan support apparent but financial 
support became an ind_icator of the role played by _ j;bepower 
structure or power elite in designating (and later 
controlling) political leadership. Not only was Gene 
Roberts the top fund-raiser, but he also obtained the 
endorsement of both daily newspapers (Jeff Boehn received 
the endorsement of                             coalition of black civil 
rights organiza'tionsJ however, he did 
individual financial contribution from 
which exceeded $100.)104 
not receive a single 
the black community 
In addition to approving and supporting candidates, 
the power elite also refrained from fielding its own 
candidates if acceptable candidates emerged through the 
normal political process. This factor was most notable 
when, in the late                 the white power structure chose 
not to support the encumbent white commissioner of 
education, and, by default, permitted the election of a 
black to the post. 
Historically, Chattanooga shifted in 1911 from the 
decentralized alderman-council form of government to a 
highly ce,ntralized, weak-mayor five-member council form to 
regain control from powerful black politicians who were 
supported by racketeers and a few white liberals. 
104The Chattanooga Times, March 9, 1983, pp.1-2. 
---------------_. ----- ---
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This structural change in government was recently 
explained in a public-relation publication as: 
• ••• Chattanooga established its current form of local government, which ·at· the time of its 
introduction represen·ted an innovative move on the 
city'-s part. Since the existing Boar.d of Alderman was no longer able to cope ·with its increased 
complexity of the administration, the management of 
the growth of the community and the broadening of 
the political process, the city set up a commission 
form of government consisting of five Commissioners 
headed by the Mayor. This highly centralized 
control over administration, and legislative 
functions, and enabled the city for quite some time 
to feel that it was able to shape its own destiny despite the growing presence of "outsiden forces, 
individual federal intervention, and pressure          groups which had previously been disenfranchised. 
Laman provides a more astute analysis of the 
critical factors: 
Chattanooga'-s undisputed black political leader at 
the turn of the century was Biram Tyree. 
Tyree spent fourteen years on the Chattanooga Board 
of Aldermen· and seven years on the City Council. As 
Alderman, Tyree was more than a token representative. Be brought some improvements to his 
ward, dispensed minor patronage posts, and served on 
special committees of the board. One·noteworthy committee assignment was to a five-member group . investigating favoritism in the conduct of the 
police department • • • • 
In 1901 • • • the state legislature reorganized 
Chattanooga'-s city government along bicameral lines. 
Although race was never mentioned in discussion of 
the new system, Tyree'-s fourth ward was now combined 
with two white wards in Aldermanic elections. As a 
result of reorganization, Tyree lost his bid for 
reelection in 1902 and was forced in 1904 to drop 
down to the larger and newly created City Council. 
He served at this         with Charles Grigsby until 
the inauguration of the Commission System of· City 
Government in 1911. All commissioners faced an at-large election and no black had a chance of 
105Brambilla, Longo, and Tatge. Chattanooga on the Move, p. 25 
-----------------------------------_ ..... _ ... -.-.. 
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success. 106 
This change ended the era of black                              
role in . governmental affairs which had been unique to 
Tennessee and most of the South. This disenfrancisement 
lasted until the early               when John Franklin, a city 
school principal and co-owner of the                                        
Funeral Home became the first black on the Chattanooga City 
Commission. 
Although the nonpartisan general election could 
assure the election of white officials, the powerful black 
vote, more. than 95 percent Democrat, could also assure 
defeat for potent, white Democrat opposition candidates. By 
joining liberal whites, the black vote occasionally managed 
to elect moderate whites. White flight to suburbia 
increased black voting power, however, annexation 
reinstated white plurality returning voting control to them. 
The Democratic party thus was confronted with white 
Republican votes and more conservative white Democrat votes 
from the annexed areas. 
Constant agitation by government                                
vested interest groups as taxpayer associations, black 
community organizations and business groups--induced a shift 
from the appointed city school board to an elected board. 
In addition, Hamilton County shifted from the Quarterly 
Court chaired by a county judge to an executive-manager, 
106Lamon , Lester C. Black Tennessee 1900-1930. 
The University of Tennessee Press: KnoxvIlle (1977), pp. 
38-39. 
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seven-member county council form of government,· the 
executive manager was elected at large and the council 
members by districts. This politically turbulent 
environment has forced the power structure to consider the 
less influential population, occasionally permitting their 
members to sit on less powerful advisory and decision-making 
boards. 
Nonetheless, it has been relatively easy for the 
power elite to undermine the weak mayor-strong council 
structure. The mayor chairs the commission, but possesses 
little more than ceremonial duties. Although responsible 
for appointments to most of the critical boards and 
committees, his appointees still must be confirmed by the 
other four commissioners. His role was further weakened by 
a lack of veto power combined with each commission member 
controlling a major arm of government (e.g., fire and 
police, health and education, public works) by virtue of the 
specific post to which he was elected in the nonpartisan 
at-large election. 
However, despite the pluralistic overtones, the 
formal decision-making structure of Chattanooga has been 
contolled continuously by a few powerful individuals. 
Restructured during the                         the Hamilton 
County nonpartisan electoral process did introduce greater 
decentralization by requiring council members to be elected 
by districts. The executive was elected at-large, and the 
legislative and executive functions were separate. This 
                                            .-------
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arrangement permitted the election to the council of two 
blacks from the inner city. Party politics and rural-urban 
bias dominated county election. It should be noted that 
most members of the power elite lived in incor_porated 
areas--Lookout and Signal Mountains--of Hamilton County. 
While a large and vqcal segment of the business 
community demanded a referendum on consolidating the two 
local governments, proposed metropolitan government 
charters were defeated by the voters in 19S8 and 1970. In 
November 1982 a ten-member Metropolitan Charter Commission 
was seated for the purpose of designing a charter acceptable 
to the voters. 
Extra-Community Inputs 
Grants-in-aid, block grants and general revenue 
sharing each served to erode, if only slightly, local 
autonomy, redistributing both opportunity and influence 
within the community. Despite centralization of government, 
power, influence, statuses and roles, the desire for funds 
forced decision-makers to moderate their stance and seek 
extra-community resouces. 
From the perspective of the white community, the 
earlier 
positive. 
                  experiences with urban renewal funds were 
Millions of federal dollars had underwritten the 
large scale destruction of an historic black community while 
providing little financial or social renumeration to the 
inhabitants. This community made way for then-Mayor 
                    $24,419,39S Golden Gateway Urban Renewal- Project. 
----------------------------------_._------ ---- .----.. 
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Thus, property once owned or occupied by blacks became the 
cornerstone in a long-range plan to revitalize the downtown 
Chattanooga area. White businesses, not black, gained 
,development rights. 107 
Since 1958, the Greater Chattanooga community has 
received more than $70 million in Urban Renewal Funds. 108 
More recent funding has targeted (as federal policy) smaller 
projects, mandating community rehabilitation rather than 
removal. Local authorities were induced to seek consensus, 
gaining agreement from those indigenous to the renewal area. 
Too, the new policies provided expanded compensation to 
those directly affected. 
The drive to win $19.3 million under the Urban 
Development Action Grant (UDAG) in order to attract 
additional private funds for downtown redevelopment led the 
community away from total local control ,toward acceptance of 
the ·strings· attached to federal dollars (i.e., the 
Affirmative Action Plan). However, in reality, the 
                                      influence decreased as private investment 
increased. For example, recent downtown redevelopment 
involved more than $280 million in new construction of which 
only $19.3 million were federal dollars. Tennessee Valley 
l07These figures           compiled by the Office of 
Director of Urban Renewal and are attached to the interview 
schedule completed for the respondent. 
108I bid. 
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                        share was $156 million. 109 Although generating 
many positive spinoff benefits, it nevertheless became 
necessary for the local NAACP to intercede by seeking to 
_halt UDAG funds                         construction workers were 
employed and subcontracts let to black contractors. Since 
UDAG already had committed its $19.3 million, the                
threat obtained positive results. 
The Urban Renewal and UDAG cases illustrate the 
extent to which Chattanooga has used extra-community inputs. 
In addition, millions in Federal funds flowed into the 
community as part of the Community Action and Model Cities 
programs during the late               and early                 Although . 
each program entailed new federal guidelines, local 
decision-makers proved receptive. 
Extra inputs were also represented by 
non-locally-owned business enterprises--TVA, Dupont, banks, 
manufacturers, insurance companies and department stores. 
In most instances, the top executive of these enterprises 
had been assimilated previously into the power                        
alliance. Consequently, they were given leadership roles 
and positions of high social status. Many retired in the 
community, retaining their establishment status. 
Nevertheless, the enterprises and their executives 
apparently paid a significant price. One of the respondents 
addressed this issue: 
l09These figures were obtained from Chattanooga 
in Motion, pp. 22-23. 
We have got to have more auxiliary groups, and more complementary groups of' concerned citizens who are willing .to speak up. Ther.e, of· course, is another problem within the power structure--I             have any proof but you             help but feel it--your position, your job in these big industries--it is endangered if you have participated in that sort of thing in the community.. I do know that there has been a strong climate here, expecting conformity on 
                    beliefs and cultural interpretations. • • 
• 
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Bowever, less desirable enterprises are sometimes 
discouraged. For example, during the               efforts were 
made to prevent a banking tycoon from taking over a local 
bank. Be succeeded, precipitating a local power struggle. 
Subsequently, he chose to build the most costly and tallest 
building in                         and to move the headquarters of his 
banking empire there. With these victories, his critical 
role in Chattanooga politics paralleled his statewide and 
regional power. The.collapse of his empire reactivated the 
campaign for renewed local ownership, aiding the attempt to 
lessen local democratic power with its spinoff benefits for 
the black community. Bis departure rid the old power 
structure of its most formidable foe, consolidating power 
once again with its numbers. 
Policy Outputs 
policy outputs are by-products of collective 
decision-making. Who benefits from policy? "It is becoming 
increasingly accepted that subsectors of a community may be 
defined as benefiting to the degree that programs and 
110Quote from                           Interview Transcript, 
see Appendix V. 
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services are consistent with their                                  
The highly centralized decision-making structure in 
Chattanooga continuously generated policies which appeared 
to - address the public good,-e.g., revitalizing the downtown 
area, thus stimulating the local economy. Although costs 
were shared by the general taxpaying public, the major 
benefits accrued to a few affluent persons while only 
trickled-down benefits flowed to the masses. Yet 
constructive policies have emanated from this centralized 
                                structure. The less powerful, minority 
interests have received some benefits. Such benefits, 
however, have generally not involved redistribution of 
resources, power, or opportunities. Rather, they usually 
represented expansion of existing resources, power or 
opportunity due to programs such as CAP and Model Cities. 
Even when resources, services or opportunities were 
designated by extra-community agents, the black community 
was obliged . to counteract the local power and 
decision-making                         efforts to redistribute benefits 
away from the designees. The 1972 Dupree,     !! vs. the 
City of Chattanooga federal court case was indicative of 
black                               struggle to attain their rightful 
benefits under the Model Cities Program. The black 
                        plight typlified that of many other local 
lllRobert S. Magill, and Terry N. Clark. 
"Community Power and Decision Making: Research and Its 
Policy Implication," Social Services Review, March 1975, vol. 47, p. 43. 
-----_ .. -. . .. _- _._ .. _ .... _- ._-----------
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groups. 
Indeed, the issue of who ·benefits from policy 
outputs has culminated in a black coalition of community 
civil-rights organizations, a black agenda, and an attempt 
to collectively interview and screen· all 1983 city 
commission candidates. 
Black Community Relations 
On September 28, 1981, the Chattanooga Times 
newspaper introduced a series of six articles on local 
community race relations by stating: 
Race relations may be the touchiest most complicated 
issue of the day. It encompasses the tremendous 
economic and social problems which face this 
community and goes beyond them to the complex and 
sensitive area of human attitudes. 
The renewed interest in publicly examining local 
black-white relations had been preceded by three racially 
related incidents that occurred within the span of eighteen 
months. 
On .April 19, 1980, three Ku Klux Klan members burned 
a cross on East Ninth Street (housing most of the black 
businesses in the community) and as they drove away 
proceeded to shoot four elderly black women. 
The Klansmen were swiftly apprehended and charged 
with felonious assault and intent to commit murder in the 
first degree. An all-white jury acquitted two Klansmen, 
convicting the third on a lesser charge. The black 
community#s reaction was swift and violent. On the night of 
the verdict, fire bombings were reported in Alton Park near 
                                                            .... --- .. 
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an all-black housing project, conditions soon escalated into 
a full-scale riot. Although basically contained in the 
area, the riot continued for four days ·and resulted ·in a two 
day city-wide curfew. Order was restored only after the 
involvement of local civil-rights leaders and the 
importation of the Reverend Jessie Jackson to help in easing 
the racial tension. 
One newspaper reporter described Reverend                    
presence as -His visit seemed to turn the rage of the blacks 
into delight. Children gathered around their hero in the 
yards of the shapeless projec·t. _112 
For the first time since the late                
                            decision-making structure contended with a 
coalition of black civil-rights organizations and their 
leaders. In 1978, twenty-two University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga black football players, accusing their coach and 
the                           athletic department of discriminatory 
practices, boycotted football practice. Thus, the black 
community confronted the predominantly white institution. 
It was then that Chattanooga witnessed the unprecedented 
action of black civil rights organizations unified under the 
leadership of the president of the local NAACP. The 
university negotiated with a solidified black coalition. 
The white decision-making structure attempted to 
deal with this new coalition in its old familiar way, but 
l12Chattanooga New Free Press, July 26, 1980, p. A-3. 
---------------------_.---------_._-_ ........ . 
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discovered a new resistance and solidarity among blacks. 
picket lines were placed around· the. university and 
eventually the executive director of the Chattanooga Chamber 
of Commerce became the chief mediator. Although the black 
community did not emerge totally victorious from the 
confrontation, the coalition won new respect as an entity 
which had to be considered. 
In 1980, however, the loosely knit confederation of 
black organizations, held together solely by the Klan 
crisis, lacked the advantage of surprise. Perceiving the 
Alton Park riot as symptomatic of deeper social problems, 
,the black leadership issued a mandate for social, political 
-and economic change. As negotiation stretched out into 
months, nnew black leaders emerged capturing the ear of the 
decision-making structure and the media. n Cracks in the 
solidarity were apparent, patience waned. The third 
incident grew out of the demands to change the name of East 
Ninth Street to Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevar'd. 
Moreover, the request was placed before the city commission 
by a group of black ministers, eclipsing other, more urgent 
items on the black agenda. 
T. A. Lupton, a wealthy white developer and member 
of the powerful Coca-Cola Lupton clan, appeared before the 
city commission and asked that the request be denied. Be 
feared that his multimillion-dollar office building, then 
under construction and designed to carry a Ninth Street 
address, would lose prospective out-of-town tenants. 
----------------------_.-------_ .. _._-- -----
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Commissioner John Franklin, the lone black on the 
city commission, introduced the motion to rename.the street, 
his motion failed for lack of a second. 
In ... an interview in the. Chattanooga. Times ()n QctQber 
3, 1981, T. A. Lupton defended his position by stating that: 
nMartin Luther King, Jr. is a                                          
person to a lot of' white businessmen • • • • I made 
a business decision. The blacks made a social 
decision, and the politicians made a political 
decision." 
The black ministers, joined by several white 
clergymen', persisted. The black coalition, under the 
leadership of Reverend H. H. Wright, president of the Action 
Coordinating Council, demonstrated in front of city hall. 
Public sentiment mounted. Racist comments and strong 
opposition to the name change found their way into 
newspapers and on to television and radio. Fearing a repeat 
of the July incident, community leaders were determined to 
resolve the issue. 
The renaming of the street took place, but only 
'. after strenuous behind-the-scene negotiations resolved such 
issues as the exact name the street signs would bear, the 
portion of East Ninth to be renamed and specific amenities 
for the black community. In an interview for the present 
study on September 12, 1981, an informant explained: 
Tommy [Lupton] just went too far. Be should not 
have gone public. The power structure just                
operate like that. They have never personally surfaced publicly. They operate behind the scene and get what they want. We won because of Tommy Lupton, not in spite of him. Jack [his cousin] called me in and said he wanted to pull together a 
few persons to resolve the matter. Be admitted 
-----------------------------------_ .. _. ' .. -
Tommy had embarrassed everyone. 
A group of us met behind closed doors. He              
want to talk with any of the pe.rsons· appearing 
before the Commission. 
We not only got the changing of street name, well • 
.• • we                   get them to put his full name. We 
settled for M. L. King, Jr. Blvd., but we got a 
commitment that the business community would not only seek federal dollars but they would pour monies, and pull in foundation money into the Ninth Street area to totally change it, to make it worthy of the name it will carry. Jack said           put 
. little Montague, the head of the                     Lyndhurst 
Foundation, in charge of the project. 
Jack just told the mayor and city commissioners how 
it . was going to be. You see it was just as easy as 
that--the motion was put by Paul Clark and this time 
seconded by Johnny [Franklin] and carried. 
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Perhaps a major disaster was averted, yet a 
potentially explosive situation still existed. Indeed, the 
black community remained an entity distinct from the 
controlling white community. The two communities coexisted. 
The white community took the black community into 
consideration only when it was necessary to do so. Usually, 
this occurred when issues requiring resolution were placed 
on· the public agenda by the white community. Such issues 
were linked to obtaining a public good or specific resources 
for the black community. 
This psychological and physical division became most 
apparent when the perceptions of black and white respondents 
were examined (l.e., identification of               leaders, 
salient 1970 issues, and designation of persons to address 
critical community issues), and again when 1981 views, 
published in a local newspaper, were analyzed. 
-----------------------------------_ .... __ . -.. 
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Although Mayor Pat Rose remained reticent on most 
subjects when interviewed for the present study, his 
responses to questions on race relations were summarized in 
the Chattanooga Times; 
Mayor Pat Rose is defensiva when interviewed on the 
subject of race relations. Be states, with 
noticeable emotions, that a negative picture can be 
painted if that is what is wanted, but contends that 
from his contacts in the community he believes. the nprevai1ing attituden is a ngood one." 
The city is conti-nua1ly grappling with problems such 
as unemployment and the need for more and improved 
housing • • • • "Insofar as race relations are 
concerned, I do not feel,                   for the local government, there is any problem. n 
Commissioner Paul Clark was reported to believe racial 
problems should be nonexistent in                         for wI think 
equal opportunity is out there." And Commissioner J. Eberle 
believed that "racial problems are far exaggerated by the 
media." However, County Executive Dalton Roberts 
acknowledged the existence of racial problems, but believed 
them to be no worse than those found in other cities of 
comparable size. To deal with the existing problems, he 
thought "the greatest need is a community-wide organization 
that effectively identifies issues which affect racial 
relations and deals with them in an open manner. I            
subscribe to the theory of working quietly behind the 
scene." ll4 
Perhaps the most telling comments on race relations 
ll3Chattanooga Times. 
ll4Ibid • 
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in Chattanooga were in two letters which appeared in a 
nLetters and Opinionsn section on July 20, 1980 following 
the black                         violent reaction to the               verdict 
in the ·K1an case. First, Mr. Boward Swafford avered: 
I am inclined to believe .the jury made a fair 
judgment in the trials where the men [the writer did 
not acknowledge that these were three                              members of the KKK] were charged with shooting four 
black women. If from the proof the jury concluded that two of the men had no knowledge that the third would shoot the gun--then it was their duty to acquit. And if there was no intention on the part 





crime. • • • 
were writing articles which would 
punishment should be severe as to all 
fanned the passions of all so that we 
this was a terrible, pre-meditated 
The racial violence that followed was mainly the 
acts of young, uneducated and undisciplined youths 
and children. Few responsible members of the black community really· participated. We are indebted to Jesse Jackson for coming to Chattanooga to calm the 
mind and hearts of the participants. Be is a great 
American. 
What are the options? I favor giving minorities 
preferred treatment on jobs and schooling so that 
they will believe that the system is right and good. 
But at some point this must end, otherwise, we will 
have incompetents in jobs they cannot handle. I am 
in favor'of the programs that amount to giveaways, 
not because I believe it improves in the long run, 
but to let them know that we care. llS 
The second writer, Mr. S. B. Hammer, Jr. asserted: 
It is regrettable that as we step into the                
the dream of a community of human beings. united in true peace, harmony and brotherly love is far from 
reality. 
The finger of blame and responsibility points more 
directly at some than at others, but as members of 
the community, it points directly at all of us, 
IlSIbid. 
-----_ ... - .. __ .. _ .. __ ._-_. __ . --_. _._.- ... 
• • • •             of us who make racial and ethic 
slurs, practice discrimination, exploit the weaker 
and less fortunate'among us, must bear their share 
of the load. Those of us who do nothing but sit 
idly by ,and watch as some of our fellow citizens are 
discriminated against 'and victimized must cringe as 
the finger of responsibility swings in our 
d'ir'ection'. • • • I             it' is' ti'me each of us 
appoint a committee of one, ourselves, to 
investigate our own behavior in regards to our 
relations with our fellow citizens •••• Llti 
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Just as the turbulent eighteen-months period 
subsided, new events in November and December 1982 assured 




sharp conflict between the black community and 
department became the number-one problem. It 




and one black, shot a 29-year old black male in 
with a .357-magnum at the scene of a burglary in 
Death was instantaneous. There was an initial 
mild outcry from the black community, but the most ardent 
voice belonged to the Chattanooga Times. (Members of the 
                  family insisted 'that the Chattanooga NAACP 
president refused to assist them in investigating the 
shooting, advising them to obtain an attorney. The family 
subsequently engaged a white law firm.) Editorial 
statements questioned the "justifiable homiciden ruling 
from the internal affairs section of the police department. 
Then, within one month, another white policeman shot 
a 19-year-old black male in the back as he fled the scene of 
a suspected felony. Again, the gun used was a7 • 357-magnum. 
l16Ibid 
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Again, death was immediate. However, a second suspect was 
apprehended at the scene-and the shooting occurred before 
many witnesses. The police officer who shot the young man 
did not provide first aid, but rather fell on top of him, 
using his knees to press the victim to the ground as an 
increasingly angry crowd watched the youth die. 
Near-riot conditions confronted the community. 
Reverend H. H. Wright, leading representatives from black 
organizations and relatives of the two slain men, picketed 
city hall while the coalition of black organizations met 
with family members of both deceased. The NAACP obtained 
U.S. Justice Department investigation of the matter. 
The Chattanooga Times pressed the issue of deadly 
force, questioning police policies and procedures. The 
target of black community wrath became so-called deadly 
force and the authority of policemen to shoot at a fleeing 
suspect. Rather than merely revolting in the streets, the 
black coalition attacked at the voting booth. The March 
1983 city election became the target for changing the 
deciSion-making _structure. The chief of police, a candidate 
for commissioner of fire and police, became the specific 
focus. 
The black coalition, rating candidates, gave the 
chief the lowest rating of any (1.9 on a scale of 1 to 5) 
and backed another candidate. The large number of 
candidates for the post and the heavy black turnout resulted 
in a run-off. Second, Clarence Robinson, the local black 
state repr!!sentative introduced a legislative 
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bill 
restricting the use of deadly force. However, action on the 
bill was postponed. John Franklin, city commissioner of 
health and education (and the only black on the commission) 
called for the police department to change its policies. 
The foregoing incidents, notwithstanding, the black 
community usually is excluded from decision-making: 
They are not 'involved at the top level. They might 
from time to time be consulted but they             have 
any real standing at the top level of 
decision-making. When a crisis or a confrontation 
comes, then black leaders are identified (with some sense of support from various points of the black 
community) will be called in to meetings and 
sessions to help solve the problem. They recognize 
the black leader within his black area and [he] will be brought in when that is necessary.' 
But blacks             have any major                   to make about the total community as an entity. 
This systemic exclusion of blacks from the 
governance structures of the communitYJ systematic 
segregated pattern of livingJ defacto segregate school 
systemsJ limited job opportunities and all previous 
insensitivity to the general plight of blacks are viewed and 
interpreted differently by observers and reporters. Yet, 
there is little uncertainty that race relation is a growing 
problem which must be addressed. 
HYPOTHESIS AND SUB-HYPOTHESES 
Two preliminary suppositions are possible: (1)        
power and decision-making structure used specific methods to 
l17Quote taken from transcript of respondent 
interview. See Appendix v. 
--------------------------------_.,_ .. 
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elicit desired behavior or results, and (2) such methods 
created highly volatile conditions, especially when 
contentions parties confronted one another. 
HyPothesis 
From these assumptions is derived the related, 
though distinct, hypothesis: 
The white strategies strategies 
community 
outcome. 
community develops and employs multiple 
which shape, reshape and counter designed and executed by the black 
as it attempts to influence policy 
. Sub-hYpotheses 
There are three sub-hypotheses derived from the 
major hypothesis: 
(1) The white decision-making structure created a variety of strategies, and developed tactics 
to use them, 
(2) systematic application was made of strategiesJ 
and (3) strategies, though varied, were determined by 
the nature and kind of incident or event. 
Definition of Concepts 
The key concepts relating to the hypothesis and 
sub-hypotheses are: white strategies, black strategies, 
tactics, systematic application, strategy variation and 
nature of issues or events. 
Strategies when employed by either white or blacks, 
refer to nlong-range goals of groups, or the way in which 
groups and organizations link problems and solutions. nllS 
Whereas, ntactic connotes the short-range and specific 
11SGeorge Brager and Harry Specht. Community 
Organizing, p. 134 
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behavior of gr9ups.nll9 In other words, both the black and 
white decision-making structures design strategies to 
achieve their overall or long-range goals. Then these 
groups select a nspectrum of tactical choices n (behaviors) 
which are associated with particular strategies. 
Systematic application refer to a                 planned, 
thoughtful use of a strategy or. tactic, whereas strategy 
variation is the alternative use of strategies accompanied 
by related tactics. 
Nature of issues or events connotes those 
characteristics which precipitate the need to develop or 
select strategies         tactics. The grouping or categorizing 
of such issues or events characteristics aids in determining 
their solvability and selecting appropriate strategies and 
tactics. 
Operationalization of Key Concepts. After a review 
of the literature, the perspective set forth by Brager and 
Specht in their treatise on strategies and tactics for 
influencing targets was adopted. . Since many people used the terms strategies and 
tactics interchangeably, or merely to describe an activity 
without labeling it, all references to activities 
influencing outcome were catalogued. Perceivers, actors, 
and their activities were correlated with data obtained from 
the study respondents and analyses of critical events and 
actors. 
-----------------------_._--------_. -_ ... _-
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The strategies and tactics were operationa1ized in 
CQ Items 5, 6, 7, 10, and SQ Items 6, 7, 15, 16, 17. 
Data Analysis 
Qualitative analysis procedures were employed, 
issue and decision analysis was the key to identifying and 
cataloging data. Both primary and secondary data were 
gathered and analyzed. 
The salient 1970-79 issues perceived by black and 
white respondents became points of departure. Leaders and 
their constituencies were identified as was their perceived 
impact upon decisions and issues outcomes. The              
analyses were compared with conflicting relations during the 
               
Conditions Precipitating Conflict. With few 
exceptions, the black and white communities perceived 
different salient issues                     The white respondents 
addressed issues concerning the broad public good, while 
black respondents identified separate and highly fragile 
issues (see Tables 4-19/4-23). Analyses of public document,s 
regarding such issues supported the data from the 
respondents. Few, if any, blacks were associated with 
white-oriented issues. Chronological reports of these 
issues and their resolution appeared in newspapers, and 
other media, various end-of-the-year reports, Chattanooga 
Chamber of Commerce reports and other public-relations 
pronouncements. Each report substantiated the low 
involvement of black input and the low                         given by 
-------------------------------_._- --_ .. _--
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the decision-making structure to black concerns. 
Conflict between the black community and the highly 
centralized influence and decision-making structure occurred 
when the black community either sought to address an item on 
the public agenda, influence decision outcome, or attempted 
to introduce an item to the public agenda and determine its 
decision outcome. 
The black community organized and put forth 
leaders. These leaders not only carried the responsibility 
of articulating the black                         position, they also 
had to manage the nature and degree of conflict which 
ensuedJ negotiate with the white communitYJ and, translate 
the results for their black constituency which mayor may 
not be receptive. 
Traditionally, leaders from the black community 
emerged through the ranks of black organizations--civil 
rights, religious and political. They enumerated goals and 
desired outcomes which represented the concerns and vested 
interests of their black constituencies. Most often, 
however, these goals and outcomes were contrary to the 
positions taken by the decision-making structure. 
Since the official decisions rested with legal 
decision-making structures, direct confrontation occurred 
within this arena, although powerful covert and overt 
influentials often dictated the ultimate results. The white 
influence and decision-making structure contended with these 
periodic intrusions by the black community by exercising 
----------------------------------_._-_ ...... . 
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well-executed strategies. 
strategies employed. Race relations, Model Cities, 
urban renewal, desegregation of public schools, employment 
opportunities, fair housing, police relations, UTC football 
controversy, and public housing issues were among the issues 
of greatest black-white conflict, provoking widespread 
community reaction. 
In response to the black                         efforts to 
address such issues, the decision-making and influence 
structure varied its strategies, escalating and 
deescalating them according to the actions employed by the 
black community in a given situation. 
The strategy used least by the decision-making and 
influence structure was collaboration, those resorted to 
most frequently were contest and disruption. Between these 
two strategies was a range of more than forty tactics, 
including: 
1. Structure persuaders co-optation, role and 
status changes--committee assignments, jobs, 
promotions--i.e., during the early                 used situation of internal struggle between nself-declared new leadershipn of young middle-class blacks (media dubbed ·young Black Turksn) and older, established black leadership _: . 
(a) creating and providing middle management positions for the young Turks, (b) placing the young Turks in pOSitions which funneled resources into the black 
community. 
2. Joint action--togetherness. 3. Political maneuvers--legislative action to 
modify or change rules of the game, manipulative 
communication, used rules and norms as leverage to preserve the nstatus quon--transferred black 
leaders into villians, deviants, rule breakers. 








Use of coersion--threat of loss of job, status 
and exposure, i.e., in 1970,. various 
powerholders extracted public declaration of 
support for a ·metropolitan charter from.blacks of "high" prestige· t·o counter black community opposition. 
Use .. of_police for.ce--use.of show of force to prevent or to stop public revolt. Engage in legal dispute, litigation--20-year-old 
school desegregation suit, Dupree et ·al. vs. 
Cit! of Chattanooga. Sta 1 negotiating process--assign issue for 
study and analysisJ i.e., complaints of public housing tenants in 1980 assigned to community 
agencies for study. 
Denial of accusations--denied, thus no .decision 
became necessary. 
Withheld . program funds--i.e., Model Cities 
resident board members were denied independent 
technical assistance. Public hearings. 
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Regardless of their effectiveness, these strategies 
and tactics were never as devastating as: 
1. Ignoring the leadership projected by the black 
community--failure to publicly acknowledge the role, by granting someone else the consideration 
of bearer of leadership role. 
2. Discrediting black community leadership, i.e., 
negative portrayal, ridicule positionsJ decry 
quality of .statements, question degree of 
representativenessJ equate state of lone black with that of black positional leadership. 
3. Identifying and projecting blacks other than 
those chosen by the black community to be the issue spokesperson even. 
4. Importing extra-community black experts and nationally known action leaders to usurp the role of local black leaders, in an effort to 
identify or refocus issues, i.e., calling in 
Jessie Jackson to calm the black community, 
although local black leadership stated it could 
handle the situation. 
5. Importing extra-community blacks for high-level 
bureaucratic posts while bypassing local blacks 
with equal qualifications: the director of Orban 
League, Office of Economic Development, Chattanooga Valley Corporation, etc. 
6. Introducing " black- oriented" organizations, 
i.e., Urban League. 
The strident voices raised from within the black 
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community, were seldom heard in closed-door meetings or in 
public. The president of the local NAACP chapter continued 
to appear before the city and county boards', seeking redress 
of educational and housing problems. Ris allegations were 
denied, his information questioned. When he heightened his 
attack by forming coalitions or strengthened his position 
some other way, the decision-making' structure escalated its 
defense. Other blacks, for example, were quoted or called 
upon to oppose the                 position, then extolled for 
their leadership while the NAACP was criticized. 
The UTC also effectively used this strategy during 
the late               and early                 The NAACP first attempted 
to negotiate privately for faculty integration and 
dismantling of the so-called dual system (maintenance of the 
merged former'ly all-black City College staff in a separate, 
below-faculty status Compensatory Education Program). When 
the private talks, proved fruitless, the NAACP issued a press 
release enumerating the problems. The black                        
response was swift and supportive of the NAACP. Community 
meetings were initiated to develop strategies and tactics 
for dealing with the university. 
The university responded by having the former 
president of the all-black institution (who had become 
"Assistant to the Chancellor") to recite the                          
official rebuttal by unilaterally denying the allegations. 
Bence, the white institution used a black to counteract the 
position of the black community. Ris statement produced a 
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resounding defeat for the NAACP .and stripped its leadership 
of credibility, mainly because this individual had enjoyed 
both high credibility and status throughout the general 
community prior to his role at the university. 
However, within one week of this black 
                                public statement, he filed a private letter 
with the NAACP                               his duplicitous role and 
obtaining a NAACP membership for his wife, children and 
himself. The NAACP never again attempted to initiate action 
against the university. Its 1978 involvement was 
precipitated by a crisis and, even then, the organization 
was part of a coalition. 
Other blacks were effectively cast, by the white 
structure, in opposition roles. Those persons, discussed in 
Chapter IV and identified as opposition leaders, acted out, 
specific role assignments which usually, if not universally, 
diminished the black                         position. The effective 
use of black opposition leaders was               for example, by 
the black who had the responsibility for discrediting the 
black                         efforts on to fair housing. Anotper 
played the opposition role on the city school board, while 
still another harmed the entire black community in school 
desegregation and race relations. 
Why they identified him as a "black leader"?            
put it this way, some years ago he took it upon 
himself when he was principal of a high school, to organize what he called a Christmas Party. And he invited all of the white leaders in the 
community--the power structure, people of that sort, 
elected officials, school principals, that sort of 
thing--it was held out at Howard High School--and 
then he would bring in blacks, mostly, of course, school teachers and a few little leaders that the black had at that time in this community, holding 
positions of some merit. And·he held this every Christmas--this had never been done before in this 
community--we had no black-white gatherings to amount to anything. And he . would always bring in a 
prominent                         brought in the biggest and the best--he brought in Ralph McGill. They were people 
of great character and integrity· always and they would say it--about the needs for 
Christmas--brotherhood, understanding, and we must 
make advances and we do this. And he, at that time, was a·verycharming man and he had a great gift for 
introducing everybody--and he introduced them all night long and always something pleasant. And every year, he would introduce the speaker, so I knew that the program was a basic--the News Free Press              even cover it, the Times would always cover the speaker and pictures. This was an initial act of leadership in this community to bring blacks and 
whites together on a large scale--200-300 people, you know. You know it went right down to the end of 
his school career, finally it was being held in the Provident cafeteria for the five, six, or seven years, "always a national figure come in to speak, and always lay it on the line. All the school teachers, public officials invited in there. Certainly               a leader"that whether the black 
.community would know or not at that time--that is a leader and that is why he was called a leader. In the newspaper business in the South they will call you Colonel forever, although you might never have 
been and if you get real old--you are "old Colonel Jones." So, he has always been known as a leader. 
Then we had our first school problem in the sit-ins. 
Be took a very strong role in the sit-ins because it involved the ten-cent stores down here and at that 
time the students got off a bus right at the corner and he had them get off like a block away so they would not be involved in any physical problem. But 
of course the hoods were hanging around--and this and that. And in the meantime that got somewhat staightened out and at that time who was doing his particular work to balance race relations and to go into the various communities. Now, black communities when there would be a little problem, ___________ , the Episcopal minister over here, 
and myself would try to put the fire out. Frequen€ly they would call me at one                 in the 
morning and say " have you heard any report of a 
disturbance or anything of that sort?" Well, we have been called out here to or 
something. Been some kind of problems--to 
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straighten it out and just hope that if you hear 
anything, you will get in touch with us so we can 
tell you. We             want an imbalanced police report 
and we are here to let . you know what we feel 
also--what is going on. They are there in order to 
protect black interest, they are not there for any 
o_therreas.on. So .he· .had ._that role ther_e. and as the 
years· went ·along, whatever separation may have come 
along about the black community, as far as the white 
community was concerned, that was a black leader. Now he might not be a spokesman for a broad mass of blacks, but he is a leader in the community who is 
black. Now I think that is the distinction--if you say black leader meaning you lead a large number of. 
people, then obviously he did not fit that bill. 
Some things about him that a lot of blacks would say, he is not a speaker for me. Well, if you are 
talking about a man taking on certain duties at a 
given time, that are essential to the community--and he is a leader, then he is a black leader. He is a 
black leader to the white in the sense that he is a 
black who gave leadership at a critical moment in 
areas where he alone could do it. Nobody else could put on that party but him, there was not another 
black                 community who could put on that school party. 
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The decision-making and influence ·structure also 
used its vast resources to create black leaders. It 
employed such tactics as public recognition (strategic use 
of the media) and assignment of these individuals to public-
and private-sector advisory and decision-making boards 
(e.g., two such individuals sat on ten or more powerful 
boards where they were the only blacks). 
Another indication of the power and decision-making 
                        maximization of power resources was i·ts ability 
to create new organizations. Although for years the local 
power structure considered the possibility of establishing 
an Urban League chapter in Chattanooga, the black community 
l20Auto tape transcript of interview with 01256 • 
. ---.----.------
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showed little more than contempt for the idea. Thus, the 
idea remained dormant. Then, in the early                 the 
NAACP changed                 presidents. A.retired principal, the 
proprietor of a construction company, became president. Bis 
vigorous leadership brought NAACP membership ·to its largest 
total in Chattanooga. Be                             addressed black 
issues and generally reaped positive results. Bowever, it 
was not long before his efforts were countered with a 
full-scale drive to establish an Urban League chapter. 
The coalition of elite families, private foundations 
and private industry produced the $100,000 necessary to 
establish a chapter with a full-time executive director 
(annual salary $35,000) , secretary, and a board of 
directors. White board members came from the white power 
structure while black board members represented the young 
middle-class elite (most of whom were token representatives 
from the large industries which supported the organization) 
and a few token representatives from the low socioeconomic 
group. 
The chairman of the board, for example, was the sole 
black employed in an executive management position at the 
Coca Cola Bottling Company. (He once conspired with the 
president of the NAACP to enter a pplitical race against a 
powerful white state representative whose constituency 
numbered 6,590 blacks. Ris political interest waned after a 
talk with his bosses.) . The lone black vice-president of the 
Erlanger Hospital Authority was also a board member. During 
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his youth, he belonged to a group of young blacks who sought 
to take control of black leadership from "the Toms". His 
group became known as "the young black Turks". A black 
female who held a high-ranking position with IBM also became 
an officer and board member as·well as a young man who held 
a middle                     post with Provident Life Insurance. This 
                          father held important posts. with the university 
and with the city government as head of                             "human 
services". In fact, the mayor publicly stated that he had 
made a special trip to his home to woo him away from the 
university which placed him "on loan". Neither his 
educational background nor experiences made him uniquely 
suited for either position. In addition to these persons on 
the board were a black minister, a black                   degree 
social worker (who once asked an interviewer "What has the 
NAACP ever done?") a black school teacher and a grass-roots 
leader who lived in a public-housing project. The black 
minister verbally identified with the             coalition, the 
unity group and the Black Ministerial Alliance. However, 
although he joined the                         efforts and remained in 
the forefront of the fight to rename East Ninth Street, he 
had, on occasion,. publicly ridiculed and opposed various 
coalition members. 
A variation of this tactic has been used by the 
power and decision-making structure. Rather than create new 
black organizations to counter black community 
organizations, the power structure used existing 
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organizations. For example, the Chattanooga-Tennessee. 
voters Council (the TYC, organized and controlled by State 
Representative Robinson) persisted in its claim to be the 
political arm of the black community despite strong public 
oPPOsition from segments of the black community. In fact, 
the unity group--composed of representatives from a variety 
of black organizati6ns--was formed to serve that purpose. 
Nevertheless, the white power structure chose to legitimize 
the TYe. 
Extra-black leaders and "experts" were imported to 
overshadow or usurp the local black                           voice and 
role. The Reverend Jessie                     appearance during the 
riots of 1981 was such a tactic. Other examples included 
the effective use of the                           publicly supported 
                Enterprise Institute .(which housed the Scott 
Probasco chair) to bring in ultra conservative black 
economists to speak on the state of the economy. Typical of 
these speakers were the following: 
What         arguing here is that the essential 
difference between blacks and other 
immigrants--poles, Irish, Italians and such--is that 
blacks came along and they had these rigged economic laws. 
Take BOD, it               worked, even after years of time 
and billions of dollars. Affirmative action and welfare, they                 worked, after years of time and billions of dollars. -·And I             think our new Department of Education is going to improve that record. 
I would suggest that the people who work within 
these programs have a vested interest in the continuance of these programs and their jobs and not necessarily in solving the problems they were meant 
to solve. 
Of all the laws in this country, the minimum wage is the only one that says if you             ·get in on the 
eighth rung of the economic ladder, you             get on 
at all. 
Poor people, they .           t need those kinds of 
                      What they           is for                       to get off their backs, and blacks             need any of this anymore than anybody else_needs              
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The white decision-making and influence structure 
noticeably escalated its strategy and tactics as the black 
community gained desired benefits. Each new strategy 
adopted by the white community forced the black community to 
deplete its resources. 
This highly centralized influence and decision-
making structure protected the status quo by deploying its 
powerful resources to implement strategies and tactics which 
either precluded or greatly diminished the degree of black 
community impact upon desirable policy outcomes. It brought 
to bear great resources--rewards, jobs, money, prestige, 
coercion--as it designated and implemented strategies. 
Understandably, the black community, too, initiated 
strategies designed to obtain desired benefits. 
l2lguote by Walter Williams in an article 
"Economist Says Blacks Should Seek Less Aid" written by 
Nancy Hartis in The Chattanooga Times, August 1, 1980. 
------------------------------_ .. -- .. -
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CHAPTER VI 
BLACK COMMUNITY STRATEGIES AND STUDY CONCLUSIONS 
In the foregoing chapter, the leaders of the black 
and white communities in Chattanooga have been discussed. 
Particular attention has been paid not only to the black and 
white                           differing perceptions of who these 
leaders were and on whose behalf they acted, but also to the 
events surrounding them. Chapter VI continues this 
discussion by focusing on the black                         struggle to 
designate, control and direct its own leaders. In addition, 
the study findings are summarized, conclusions set forth, 
and implications discussed for future research and the field 





respondents, both black and white, 
as a group separate and apart from the 
community. Black respondents readily 
conceded a lack of knowledge and involvement in affairs 
external to their own community. Many black respondents, in 
fact, found it curious that some interview questions sought 
to illicite data from them about non-blacks. Here" too, 
white respondents quickly agreed that blacks had little to 
do with community affairs which were not specifically 
identified as relating to blacks. 
-------_ ... --- ... 
The local media reinforced 
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this separateness 
through unabashed references to "black Chattanooga", or 
"the black community", The Chattanooga Times, the more 
moderate of the two local daily newspapers, has over the 
years periodically published a series of articles on "Black 
Chattanooga", local television specials often addressed the 
topic. Other than a psychological identification of the 
black community, there also was the physical dimension of 
geography. 
Although the 55,840 blacks residing in the study 
community were spread over all 121 of Hamilton                  
census tracts, the 1980 census revealed that 13 of these 
census tracts accounted for more than 60 percent of the 
black population. In fact, 21 of the census tracts 
contained more than 90 percent of the black population, 
thus, slightly less than 10 percent of the black population 
resided in the remaining 100 census tracts comprising the 
study community. With few exceptions, census tracts 
densely populated by blacks shared contiguous borders. 
Recognition of a so-called black community did not, 
however, identify or explain the varied responses to this 
phenomenon: there was neither monolithic support of a 
black community among blacks nor acceptance by all blacks 
of this phenomenon. In fact, many blacks accepted either 
the psychological or physical definition of community but 
not both. 
--------- _._. _ .. _. __ .-.. _- -------------------.. -- .. -- .. 
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This distinction produced black community members 
who seemingly wanted nto be of, but not a part,· or nnot to 
be a part, yet to be ofn. The schism created deep 
individual and collective conflict, straining both personal 
and black community values.' Furthermore such 
definitive problem-solving almost impossible. 
conflict made 
Under these 
conditions then, leaders frequently were confronted by 
either an elusive constituency or a narrowly defined one. 
Hence, a review of the black                         history and origins 
would seem appropriate. 
Historical Overview 
While                             black population must be viewed 
within the context of the local community, it should also be 
related to the overall economic, political and social 
conditions which characterize the state. Although 
reflecting many of the                 characteristics, Chattanooga 
possesses both physical and patterned ways of behavior to 
render it uniquely different from the state as a whole. 
Tennessee is comprised of three great 
divisions--West Tennessee, Middle Tennessee, and Bast 
Tennessee. Its western banks are dominated by the city of 
Memphis which contains the state#s largest black population 
(301,100) and Shelby county which has 324,100 blacks.-The 
Memphis-Shelby County SMSA has a population of 363,900. 
west Tennessee shares many characteristics with the adjacent 
state of Mississippi. 
-----------------------------_ .... _-_ .... -
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.Middle Tennessee is dominated by Nashville, the 
state . capitol, and largest city in Middle Tennessee. 
Nashville contains the second-largest urban population and 
                  - - second-l-argest black population, ---. 10-5,90-0. 
Nashville-Davidson County has 106,400 black citizens and the 
Nashville SNSA has 137,300 blacks. 
The third division of the state has. both the third-
and fourth- largest cities in the state, Knoxville and 
Chattanooga.                         population of 183,100 has a 16.7 
percent black populationr Knox                   1979 black 




While Chattanooga ranks fourth in the overall 
in Tennessee, it has the third-largest black 
The 1980 census revealed that the black Tennessee 
population had varied but slightly since 1969. Since 
Reconstruction, in fact, this population has remained 
relatively static. For example, after Reconstruction it is 
estimated that the greatest number of blacks, 48 percent, 
lived in West Tennessee, while 39 percent lived in Middle 
Tennessee and 13 percent lived in East Tennessee. The size 
of the black population in each division had a significant 
impact on the quality of life experienced by blacks. 
More . specifically, blacks in post-reconstruction 
West Tennessee were subjected to the deep racial prejudice 
common to the Mississippi Delta and the concomitant black 






over decades of suppression. l20 
degradation of blacks common in 
post-Civil War West Tennessee was absent in Bast Tennessee, 
replaced by black-white relationships built upon white 
paternalism. Unlike rural West Tennessee, the mountainous 
eastern section was characterized by numerous waterways and 
booming industries. Domestic servants and foundry workers 
were needed, not field hands. Thus, where overt and violent 
acts of racism controlled the teeming thousands of black 
West Tennesseeans, paternalism produced the same· deference 
from the smaller number of East Tennessee blacks, so that 
·where fear and a dulling environment held resistance in 
check in West Tennessee, a desire not to             the            
gave the appearance of reasonable contentment among blacks 
in the east.·12l 
Although Tennessee remained more moderate in its 
treatment of blacks than most other southern states, Jim 
Crow soon was reestablished after the Reconstruction period 
and with few exceptions blacks remained tolerant and 
submissive. 
Intellectually and economically black leadership 
came from Middle Tennessee. The large population in 
Memphis gave 
politically. 
blacks considerable leverage, especially 
Whereas in Bast Tennessee even Knoxville 
blacks could boast a four-year all-black institution of 
l20Bl ack Tennessee, 1900-1930, p.2. 
l2lIbid , p. 3. 
                                                                  ... - .. _ •.. 
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higher education, Chattanooga became the exception. There, 
blacks, as a group, showed little economic, educational or 
social progress. This remained true despite Chattanooga 
-blacks enjoy.ing a-" - favor"able r"acial climate and"" a living 
standard higher than all other Tennessee blacks except 
Nashvilleans. 
Unlike whites, blacks did not have a mechanism for 
rectifying and forgoing statewide problems. Whites 
debated, analyzed and confronted statewide problems through 
local and state government. Thus, through campaigns and 
election whites created leaders, identified problems, built 
consensus, and found solutions. At the other extreme, 
disenfranchised black Tennesseans were denied the means to 
nominate and elect leaders. Blacks developed ways of 
communicating and coping which reflected their regional 
characteristics and resources. For example, as black 
Tennesseans fought the Ku Klux Klan and its lynchings, 
potent voices were heard from black Chattanooga. 
Because of the               relatively comfortable 
black-white relationship, black Chattanoogans in significant 
numbers voted and elected black candidates. Chattanooga 
also boasted the most powerful black publication. By 1905, 
Chattanooga was the sole Tennessee city with almost-adequate 
public schools for blacks. 122 
The atypical, although unpredictable black-white 
relationship and its influence upon state affairs was 
122Black Tennesseeans, p. 75. 
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particularly strong in the part blacks in Chattanooga played 
in site selection for Tennessee A & I (now Tennessee State 
university) : "William Joseph'. Bales, an ambitious young 
black teacher had used his position as an elementary 
principal to raise some $11,500 from blacks in the city and 
supported by many prominent white men, he had obtained a 
promised $60,000 from the Hamilton County Cou·rt."123 
Not willing to accept this apparent Chattanooga 
victory, white Nashvilleans acquiesced in backing black 
                            efforts to outbid Chattanooga. Although Hales 
was unsuccessful 
Chattanooga, his 
in locating         state 
powerful, alleged white 
institute in 
father, R. L. 
Jones, then the state education superintendent, named Hales 
"principal" of Tennessee A & I (the top administrative title 
held by blacks, as "president" was reserved for whites). 
Hales held the post (later becoming president) from 1911 to 
1943.124 
Although never as prosperous as black Memphiseans, 
Nashvilleans, or Knoxvilleans, black Chattanoogans often 
were entrepreneurs. However, unlike blacks elsewhere in the 
state, Chattanoogans tended not to develop an espirit de 
corpJ a oneness of solidarity failed to emerge over time. 
Instead, black Chattanooga produced its own service 
enterprises: barbershops, beauty shops, small merchants, 
doctors, lawyers, blacksmiths. In 
l23Bl ack Tennesseeans, pp. 100-101. 
l24Ibid • 
1980, two black 
------------------------------_._-_._.-
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Chattanoogans founded the Penny Savings Bank (it failed 
during the panic of 1893). In 1912, several Chattanooga 
blacks unsuccessfully attempted to launch the Southern 
Central Life Insurance Company. 1-25 . -The Cha-tt-anooga Blad-e,- ill 
crusading black-owned newspaper sounded a clarion call for 
racial justice that resounded throughout the state. 
Its flamboyant owner-publisher-editor, Randolph M. 
Miller, was ever at the center of civil rights agitation. 
With his trenchant editorials, for example, he struck hard 
at the Ku Klux Klan, fought local and statewide lynching, 
and led a boycott against Jim Crow streetcars. Through his 
efforts black Chattanoogans began boycotting Jim Crow 
streetcars on July 5, 1905. 126 The Chattanooga drive became 
the best-organized and most persistent of the Tennessee 
streetcar boycotts. Incredibly, Miller managed his campaign 
without the public support of black educational, political 
or religious leaders. 127 
He recognized that blacks may have been willing to 
forgo the comfort and convenience of a streetcar ride over 
the short haul, but over the long run personal and physical 
needs would prevail. This factor the transit system also 
recognizedJ they needed only to wait out the boycott. What 
Miller and his followers needed was a viable alternative. 
On July 16, 1905, he and his small group of followers 
l25Black Tennesseeans, p. 202. 
126Ibid , p. 30. 
l27Ibid • 
------------------------------_ •.... _ .. _.-
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introduced a new commercial transportation system for 
b1acks--a three-vehicle hack line which traveled between 
Chattanooga and the outlying black communities of 
Churchville, St. Elmo, Fort Cheatham and Tannery Flats. 128 
                  efforts were countered by the local county 




for nworking old wornout animals from early 
until late at night and. •• only half feeding 
Rather than bow to such pressure, Miller sought 
to replace the hack line with forty-passenger motor buses. 
Be hoped to finance the purchase of the vehicles with an 
initial capitalization of $10,000, plus an investment from 
black Chattanoogans. But unlike Nashville, there were not 
many upper-income blacks in Chattanooga and, also, in 
contrast to Nashville, there was insufficient public support 
from black leaders. In the absence of such support, the 
needed revenues could not be solicited from the black 
masses. 
Rather than solidifying and fighting the enemy from 
without, black Chattanoogans turned their backs and hid 
their heads in the proverbial sands. Losing the battle 
against the new Jim Crow law did not become the occasion for 
Miller to"nblame the victimn; rather, he maintained a clear 
focus, casting blame as he saw it. Writing in an October 
1905 issue of the Chattanooga Blade, Miller lamented that: 
l28Black Tennesseans, p. 29. 
l29Ibid, p. 30. 
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They have taken our part of the library; they have moved our school to the frog pondJ they have passed 
the Jim Crow law; they have knocked us out of the. 
jury boxJ they have played.the devil generallY'l!Sd what in thunder more will they do 'no one knows. 
Miller and his Blade were not to be silenced.13l 
Strong individual leadership also was manifested by 
Miss Georgia Edwards, a             Chattanoogan who received 
statewide recognition and acclaim for her heroic actions. 
In 1907, Miss Edwards filed suit with the Interstate 
Commerce Commission (ICC) against the discriminatory 
practices of the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis 
Railroad. The ICC ruled in Miss                     behalf, ordering 
the same or equal facilities for passengers. 132 
Overall, however, black Chattanoogans collectively, 
living in a much less threatening environment, seemed to 
have used fewer opportunities to progress. Indeed, black 
movements and leadership continued to be centered in Memphis 
and Nashville, the two most populous black cities. Little 
changed in the ensuing decades. For example, the hub of 
Tenneessee civil-rights movement centered around Nashville, 
with Fisk University and Tennessee State University students 
leading the way.                     NAACP chapter, with a membership 
l30Ibid, p. 31. 
l31Miller, a former slave, arrived in Chattanooga in lS64 with General William T.                     army. Be worked 
as a pressman for Adolph Ochs, publisher of the Daily 
Times until lS9S at which time he began the one-man 
operation of the Chattanooga Blade, Black Tennessean, p. 
29. 
l32Ibid, p. 2. 
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exceeding ten thousand and a paid staff, organized, marched 
and forged unbelievable changes in Tennessee""s so-called 
Delta Town. It was Memphis""s NAACP and city garbage workers 
which Dr. King sought to aid in 1968. Dur.ing this period, 
Chattanooga remained unscathed by either the state or 
national civil-rights movements. Indeed, Chattanooga""s 
blacks became the last in the four urban Tennessee cities to 
demonstrate for their civil rights. 
James R. Mapp, president of the Chattanooga chapter 
of the NAACP, was unable to persuade the Chattanooga 
membership to join him in filing suit to desegregate the 
public schools of Chattanooga. In fact, because of the 
chapter""s strong opposition, Mapp sought legal aid not from 
the NAACP, but from the NAACP Legal Defense and Education 
Fund, a separate organization. As of 1984, as stated 
previously, the Mapp case remains active in the Federal 
Courts (by then the Mapp children were all grown and had 
children of their own). 
Ironically, at one time Martin Luther King, Jr. was 
called to preach a trial sermon in Chattanooga at a Baptist 
Church. King was rejected by the conservative Chattanooga 
congregation. The rejection freed him to fill another post 
in Alabama and achieve immortality. The man selected to 
fill the Chattanooga pulpit vacancy, too, distinguished 
himself. In the present study, he was the individual most 
frequently designated by blacks as an opposition leader, his 
degree of opposition was perceived as extremely negative 
-----------------------------------_. 
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(see Table 4-18). Equa11yas important, as a respondent, 
his perceptions were diametrically opposed to the views of 
other black respondents. Nashville,' Memphis and Knoxville 
e'lected blacks to the state legislature. long before the 
                whereas in 1970 Chattanooga elected its first black 
to the legislature since Reconstruction. 
The tendency of black Chattanoogans to lag behind 
blacks in the other three black Tennessee urban communities 
remained most evident when examining the following: 
1. Chattanooga 
recognized education. 
was the only 
four year 
community without a major institution of higher 
2. Chattanooga has not had a successful black-owned 
newspaper since the                       (the most recently 
created black newspaper, The North Star, began 
publishing in 1982. 
3. Chattanooga lacked a black business netting at least 
one half million dollars annually. 
4. Chattanooga had fewer than a dozen black doctors, lawyers, dentists, college professors, accountants, 
computer experts, and so forth. 
5. Chattanooga did not have even one black-owned financial institution. 
6. There were only three black chief administrators in the public sector: City Human Services, 
Neighborhood Health Center and Public Health 
Department. 
7. Fewer than ten salaried blacks earned more than 
$60,000 annually. 
8. There was only one black-owned high-technology business. 
Comparatively, then black                             were both less 
productive and less progressive. 
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Critical Structural Variables 
Critical to the present study, is an analysis of the 





legal-political and cultural) and its input 
Both sets of var iables impac.t on the black 
decision-making structure (monolithic/ 
and centralized or decentralized) and the 
structure of black leadership (leaders' values, attitudes 
and beliefs and their social backgrounds). These variables 
either determine or contribute to the outputs that emerged 
from the black community decisions (see Fig. 6-1). 
Inputs into the sub-community. The black community 
totally lacks an infrastructure, thereby linking it in total 
dependency to the larger community. The ebb and flow of 
input resources and the conditions upon which they were 
allocated determined the quality of life in the 
sub-community and regulated its functioning. 
Sub-Community characteristics. Blacks earned less 
income than white Tennesseans. In 1970, blacks in Tennessee 
earned an average 65 percent of the median income. 
Memphis's and Knoxville's averages both were approximately 
60 percent while Chattanooga's average income for blacks was 
about 68 percent of the median. On a per-capita basis, 
black income was 56 percent of the total income in Tennessee 
with a high of 60 percent in Chattanooga to a low of 51 
percent in Memphis (see Table 6-2). 
------------------------------_._-- --- -
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The 1980 census placed the number of Tennessee 
families at one and a quarter million, there wer"e about 19 
black families for every 100 white families. 
proportionately more of the black fami-lies" fall into the 
lower-income classes. In 1980, 4"7.4 percent--or nearly half 
of all black families--earned less than $10,000 while fewer 
than one-fourth of Tennessee white families earned less than 
$10,000 (see Table 6-2). The median income of white 
families in 1980 was $17,223 while the median income for 
blacks was $10,571 (Table 6-2). 
Labor force statistics were another measurement of 
social progress and status. Black workers in Tennessee were 
about 14 percent of the labor force, 13.7 percent of those 
were employed and 22.6 percent unemployed. Black 
Chattanoogans comprised 12.1 percent of the               total 
labor force, 11.7 percent of those were employed and 19.6 
percent unemployed. Hamilton County had the highest 
black-to-white unemployment rate in Tennessee: blacks were 
twice as likely to be unemployed as whites (see figure 6-1). 
Of the 13 census tracts (numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 
15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22, 32) containing slightly more than 50 
percent of the present                 black population, the median 
income was below $10,000. These were the same census tracts 
which contained 10 percent or more of the families who 
received public assistance, 12 of the 13 census tracts 
contained over 10 percent of the families with incomes below 
the poverty level. In addition, two census tracts had more 
""j 
:! .,' 
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than half the families living in them below the poverty 
·line. Single parenthoo.t1 was· another compelling 
characteristic of these 13 census tracts. None had fewer 
than 15.6 percent of its families headed by a single parent 
while several had more than 50 percent with a single parent. 
One census tract (number 16) had almost 60 percent (57.5) of 
its families characterized by single parenthood. 
Other demographic variables reflected a similarly 
dismal picture (see Tables 6-8). For example, in both the 
public and private sectors, low education levels contributed 
to the black                         lag in the labor market and private 
enterprise, limiting opportunities for economic development. 
Yet another way of measuring black                              
economic clout was to examine their effective buying income 
or power (EBI) as a percentage of total EBI in Tennessee. 133 
Memphis and Nashville were among the twenty-eight leading 
ethnic markets in the United States. Within the Tennessee 
market Memphis was first, Nashville second, Chattanooga and 
Knoxville lagged behind a distant third and fourth. 
Based on city EBI percentages, Chattanooga (16.3 
percent) was 
Importantly, 
second only to Memphis (24.5 percent). 
however,                             31.7 percent black 
population commanded an EDI of only $168 million compared to 
133EBI is a bulk measurement of market potential. It is a quantitative indicator of general ability to buy 
goods and services. EBI is an after income tax figure (See 
Vowels, Robert C. Socioeconomic Status in Black Tennessee (Tennessee: Tennessee Department of Economic and community Development), 1982. 
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the $1,405 million black EBI in Memphis. In fact, Memphis 
provided nearly half of the market potential for black 
Tennessee in 1980. Furthermore, Chattanooga (SMSA) had the 
lowest per-capita EB! -($3,336lcompared to Memphis'-s $3-,861, 
Nashville'-s $4,829, and Knoxville'-s $4,159. 134 
Although possessing considerably less EBI than other 
sectors of the black community, black Chattanooga did 
possess substantial buying power. Not unlike underdeveloped 
countries, however, black Chattanooga had been unable to use 
its economic resources for internal improvements. Its 
dollars flowed from the black community rather than being 
reinvested in it. 
In summary, black Chattanooga had a youthful 
population, its families were concentrated in the 
lower-income brackets. They worked at the lowest-paying, 
least-rewarding and least-desirable occupations. Per 
capita, fewer blacks than whites graduated from high school. 
Blacks were concentrated in high-density areas sharing 
contiguous borders. They were represented disportionately 
among the unemployed, females who headed households 
dependent on welfare benefits, and elderly and disabled 
concentrated toward the lower end of the income scale. 
Internal Resources. Several theoretical approaches 
have been used to assess local community assets. Lowells, 
Parson, Dahl, Stenchcombe, Banfield, Shubik, Kramer and 
l34vowels, Robert. Socioeconomic Status in Black 
Tennessee, pp. 10-11, 22. 
---------
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Coleman135 each contributed insightfully into the. role of 
resources and their use in exercising influence. First, 
power and decision structures were                     as controlling 
fourteen critical resources: money and credit, jobs, mass 
media, high s9cial status, popularity and personal 
qualities, legalities, system solidarity, the right to vote, 
social access to community leaders, commitments of 
followers, manpower and organizations, interpretation of 
values, and nselling pricen•136 
These vital resources had the added value of the 
multiplier effect: the more of them possessed, the more 
powerful the person or system. Furthermore, these resources 
were believed to possess elasticity. 
Lacking control over most of these resources placed 
the black community in an asymmetrical power arrangement. 
In fact, the socioeconomic disparities between the black 
community and the larger community tended to overshadow the 
internal resources available to the black community, 
revealing little about how these resources were used. 
Coleman,137 for example, identified six--black 
community, family, economic, personal, legal and 
legislative, and political--spheres of interval resources in 
the black community, analyzed each, and presented a model 
l35clark,Community Power and policy Output, 
pp. 41-52. 
l36Clark, Terry, ed., Community Structure, p.6l. 
l37coleman. Resources for Social Change. 
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for transforming each into increase influence and goal 
attainment. 
When the Coleman model was applied to black 
ChattanoO.ga, the community"'s re.sources !;lecame more apparent. 
Black Chattanoogans long have been innovators or 
improvisers. For example, one respondent joked that his 
family recalled little of the Great Depression, for it 
changed little since times had always been hard. The black 
family"'s ability to withstand the harshness of the era 
reflects its resourcefulness, making it one of the greatest 
asset in the black community. The bonding relationships and 
extended family arrangements were two critical attributes of 
the black family. Noteworthy also was its incredible 
ability to employ Rodman Lewis"'s138 value - stretch 
(divergencies between behavioral norms and aspirations) 
supplements for other resource deficits. 
The black church was another equally significant 
resource, usually the only physical structure owned and 
controlled by the black community. The church played 
multiple roles, for within its walls it became an 
inspirational source of issue identification and consensus 
building. From among its ranks, too, came the issue leaders 
and faithful supporters. Indeed, it became the anchor for 
many black community organizations, both religious and 
nonreligious. 
l38Rodman, Lewis. "The Value Stretch of the 
poor,a Social Forces, Vol. 41, No.2, p. 29-40, 1959. 
r 
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Black                             Unity Group was illustrative of 
these points. Created from the need for cohesiveness in 
black political leadership and support, its formation was 
spearheaded by a minister and the meeting place remained 
within the church. Announcements of organization activities 
were made from the pulpits of· local black churches. Other 
than creating and supporting community o·rganization, the 
black church was critical to communication within the black 
community, for access to local media was nonexistent. The 
eleven                 hour (and thereafter) on Sunday was the time 
when communication peaked in black Chattanooga. Through the 
churches the black community was given notice of: (1) a 
·black community calendar of events, for the week, (2) births, 
(3) deathsr (4) listing of sick and shut-in, (5) 
interpretation and recommendations regarding salient black 
community issues and events. 
Another critical dimension of the black                  
informational services was its control and use of printed 
informaeion. This role became even more significant when 
the black community lost control over the segregated black 
schools. By virtue of lOSing control over segregated black 
schools, their personnel and equipment, the black community 
lost its chief means of getting printed message to the black 
community. For example, the local NAACP never purchased 
typewriters, mimeograph or copy equipment. Such resources 
were generally provided by black principals in public 
schools. Thus the black church, with rare exceptions, was 
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the sole provider of printed material carrying announcements 
of forthcoming meetings and events. 
Facility utilization was an added service of the 
black church •. Locally, it                           the                                
place for groups, especially meeting. about controversial 
issues. Use of public buildings was often prohibited when 
the· issues were unpopular with the authorities. Another 
factor contributing to less than full use of public meeting 
facilities was lack of knowledge. For example, in September 
            the NAACP inadvertently learned that the conference 
room of the County Courthouse was available for community 
use. 
Black Chattanooga civic, religiOUS, civil rights and 
political groups have been another potent force working for 
social               and acquisition of fragile group benefits. 
The NAACP was ranked by respondents as the most effective 
black organization. The Unity Group and PUSH received 
second- and third-place poSitions, respectively. It is 
within these groups, and among their allies, that the black 
·community agenda was conceived., debated, then opened to 
public scrutiny. 
A membership, dues-paying group, the NAACP is the 
oldest and most formally structured of all the black 
organizations except for the Urban League. The                
membership fluctuates, but averages approximately five 
thousand. The                     national linkage and legal support 
base provided leverage not available to other local black 
-----:------------------------------_. __ .. 
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. civil-rights groups. 
The NAACP has been on the cutting edge of all black 
community issues; when not initially involved, it has 
usually been drawn into an issue by necessity. 
Although the black community controlled few jobs, 
access to blacks in critical political         bureaucratric 
positions provided added resources. These blacks channeled 
information, jobs and power resources, such as skills and 
knowledge, into the black community. These persons were the 
expeditors. Appointments or information might be withheld 
from the president of a local civil-rights group, but the 
bureaucratic insiders often could and did circumvent the 
obstacles to deliver desired results. 
In addition, the law has been an effective tool, 
although used sparingly by the black community. The 
landmark 1950 Mapp school desegregation suit became the 
first legal action by a group of black citizens against the 
local government. Ten years later, another group (13 Model 
Cities residents) sought legal redress against local 
decision-makers. However, the Great Society experience 
provided an excellent training ground. During the                
many black Chattanoogans sought policy changes. 
Another power resource within the black community 
was income. Although it had an EBI of only $168 million, a 
more constructive use of the money produced a greater yield. 
Far example, aver a six-year period (responding to the 
National Black                         call for black economic 
-----_._-- ._---------
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self-development) various Chattanooga black civic and 
civil-rights orga,nizations launched independent economic 
initiatives. In the fall of 1981, the NAACP (in conjunction 
with UTC"s School of                       ,                           called a summit 
meeting of black community leaders where black social and 
economic development educational program was proposed. The 
idea was unilaterally accepted, but the NAACP leadership was 
rejected. Some participants preferred that the new 
Chattanooga Urban League be given leadership responsibility 
for the project. Although the NAACP was unable to obtain 
further cooperation from organization leaders, the 
ChattanoQga office of the Tennessee Department of Minority 
Economic Development usurped the idea and scheduled a series 
of economic conferences. The resulting Black Community 
Economic Development Plan identified problems and assigned 
responsibility for resolution to black organizations. 
These events focused attention on internal resources 
and the need for their use and enhancement. Emerging from 
this experience was a renewed interest in black private 
enterprise. For example, a group of blacks attending one of 
the workshops volunteered to serve as consultants for 
existing minority businesses. Second, they proposed to 
serve as a catalyst in the creation of new black businesses. 
As Coleman suggests, to effectively evaluate the 
internal 
distinction 
resources of the black community, a careful 
must be made between capital accounts and 
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black perspective. 
As reported in Chapter IV, a relatively conservative 
black had been the only black in the past thirty years to 
win a political office in city elections. His election had 
been dependent uPon an at-large vote that                         more 
white than black voters. However, his election was achieved 
due to the active support of the Unity group and its full' 
knowledge of his moderate, and, to some, submissive 
demeanor. Because his actions met the approval of white 
voters, he was returned to his fourth term of office by more 
white than black votes. Also, he received sufficient votes 
to continue as vice-mayor. Both conservative and moderately 
aggressive. (regarding black community issues) blacks have 
been elected to county posts. These seats . were won in 
district elections which contained black majority votes. 
However, blacks tended to elect those blacks whose 
demeanors were closer to their white counterparts. For 
example, an elected official who also was the designee 
receiving the top number of respondent mentions for the 
"Committee-wide Community" (see Table 4-17) was described by 
the respondents as possessing appropriate attributes, such 
as education, occupation, dress, quiet-spokenness, and 
always in control of his emotions. In fact, he was 
described by several black respondents as being polished. 
Both organizational and elected black off.icials 
played major roles in providing legal leadership for the 
black community. These two groups of leaders differed in 
-------------------------------------_ .. --. 
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two basic characteristics. First, oganizational leaders 
were more aggressive in pursuing salient black community 
issues. Second, organizational leaders reflected the 
socioeconomic· characteris·tics·· of their cOristitu·t:encies 
rather than those of the. white community. 
The last two types of leadership which existed in 
the black community were grass roots and oppositional 
leadership. In fact, these two types might be categorized 
as individualistic leadership. 
In 
positional 
Chattanooga, a grass 
or formal leadership 
roots leader had little 
and his leadership was 
generally issue-specific. For example, he heard or read 
about or personally encountered an issue which pricked his 
interest. He may have written letters to the editor of the 
local newspapers or even spoken before the city or county 
commissioners. Be may have gathered signatures on petitions 
and brought together supporters who accompanied him on a 
trip to city hall. 
Black Chattanooga related to this self-appointed 
leader in one of three ways depending on his degree of 
success. First, the organized leaders were silent but 
observant. Second, when the grass roots leader repeated his 
actions with continued success (and, especially, if his 
actions included issue-spanning activity) he was lauded and 
attempts were made to co-opt him into one of the existing 
organizations. Third, if he was unsuccessful or if his 
behavior deviated from the accepted norm, he was either 
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publically ignored, discredited, or ptivately ridiculed and 
dismissed. 
The black opposition was a phenomenon distinct from 
the grass roots leader. The black opposition                   role 
was not only individualistic and independent of the 
organized black community, it was in opposition to public 
policy stances taken by some organized groups in the black 
community. As discussed in Chapter IV, this                  
actions may have been issue-specific or generalized. 
Equally important, his activity impacted on the policy 
decisions and resources of the black community. This 
activity often was not only positively sanctioned, but 
initiated by powerful whites. Consequently, he could not be 
controlled by the black community. 
Structurally, the opposition leadership group 
differed from the true black community leaders on four 
critical variables. 
First, the organized black leaders were more stable. 
For example, the NAACP chapter presidents               to occupy 
their roles from four to twelve years, and their boards of 
directors remained relatively stable. The fifteen-year-old 
Unity group had had one chairman. Contrastingly, the 
opposition leadership role did not have an anchoring 
oganization post. The leadership role and corresponding 
role behavior expectations were dependent upon the whims of 
a single (or, at most, a few) white leader. The role became 
even more fragile if dependent on elected officers whose 
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terms were of short duration. 
Yet the opposition leader who occupied a 
bureaucratic or committee post (which legitimized his 
in.terests or expertis.e) often became entrenched - in his 
opposition leadership role. For example, the two persons 
receiving the highest number of respondent oPPosition 
mentions each operated during the entire ten-year study 
period and their roles transcended the                
Second, most black community organizations generally 
encompassed 
opposition 
the concerns of the black community. However, 
leadersbip tended to be issue-specific, usually 
focusing on no more than two black community issues. 
Third, opposition black leaders had the opportunity 
to influence community-wide issues from their strategic 
positions on decision and advisory boards. 
Fourth, opposition leaders, unlike black community 
leaders, had direct contact with, and access to, white 
power-holders and influentials. 
Leadership cohesion. In the absence of control over 
community decision-making structures, the black community 
fashioned avenues through whicb it influenced public 
decisions relating to the black community. The chief means 
for penetrating the decision-making structures was through 
organizations. This fact was substantiated by the study 
respondents overwhelmingly identifying black leaders as to 
whose leadership roles emanated from within black 
organizations. An additional characteristic of the 
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leadership cadre was the degree of cohesion among the 
leaders. A sociometric analysis of the fifty-seven black 
respondents aided in understanding this characteristic of 
black community. 
The sixteen top black 
identified by the respondents. 
leaders were readily 
When the nonrespondent 
choices were controlled, evaluating only those within the 
study, it was possible to construct a measurement of group 
cohesiveness. 140 This index became the proportion of mutual 
choices to the possible number of pairs. 
When the black respondents were given unlimited 
choices, the degree of cohesion was low (40 percent). 
However, when restricted to naming only five persons to a 
committee, the number of mutual choices showed a substantial 
degree of cohesion (72 percent). The black· leader with the 
highest popularity index also received the most number-one 
choices. This might be expressed as. nhe chose only three 
persons, and the person he selected as his number-one 
appointment to the committee also chose him as his 
number-one appointment. n Perfect correlation ceased at this 
point. While the popularity leader only designated three 
persons to his committee, his three designees each named the 
l40Discussion of various approaches to sociometry are examined in Kerlinzer, Fred N. Foundations of Behavioral Research, 2nd ed •• (Hal, Rinehard and Winston, 
New York: New York) pp. 356-565, Lindsey, Garden (ed.) Handbook of. Social psychologY: Theory and Method, Vol. I, 
Addison-wesley PublIshing Co., Inc. (Reading: Mass) 1954, 
pp. 405-448, Moreno, J. L. Who Shall Survive (Washington, 
D.C.), Groulund, Norman E. sociometry in the Classroom (Harper and Brothers) New York, 1959. 
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requested five. Furthermore, two of his designees chose 
only one of the persons on his list while the third did not 
designate either of the other two. 
The significance of this leader--s choices were: 
first, he did not select the leader who commanded the black 
organization thought to be most powerfulJ second, he 
included a religious leader who held no other positional 
role and a political leader whose leadership role earned him 
(within this study) the label "oppositional leader". Of 
this leader--s three choices, he was known to be closely 
associated with at least two of his designees. The two were 
thus similar to him while the third headed a civil-rights 
organization and often took militant stances. 
Although several leadership cliques existed in black 
Chattanooga, the most complex was that which revolved around 
the leader who received high recognition as a                        
leader from black respondents and leadership recognition 
from white respondents. 
In summary, the leadership 
through legal channels within the 
structure which emerged 
black community was both 
stable and cohesive when measured by role occupancy and 
activity and sociometric analysis. A second leadership 
structure existed within the black community composed of 
persons who emerged through avenues supported by forces 
external to the black community. They often were in 
conflict with black community goals. Each of these 
structures influenced public policy decisions and was 
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instrumental in resource allocation for the black 
community. 
Hypothesis Statement 
Hypothesis. The organized blac.k communi.ty developed and 
systematically· applied multiple strategi.es which shaped 
selected public decisions. 
Sub-Hypothesis. 
1. The black community leadership structure created strategies and developed related tactics,· roles and tasks for the purpose of achieving desired outcomes. 
2. Strategies were selected and employed in relation to the issue or event requiring decision, and the source and degree of implicit 
and explicit opposition. 
Operationalization of concepts. The key concepts, defined 
and operationalized in Chapter V were strategies, tactics, 
systematic, application, strategy variation, nature of issue 
and event and opposition. 
Data Analysis 
Qualitative analysis procedures were used to analyze 
primary and secondary data. Issue and decision analysis 
remained the principle approach in identifying the salient 
issues, events, actors and activities. 
Conditions precipitating conflict 
Specifically, there were three conditions which 
contributed to conflict between the black and white 
communities: 
1. The exclusion of black community designees from decision structures which set public agenda and allocated rights and resources believed by the black community to be salient to its welfare. 
---------------------_._-------- .--.... -
2. Divergence rights and 
resources. 
between anticipated black community 
resources and allocated rights or 
3. White community efforts to influence, control or supplant the black community decision-making 
structure. 
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The black response. In the wake of the civil rights 
movement and the               War on Poverty with its nmaximum 
feasible citizen participation,n black,Chattanoogans began 
to assert their right to participate in decision-making. 
Relief was sought through organizations such as the local 
NAACP chapter which began an active membership campaign. 
With its turf staked out, the black community became much 
bolder in pursuing redress in employment, housing and 
education (including voter registration). The Unity group 
was formed: its explicit goal was to identify and support 
black political leaders. PUSH emerged actively campaigning 
for equal purchasing rights and treatment. Locally, it 
focused on the complaints and concerns of public-housing 
tenants. Its efforts supported the poor                   movement 
lead by the Action Coordinating Council. In the political 
arena, several political organizations evolved, both 
partisan and non-partisan, each claiming to significantly 
influence the black vote. The Black Ministerial Alliance 
surfaced as a viable infrastructure. Although it did not 
lay claim to being a catalyst, other groups consulted with 
its spokespersons before critical issues were decided or 
action taken. 
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The NAACP--with longevity, a track record and 
national                                     the kingpin organization, for 
only it could deliver the threat of legal action. Each of 
" . 
the other organizations divided up the" remaining turf, 
coexisting" with little difficulty. "Only major crises 
caused them to work actively together. 
Just as the NAACP had its style, each of the other 
groups and their leaders became known for their mode of 
action. For example, protest activity was left to The 
Action Coordinating Council. Within this context, the black 
community sought to influence the decision-making structure 
of the larger community. 
These groups were excluded from decisions regarding 
the general public interest and left with only the reactive 
response mode. That proved to be inadequate, because seldom" 
did they possess the insider information and usually were 
given only a brief period in which to organize their 
response. Thus, as a response to the                 "black 
community strategies," black leaders developed their own 
strategies: (1) collaboration, (2) campaigning to attain 
goals, and (3) actively contest the issues. Within these 
strategies, black leaders deployed more than fifty tactics. 
Collaborative activities involved low-key problem 
identification, research and conference techniques. Black 
leaders first operated within the confines of their own 
organizations, identifying problems and ways to resolve 
them. Until the late                 all critical" issues faced by 
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the black community were approached individually by the 
various organizations. Following the UTC football crisis 
(referred to in Chapter V), black community organizations 
developed the tac.tic of nj.oint action,n", whereby they 
pooled resources to attain a joint goal. Since then, this 
tactic has been used frequently. Thus, an organization with 
a major problem summoned "The Black Coalition" (major 
civil-rights and civic groups) into session. There, the 
problem was reviewed and overall responsibility for its 
management was assigned to an organization. Role 
delineations were made. The president of the NAACP chaired 
the coalition. 
This step--joint action--represented a major 
breakthrough in black organization relationships. Not only 
were critical issues identified, but consensus also was 
obtained. Joint action became a potent weapon. 
A second powerful tactic used in the latter part of 
the               was co-optation. Prior to use of this tactic, 
dissident elements in the black community were uncontrolled. 
The same held true for white-supported opposition leaders. 
Gradually, black leaders, led by those in the NAACP, began 
to court such dissident, encouraging their group membership 
and active participation. By 1981, the most powerful black 
opposition leader had begun to provide both socially 
descriptive and substantive representation. 
Third, both the use of the law and the ·interactional 
process were identified by black respondents as tactics used 
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used by the NAACP and Model. Neighborhood 
against local government. The NAACP also 
to attain new fair-housing legislation. 
the black coalition sought change in 
ordinances regarding the Fleeing Felon law and the renaming 
of East Ninth Street. 
The interactional process became a tool used 
successfully by the various groups. Efforts were made to 
select the most acceptable spokespersons with consideration 
given to attractiveness and the ability to sell the 
convergence of values and ideas theme. Often black 
ministers were selected to represent the groups before city 
or county commissions. Also, other messengers with high 
credibility were sent. Strategy also determined whether 
males or females should be representatives, whether less 
affluent or more affluent, or a mixture of both • 
.. Such exemplary planning by the black community paid 
off during a crisis involving public-housing tenants. The 
organized black community joined the conflict on the side of 
the tenants. The tenants always appeared publicly with 
representatives of the major black organizations. When the 
mayor called for experts to evaluate the plight of the 
tenants, the black community countered by commiSSioning a 
local black Ph.D. Sociologist to do the same. Ris 
subsequent report commanded major media coverage and 
silenced the                 experts. 
---------------------_._------_ ... -_._- .... 
Group 
The NAACP, the Ministerial 
shared responsibility for 
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Alliance, and the Unity 
collaborative activity. 
When an active campaign was mounted, the NAACP, Unity. Group, 
PUSH and the Action                             Council shared conflict 
management responsibilities. These tactics involved 
political maneuvering, bargaining, negotiation and coercion. 
Many hours were spent by joint committees 
researching and planning approaches to resolving such issues 
as race, fair housing, the UTC crisis, the Alton Park riots, 
the Model Cities controversy, and the Fleeing Felon issues. 
Another important step taken by the black community was to 
identify two or three members who were expert writers. 
Never publicly identified, they often were called upon to 
write policy statements for public release. Their services 
were used by individual organizations as well as the 
coalition. The conflict over changing a street name 
illustrates· how joint planning worked. 
First, to change East Ninth Street to Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Boule'vard, several carefully prepared statements 
were read before the city commission. Then, when the 
commission failed to act, bargaining was instituted. Public 
appeals and speeches were made, black spokespersons appeared 
on radio and television programs. Then the fight was 
escalated the use of assumptive behavior as protesters, 
marching along East Ninth Street, changed the name of the 
street (by' covering street signs with stickers) to read 
Martin L. King, Jr. Blvd. Public debate mounted. More 
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whites spoke out publicly on the issue. City hall had to 
decide whether to commence legal action against the 
protesters. 
The                                       assured the black leadership 
raised its level of confrontation--leafleting, petitioning, 
picketing and rallying. As additional groups joined the 
and the national media covered the crisis, the 
decision was made to grant the black                         request. 
The Model Neighborhood issue demanded a similar 
approach. First, the residents attempted to obtain desired 
goals. Failing, otber community groups were brought into 
the conflict with city hal'l. NAACP, PUSH, and The Action 
Coordinating Council provided organizational leadership 
(noncoordinated), collaborative, legal and protest 
strategies. 
leafleting, 
Protest activities included haunting, 
petitioning, picketing, marching, vigils, 
renunciation of honors, harassment, boycotting and sit-ins. 
What black community strategies, if any, were 
designed to counter white community efforts to designate and 
control black leadership? 
First, 
only provided 
joint action through the Black Coalition not 
the blaok community with combined resources 
for concerted action, it also provided for 
consensus-building and prevented             leaders from dividing 
and conquering. Once united, the 
readily identifiable. Within 
common enemy became more 
the coalition the 
safety-in-numbers psychology prevailed, motivating black 
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leaders to strive for goals .previously bypassed because of 
their perceived unattainability. 
Second, co-optation of             opposition leaders 
served a dual function. Some opposition leaders were 
co-opted 
Others 
for .the purposes of changing their behavior. 
were solicited for information-gathering and 
transmitting messages to whites. For-example, when strategy 
regarding the Model Cities case was being planned, the 
planners feared· that the strategy might be prematurely 
revealed 
leaders 
to the white decision-makers. Therefore, black 
included an opposition leader in a pseudo-planning 
session, discussing the non-genuine 
The pseudo-plans were delivered to 
the actual plans were finalized 
plans in his presence. 
the influentials while 
ThIrd, a less visible strategy used by the black 
community was "infiltration". The infiltration role was 
carried by low-profile black citizens who reported back 
their findings on a regular _basis. This role accounted for 
the large number of leader designations given by black 
respondents to blacks who held no apparent leadership 
responsibilities. Blacks penetrated the white influence 
circles in unobtrusive ways. They were seen but not seen. 
Another kind of infiltration was carried out by black 
positional occupants whose demeanor gained them the 
confidence of· white influentials. 
benefitted the black community. 
These relationships 
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Fourth, countering the white                         power of 
legitimizing black community organizations--NAACP,PUSB,ACC--
created awards to bestow upon their own leaders. Such 
honors gained high visibility through media cove.rage. 
Fifth, the black community created so-called 
negative sanctions for opposition leaders. These tactics 
included ridicule, gossip and denouncement. 
Sixth, the black community was organized to 
systematically increase the number of black office-holders. 
Unlike the Unity                 previous effort, the more recent 
attempt included leadership identification, selection, 
training and the promise of a political action fund. Thus, 
elected black office-holders and representatives from the 
black caucus of Democratic ward chairman participated in 
this process. 
When tested against the findings, Chapter          
hypotheses are supported empirically. In short, the 
evidence shows that blacks used varied strategies to counter 
attempts made by white leaders to influence, control or 
supplant the black                       selected leadership. 
Summary and·Conclusions 
This research in the present study took the form of 
a case study. An examination was made of the black 
leadership structure in a middle-sized southern community 
during the                 This leadership structure was viewed 
within the context of its struggle with the white leadership 
in the larger system over who would designate and control 
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black leaders, and the importance of that struggle for the 
allocation of scarce resources. 
The                 86 respondents--29 whites and 57 
blacks--were drawn from a modified stratified random sample. 
Primary and secondary sources composed the research data 
base. The data were triangulated by using the reputational 
method, which yielded reputed leadershipJ the decisional 
method, which screened activated powerJ and the positional 
method, which linked actors, organizational affiliations and 
roles. Additionally, the issue-specific reputational method 
was use. 
The study results supported the major hypotheses. 
First, a decidedly cohesive corp of sixteen leaders existed, 
selected through regular democratic processes in the black 
community. Second, those issues viewed as salient by the 
black community respondents often were either not perceived 
as such by white respondents or given little importance. 
Third, incongruencies existed between black and white 
                          indentification of black influentials and the 
issues they influenced. Fourth, few opportunities existed 
for black community participation in public-policy 
decision-making affecting the black community and even fewer 
avenues were opened for black input in the general affairs 
of the community. Fifth, a five-tiered struggle existed 
over the designation and control of issues and leadership in 
the black community (see Figure 6-2, Appendices). 
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Moving from the lowest to highest level of this 
struggle, there was internal : organizational conflict over 
issues and -role occupants. Tier two was formed by 
interorganizational conflict and competition. Trancending 
the                                         fight, a third level of the struggle 
took place between the organized black community and 
individualistic black leaders who, too, attempted to speak 
for the black community. Two types of individual leadership 
existed: grass roots nonpositional spokespersons and 
oppositional spokespersons sanctioned by forces external to 
the black community. Although springing from the same 
sources, the structure and impact of conflict between 
black-community-appointed and white-comMunity-created or 
-sanctioned black community organizations composed the 
fourth tier of this struggle.- At the apex, was the conflict 
between the black and white communities over critical issues 
and events. 
Finally, the findings revealed strategies used by 
both the black and white communities to counter each                
actions as they engaged in a furious struggle over control 
of black community affairs. 
Critical to these findings was the white                          
systematically employing strategies aimed at undermining the 
cohesion within the black community and failing to perceive 
a role for blacks in the affairs of the community, 
especially those blacks selected by other blacks. The most 
devastating finding was the persistent denial that black 
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leaders existed, even when confined to the affairs of the 
black community. For the white community, only black 
"consultant," not lea.der, existed • 
.. I_m,..p.;;l...,i...,c...,a;..;t ... i ... o_n_s;,.-._f ... o_r _ . _f..-u.-.r ... t_h-.,e ... r_.....-;r ... e ... s ... e_a ... r ... c ..... h. The· data 
revealed the existence of a cohesive black leadership 
structure which evolved over a ten-year period applying 
varied strategies against white influentials with an 
increasing degree of success. These findings, then--in 
contradiction to conventional studies of community 
power--support the case for further microanalysis of the 
black-white struggle. To more effectively resolve internal 
conflict and focus upon strategies designed to counteract 
white community strategies, the black community obviously 
should consider alternative measures. Consequently, 
systemmatic efforts should be made to analyze the internal 
resouroes available to, and under the control of, the black 
community. Surely, with further research, models of 
resource conversion, similar to those suggested by Clark and 
Coleman, are both attainable and appliable to seemingly 
powerless black oommunities. 
If the role, function and impact of black leadership 
is to be fully understood and aided, then further refinement 
is needed of the conceptualization and measurement of the 
. -study"'s construct--black opposition leader/organization. 
Both the roles and role occupants need further microscopic 
analysis to answer questions like the following: Is this a 
                            agent, impacting both communities, yet not a 
227 
part of either? Does this phenomenon assume the role of the 
supernumerary, contracted to perform wi.thout any speaking 
parts or to mimic the speech and action of the contractor? 
It is most important for those professionals, especially 
social workers, whose function it is to mediate disputes at 
the community level and aid in the allocation and 
redirection of scarces resources, to possess accurate 
perceptions of the systemic context in which black leaders 













COMMUNITY RESPONSE PATTERNS STUDY 
InteEViewer's Name 
Respondent'a Poaition IDteEViewer's DUmber 
Race of Respondent: White 0 Date of IDteEView 
Black 0 Place of Interview 
0 0 
Other (Specify) (If an latablishment) 
Nama of'rina 
Sex of Respondent: Male 0 Address of I':I.na 
remale 0 
Hello. I am • ODe of a team of five 
local interviewers who are assistins a local Colum UD:l.veraity 
D 
Doctoral Candidate conduct a reaearch atudy resard_ .&la the Chattanoosa 
community. Reaults from th1s study will be reported in the candidate's 
Doctoral Dissertation. Impc·rtant to this study are the experiences 
and opinions of commur.ity knowledseab1es like yoursa1l whoae poaitions 
and activities have kept you abreast of the community's 'activities. 
Most of the questil\ns tn thb Atudy aTe sim1ar to qUfl9tioQ8 ,which 
have been asked in the past in various c01llDlUnities tao outhout the 
nation. As you anawer the queations. please, try to keep         mind 
that the researcher is interested in the collective response of the 
persons in the study sample and that you will not be peo's,", la11y named 
or identified with your iudividua1 responses or the co113,,-:-tve findinIP.. 
                                  S sa','"            .. ,',,"': .... :: ...... :. :,', 
229a 
ID Cade ___ _ 
IDten1ewr ____ _ 
lCey IDf"'r.1II8IIta' Schedule 
QUESTIONS 1 'lIIROUGH 5 ARE TO BE UCORDID ON QUESTIOtolAIU 
TALLY 11. 
1. Who were the leaders who really got things done in the 
community during the 1970's? 
2. During the 1970's what were the most important issues 
before the community? 
3. Of the leaders whom you have Damed. which of these 18SU88 
did they help shape? 
4. Now in relation to __ -:--___ _ 
issue 
you na_d      ____ _ 
live ..-s 
as attempting to influence the decisioD outcome. Of these 
persons. please rank them from hilhest to lowest 
give number 
in relation to the amount of influence they had on this issue 
(record number iD cellon Questionnaire Tally 11 which 
corresponds with both issue and leader's name). 
S. How would you raDk these leaders in order of overall iDfluence 
on the issues which you identified as the most                     during 
1970? That is     of this group             with the laaDIe of the most 
influential first and proceed to the least influential. 
-----........ _--------------------------- -_ .. 
.---
2. During the 1910's what were the most important ,issues before the community? 
NNN ............................ .... .... .... N ... O\QC» ....               N .... 0 \D CIQ .... 0\ VI     WN ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
5. 
J. Community Rank 
lnfluentials order 
     
               
                   
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ID CocIe _2_3_0a __ _ 
Interviewer ____ _ 
Key                       Schedule 
QUESTIONS 6. (a) THROUGH 6. (c) ARE TO BE RECORDED ON QUESTIONNAIRE 
'" '.I.i..'           PART A. 
6. Aa I name each of the issues you identified as beins the most 
This ques tion 
refers to 
issues 11s ted 
in ques tion il2. 
important issue before the community and ask you a series of 
questions about each 
a. Who initiated action on ________         __ - issue? 
name the issue 
(How was this accomplished; that is, what did this[these] 
person(s) do? 
b. Who supported the action? 
(How did s/belthey] make bisltheir] support known?) 
c. Who opposed this action? 
(How did s/belthey] make his/her opposition known?) 
QUESTIONS 6. Cd) AND 6. (e) ARE TO BE RECORDED ON QUESTIONNAIRE 
TALLY #2, PART B. 
d. What was the bargaining process? That is, who nesotiated 
with whom? 
e. What was the outcome? (Whose views tended to prevail?) 
NOTE: Check to be certain that all persons identified in 
response 1 on Questionnaire Tally 01 as having influenced 
the outcome of each issue have been named; if a leader 
has been omlttr' I t       to 6. (f) t Tally 112 - Part C. 
. - .. - ._---I Repeat question 06 until I all issues have                            
231 
6-CQ 
ID cotJ 27 
Interviewer ___ _ 
. . 
QUISTIONHAIRI TALLY 12 - PART C 
ASK ONLY IF LEADIll HAS BID                  
. Issue 
6. f. How does fit into this picture? 
name of omitted leader 
What did a/be do? (Record below) 
,. ' .. "-l I Hand ! K(·tlpondent 
I Card 111 _.- .. _._-    
Key InformaneJ Schedule 
231a 
7-CQ 
ID Code ___ _ 
Interviewer 
.QUESTIONS 7 THROUGH 9 ARE TO BE IIECORDED ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALi.Y        
7. For the purpose of this Btudy we have identified 22 key isanae 
areas which correspond with areas of concern durins the 1970's 
in a number of major communities. Who in the community helped 
to shape decisions resardins these· issues? 
8. Now in relation to _"""":'" ___ _ 
issue 
you named __________________ _ 
names 
as attempting to influence the "decision outcome of these 
persons; please rank them from hishest to lowest 
give number 
in relation' to the ·al1lOunt of influence they had on this issue. 
(Record number in cellon Tally 03 which corresponds with both 
issue and leader's name.) 
9. How would you rank them in order of overall influence on these 
issues? Begin by naming the person whom you think has had the 
greatest overall influence and proceed through the list until 
you reach the last of the influentials. 
-
9-CQ 
ID Code ____ _ 
. Interviewer 
Key Informants' Schedule 
ANSWEll IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. 
10, Of this .group of issue-areas we are especially interested in four. 
These are: 
urban renewal . 
election of the Mayor 
air pollution 
antipoverty 18sues 
A. Urban Renewal 
Durins the seventies there were several urban renewal programs 
planned and in different states of execution in the community. 
(1) . Who were the individuals or which organizations served 
as initiators for these programs1 






ID Code 232a 
Interviewel." ------
QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY '3: ISSUE-SPECIFIC·REPUTATIOHAL APpaOACH 
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(3) . Who were the supporters of this pro8ram and what action 
did they take? 
(4) Who were the opponents and what action did they take? 
(5) Who nugotluted with whom? 
(6) Whose will tended to prevail? 
2" 
..... ---------------------------------------_ .. _. -- .. 
ID Code 
Interviewer 
B.                                  
ll-CQ 
233a ---
During the 1970's there was only one mayoral election with 
opposing candidates. 
(1) What were some of the major issues? 
(2) Who were some of the leaders active in trying to win 
support for the candidates? 
(3) How did the opposition shape up and wh:!t action did it take? 
-
-
-S" _ •• 
16-CQ 
ID Code 
InLervluwer ... _- .; . -- . 
Key InfonaantH'Schedule 
ANSWER IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. 
11. Compared. to other cities of the same size duriDI the 1970's 
how well did this c01lDlUuity meet the problems it faced. 
Much better than averale 
Above averale 






12. If thc..!                       wuru fnet"c! with II Ilroblum whleh had the I.ut,ont Int 
of afCuctlng thu ovuralL qunUt:y· of lHe for the entire comm':lnity. 
which persons would you appoint to a communlty-wide committee 




ID Cocle ___ _ 
.                       ____ _ 
Key Informants' Schedule 
ANSWER IN THE SPACE PROV11J1'.D. 
13. In mOHt communities iL is not uncollllllOn fur VarlOUH Hub8uctluI1H 
o'f the communi ty to           special interes t • How such groups 
are perceived by' themselves and others,in part,determines 
how the community responds to their special interests. 
Compared to other groups in the community during the 1970's 
do you think Blacks were about as well off, less well off, 
better off with respect to 
. (Head Statement Below and Check Appropriate Box) 
AH l.eHH 
Wcll W(."11               Don'L QJL.           . . .Q!L_                            
a. Educatlonal opportunities r-.:-J C.:J II CJ 
b. Emplciyment opportunitics C:J CJ Cl CJ 
c. Treatment by the police CJrI CJ I I 
d. Housing c:::J 1:=1 Il r-1 
e. Treatment by public officials C":I t I CJ c:J 
f. Medical Care CJ c::J c::J CJ 
g • Recreation CJCJ CJ CJ 
-
, - Hand I 
I R4!sponse ! Card 113 
       
. , 
18.-CQ 
ID Code ___ _ 
Interviewer ---
14. In your opinion how well are Blacks treated in this 
community? First, I want to know what you think about the 
1970's. Then I shall ask the same question                          
READ STATEMENTS BEIDW AND. CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX. 
1970's Presently 
n. During the 1970's were blacks . • • 
Treated butter than any othur IJort of [.] the populatiC)n CJ 
Treated equally c::J CJ 
Treated as other people of the           (:=1 CJ income 
Treated worse than other people of 
the same income t=J CJ 
Treated worse than any other part CJ CJ of the population 
Don't know CJ CJ 
b. Presently are blacks • 
(Repeat the statements above and record in appropriate box.) 







Lastly, I want to obtain some information concerning your background. 
1. a. Were you born here in Chattanooga? 
Yes (skip to question 2) 
No (ask question 1. b. and c.) 
b. (If "No" to question 1. a. ASK:) 
Howald were you when you moved here? 
c. (If "No" to quest ion 1. a. ASK:) 
Where did you· come from? 
2. In what year were you born? 
). a. How many years of formal education did you complete? 
READ THE BELOW EDUCATION LIST AND CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX 
1. Less than high school - 1-11 years 
2. High school graduate (completed 12 or GED) 
3. Technical or Trade Training 
4. Some College - 1-3 years 
5. College graduate (also ask 3.b.l) 
6. Professional or graduate school 
(More than 4 years of 'college) 
[ahio ask 3.b.2·) 











ID Code ___ _ 
Interviewer 
4. a. In national elections do you lenerally consider yourself a 
Democrat 0 (skip to ques tion 5. a.) 
Republican CJ (skip to question 5. a.) 
Independent CJ (ask question 4. b.) 
b. IF "INDEPENDENT" IN QUESTION 4.a. ASK: 
As an Independent, do you generally lean toward 
candidates? 




5. a. In local elections, do you generally consider yourself 
Democrat CJ (skip to question 6. 
Republican c:::J (skip to question 6. 
Independent I I (ask question 5. b.) 
b. IF "INDEPENDENT" IN QUESTION 5.a. ASK: 
As an Independent, do you senerally lean toward 
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236. 21-CQ 
ID Code ___ _ 
Iaterviewer -----
6. a. During the 1970's did you belong to, any,unions, professional 
associations, social clubs, civic groups or other                              
No 
Yes 
(skip to question 7) 
(ask question 6. b.) 
b. II' "YES" TO QUESTION 6. a. ASK: 







ID Cade ___ _ 
Interviewer 









Specify denOllination _______ _ 
8. The card which I have just given you contains a listing of 
income groups. Please tell me into which income sroup does 
your total family income fall. 
Under 5.000 0 
5.000 to 7,499 c:::J 
7,500 to 9,999 D 
10,000 to 12,499 c:J 
12,500 to 14,999 0 
15,000 to 17.499 [:::J 
17.500 to 20.000 c:J 
OVer .20,000 CJ 





ID Code ___ _ 
lnteviewer 
6. c. Please list any unions. civic                                               o.rganizations. 
or other organizations in             you presently hold membership. 
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONRAIRE 
PART A 




COMMUNITY RESPONSE PATTERNS STUDY 
QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 28 ARE TO BE ASKED OF THE 
PANEL OF BLACK INFORMANTS      
---
ID Cade ___ _ 
Inteni_er 238a -----
Supplemental Schedule for Black lafoE'maRta 
QUESTIONS 1 THROUGH 5 AIlE TO BE RECORDED ON TALLY SHEET '4. 
1. Youhava named the important iaauea duriDS the 1970' a; of these 
isaues are there any that were of apecia1 interest to the black 
community? (read liat from pale"2 of key informant'a 
achedule) Yea __ _ 60 __ 
a. If "yea," pleaae identify them. 
b. If "DO," go to question '2 
2. Were there other 1970 issues of special concern to the black 
cOllllllunity that should be added to this liat? Yes . No __ _ 
a. If "yes." p1eaae identify. them. (record on Tally 14, items 1 & 2) 
b. If "no ." go to question 113 below. 
IF BOTH QUESTION 111 AND QUESTION il2 ARE "NO", SKIP TO QUESTION 1120. 
3. Please tell me which black individuals attempted to briDg about 
reau1ts desired by the black community in relation to this 
(name issue. record name of leader and indicate 
issue 
influence by check marks) 
4. Now in relation to 
               
you named ___    _____ _ 
issue give names 
as attempting to influence the decision outcome. Of these 
_____ ..... ____ persons, please rank them from highest 
give number 
to lowest in relation to the amount of influence they had on this 
issue. (Record number in cellon Tally 04 which corresponds with 
both issue and leader's name.) 
5. How would you rank these leaders according to their overall 
influence on these issues? Begin by naming the               whom you 
think has had the greatest overall influence and                 through 
thl:. list IJntll you reach the last influel\tial. 
-
3-SQA 
ID eocle ___ _ 
Iaterri_r ____ _ 
RECORD QUBSTIONS. 6. Ca> 'l'IIROUGH       Cc) ON QUISTIORllAIIB TALLY '5. 
6·. For each black leader. you listed we lUIed iDformatioD about 
each issue he influenced. ID relation to        ____ _ 
Leader's    
aad __        ____ _ 
Na.- issue 
a. Who initiated actioa on the issue? That is. who first 
brought it to the public's attention? 
b. Who supported this action? Who supported the PI'Oposals 
of the initiators? 
c. Who opposed this action? 
239 
____ 0" ----.. --. 
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22. , 
S-SQA 
ID .Code . ____ _ 
IDt:erviewer ____ _ 
RECORD QUESTIONS 6.(d) THROUGH 6.(f) ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY'S -
PART B 
6. d. Specifically what action did this influential take when he 
attempted to make his position felt on this issue? Please, 
give illustrations. 
e. What was the nature of the bargaining process? Who negotiated 
with whom? 











m CocIe ___ _ 
Interviewer ____ _ 
QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY IS - PART A 
Brsatz Decision ADalysis 
6a. 6b. 6c. Opponents 
Initiator Issue and 
Issue Activity SUDDOl'ter's activity Issue Activity 
I I I I 
I I I I I 
-----------------------_._--_._ .. "---" 
. , 
7-SQA 
ID Code ___ _ 
·IDteniewar ____ _ 
Influential 
QUBSTIONHAlRE TALLY'S - PARr C 
Ersatz Decis10B Anal,sis 
RECORD QUESTION 6.(8) IN SPACB PROVIDED. 
6. s. When ____                                 took action did he Name of leader 
indicate that he was 
(1) representins the view of an orS8Dization(s)1 
Yes __ No __ 
If yes. whioh one(s) ______________ _ 
(2) representins personal views? Yes __ 
(3) representins views of others? Yes __ 
If yes, who? 
REPEAT QUESTIONS 6. (a)-(s) 










QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY '5 - PART C 
Eraatz Decision ,Analysis 
RECORD QUESTION 6. (8) IN SPACB PROVIDED". 
6. g. When _____                   took aetlon did he 
Name of leader 
indicate that he was 
(1) representing the view of an organization(a)? 
Yes No 
If yes, ,whi!!h               _______________ _ 
(2) repreaenting personal viewa? Yea __ 
(3) representing viewa of others? Yes __ 
If yes, who? 
REPEAT QUESTIONS 6.(a)-(g) 
FOR EACH LEADER 




ID Code ___ _ 
Interviewer ' ____ _ 
QUISTIONRAIRE TALLY" - PART D 
Ersatz Decision Analysis 
ec list of identified black leaders; 
ask only if a leader(s) haa been OIIitted. 
6. h. How cioes __    __ -.:---:'--::--____ _ 
insert.leader's aame 
fit into 




ID Cocle ___ _ 
Interviewer ____ _ 
RECORD QUESTION 7 ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY '6 
NOTE: The interviewer is to record the issues then to list 
each opposition black leader and cross tab leaders with 
issues. This           is to be followed for each issue. 
IF NO OPPOSITION BLACK LEADERS. GO TO QUESTION 020. 
7. I shall read back to you each of the issues you identified 
as important to the black.community during 1970. 
a. Issues. 
b. Now. for each issue identify black persons who actively 
opposed the position taken by the organized black 
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tnterviewer ____ ,; 
QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY /16: ISSUE-SPECIFIC REPUTATIONAL APPROM:U 
7b. Blacks                 to issue positions of black organizutlon31                    
. 
-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
      r I ,. •.•• ', ,&" ,., '''l ("'Pt. '=     ,.... M • I .r t:,.... r ".. C· ...     I 
      ........ .-. • __ ...... _. P'*' ... ,.. '"I r I 
24, 
----------------------_ .. _._. ---- .. 
243a 
ll-SQA 
ID Code ___ _ 
Inteniewer· 
INTDVIEWBI. . IS TO I.!CORD RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 8-12 OR 
QUESTIOHNAIRE TALLY 17. 
----
In order to better understand the diversity of opinions, 
it is important that I know more about how these leaders made 
their positions known. 
I ahall name the             and         persons whom you identified 
as holding a position different from that of the organized black 
community •. 
Pleaae tell me: 
8. In relation to ____ -:-_____ how 
name isaue 
9. Did Hr./Hrs. make his 
Name Opposition Leader 
10. Opposition known? (obtain examples and illustrational 
11. Do you have any ideaa as to why Hr./Hrs. 
Name Opposition Leader 
chose a position different from that of             apeakinl for the 
o1:'lantzed             community?           ia, how did he get involved? 








ID Code ____ _ 
Inteniewer ____ _ 
RECORD QUESTION 13 ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY '8, 
13. The card you are holding contains a scale. The number 
one represents the lowest possible score and nine the 
.highest rating. How do you think most persons in the 












ID Code ___ _ 
IDterviewer ____ _ 
RECORD RESPONSE ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY N9. -
14. Did the black community make known its feelinls about this 
opposition? Yes __ No __ Don't Know ---











m Cocle ___ _ 
Interviewer ___ _ 
13 







I I I i . 




I ! : I I I 








ID Code ___ _ 
Interviewer 
RECORD QUES'l'IONS 1') 'fIlRUUC:U l7 ON QUESTIONNAIRE· TALLY #10. 
ABK 'llJJo:B'I'IUN       UNI,Y II"               INI/UItMAN'I' HA'l'lm                           13 
IH:'I'WU:N :;,:mu,:s 1 'I'U 'S. 
-----
I'J. Sinn' ttll' pcuilliull ,). thl.1i black l.:ader did not havtI th&.! 
approval of 1Il0Ht persons In the black community who 
were i.nterested in           issue, whpse interest did he 
                    in t.his matter? 
16. Sinco his position was in variance with the black organized 
communi.ty. who, if anyan.:, pruvided support to his position? 
11.               Lht!rL' pt'rtum:ll bCnc.·r:l:. or rewards ,;atned by 
. . .. . ....... - .... -.. 'whtm 111: oPPostld the 
:-':mltl.' Irl ,II:!( IIl'poKl Liun lc.'Uclc'r 
                            hL.lll:k communi ty'l Yus Nu 
[f             describe • 
-
QUEST.IONNAlRE TALLY 19 





ID Code ___ _ 
Interviewer ____ _ 
Question 14: Did the black community make known ics feelinls about 
this opposition? Yes __ " No __ Don't know --
If yes, how was this done and by whom? 
241 21-SQA 
ID Code ___ _ 
IntenieweT -----
QUESTlONNA1RE TALI.Y IIIl 




lR. Uld thl"                   rC!ndcr&:d on this ISHUlt fuvnr 
the initial position Laken by the organized black 
community? 
_____ a revised position of the organized community? 
the position of the opposition black leaderl 
,·",me. uLill.!r posit Inn? 
       
Uon I t krlow. 
NOTE: rr tin: posit iun favored was Ul.1c other than that taken 
by Lhu org;mlrtl.!d·               comm'mlty. cask next quest ion. 
19. What. if any. LmpllcL did th&: oppostion given by 
have on the decision outcome? 
                                               name the oppOSition leader 
(C:unt lnUl" n,oHpnlUW on             uf puge) 
247.-
21-SQA 
ID Code ___ _ 





                   
RECX>RD .ANSWER IN 'DIE . SPACE ·PROVIDED. 
20. If the camunity were faced with a problan which had the 
potential of affecting the overail quality of life for . 
22-sQe\ 2'-8 
the entire camunity, which black persons would you appoint 
to a carmmity-wide camri.ttee to resolve the problem? (You 
may not name mre than five persons). Now rank order them 
with your first choice and proceeding to fifth. 
248a 
23-SQA 
ID Code ___ _ 
IllterviewaZ' ____ _ 
RECORD QUESTIONS 21 THROUGH 23 ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY 113. 
21. Which black organizatioll really got thiDgs done ill the 
community duZ'ing the 1970's? 
22. Of those 1970 issues before the community which you viewed 
as the most important, which of these did these black 
.organizations influence? (Read each issue to respondent.) 
23. How would you rank these organizations in order of overall 
influence on the issues which you identified as the most 
important during the 1970's? That is, of this group begin 
with the name of the most influential first and proceed to 
the           influential. 































22. - -- - ----- - - - -------
'10\ VI. wN", . . . . . . . 
. 1    .1 a 
   t4 






N° •    
   
2S-SQA 
mCade ___ _ 
                          ____ _ 
RECORD QUESTION 24. (a> THROUGH (d) ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY '14 -
PART A 
24. Next, 1 need to know what each orsaa1zation did. 
a. In relation to ______ _ tell me who initiated 
issue 
action on it? How was this accOmplished., 
b. Which black orsaD1zatioDS supported the action? 
How did they make their support known? 
c. Which black orsanlzatioD opposed         action? 
How did they make their opposition known? 
d. What was the nature of the barsainins process? 





+ .•. a 
27-SQA 250 
ID CocIe ____ _ 
IDter.iewer -----
RECORD QUESTION 24 <e) AND (f) ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY '14 -
PART B 
24. e. What was the -outcome? Whose views teDded to prevail? 
f. Which organizations were most                       in obta1ning 
their goals? 
REPEAT QUESTION 24. <a> - (f) 
Foa EACH ISSUE 
-
-
QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY 014 - PART A 
Ersatz Decision Analysis. 
Issue: 24. What did these black organizations do? 
a. b. I c. d. Issue Issue Issue Bargaininl! 
Initiators - Activity Supporters - Activity I Opposition - Activity Process 






QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY '14 - PART B 
Ersatz Decision Analysis 
24. Vhat did these black orsanizations do! 
f. 










ID Cade ___ _ 
Inteniewel' _____ _ 
RECORD QUESTION 2S THROUGH 27 ON QUESTIONNAIRE TALLY 115. 
25. You will recall that in this study we identified 22 key 
issues which correspond with areas of concern durin, 
.. . 
the 1970's in a" number of major                           Which 
black community oraanization               to ahape decision 
regarding these lssues? Begin with lssue '1. 
26. How would you rank them in order of overall influence? 
27. Today, if there were a crucial issue before the community 
which greatly affected the black community and only one 
black organization could be selected to represent the interest 









             __ _ 2,52 . 
                  ____ _ 
QUBS'rIOHIIAIRB. 'l'ALLY '15: ISSUE-RICInc IIP.1JTAUCIW. APPIOACII 
1. United Fund 
2. Unemployment ... 3 • Who aets elected to ; municipal office 4. Ralations with Blacks • :t 5. Juvenile delinquency 
at and/or crime prevention • 6. Water supply JJ 7. Slum clearance anA/or '" co urban renewal .5 8. Recreation '" 9. llurtlcJ punL in ... 10 lucal nolltics lID at 10 •                 and Welforu ... 
c: agencies and l:Iurv1ces oS 11. Police               firu I co protection      u 12. Hospitals and medical . at ",. facilities 
at 13. Fluoddat.ion 0-J 14. Community colleae • 15. Educational facilities a 16. Tax structure . .., 
'" 17. New industries cu 18. Airport improyement I 0-... 19 • Zonina cu .c 120 • Traffic control c: Cultural activities oS .21. .., 122 • Poverey progralls III III , N ...    .... I'     "'cu ... 1'0 :I     cu ...... ... • c:'" CUIW a         ...          N 0 Oopf 
.IIC r" 
     
'I -=       I = I I 5 I .... 0 I • • III .... I I I • . I I opf ».., I I I" • ; .., ... 1'0 I I . . c: ... N I ""             C: ... I I I I I C'ooI ! c: • , I I I I ... U 1'0 I I I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
                                                   
I ......     ...................... NNN 
            .....                                                                                                                                            
2S2a 
31 .. CIA· 
DCoM ___ _ 
1a&enta..1' ___ _ 
'DCORD QUISTIOH28. (a) D SPACE PIOVIDID. 
28. . The D8II8II before you are persona· who have takeD action re .. Dliaa 
i.auea of importance to the co ... nity. 
a. In uttera of special               to the llack c ..... itJ.vbich 
(if any) of these peraons would you cboose to repre.ent the 
interest of the Black Community. (ROTE: If nona. iadicata 







SAMPLE INTERVIEW REQUEST LETTER 
603 North Highland Park Chattanooga; TN 37404 
(DATE) 
Under the auspices of the Columbia university Graduate School 
of Social Wotk, a research study regarding "Social Issues and 
Community Response Patterns" is being conducted in the 
Chattanooga-Hamilton County community. The results from this study will form the basis for the                           doctoral 
dissertation. At this time, your cooperation as an 
interviewee is being sought. . 
This study evolves out of and is a continuation of            
quest for knowledge and understanding about varied patterns demonstrated by contemporary urban communities as they 
recognize and respond to local issues during specific time 
periods. Most important to the accuracy and completion of this study are the experiences and opinions of community 
knowledgeab1es, such as yourself, whose civic and 
professional interest have kept them abreast of the events of this community. Consequently, a small sample, of informed 
citizens who represent a cross-section of this community, has 
been selected to be interviewed for this study. Beginning 
July 20, 1980 and ending September 15, an interviewer will 
visit by appointment with each person selected for the study. 
Shortly after you receive this letter the researcher will 
telephone you ·to clarify questions you may have about the 
study, obtain your permiSSion for. an interview and schedule a date and time for the interview. 
Your assistance will be greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely, 




SAMPLE nTHANK YOUn LETTERS 
Letter il 
Your participation as a                             the nSocial Issues 
and Community Response Patterns Studyn is deeply appreciated. Your assistance enabled the completion 
of a doctoral dissertation while providing empirical' 
data which has the potential for becoming a springboard for future investigations. Such information should be 
of use to future researchers and community social and 
political planners and decision makers as they quest for 
solutions to social problems. 
I hope that my gratitude for your assistance is reflected 
in the quality of study I have attempted to complete. 
Again I thank you. 
Sincerely yours, 
2SS 
                                                                            ... --. -_ .. 
Dear 
SAMPLE nTBANK YOUn LETTERS 
Letter 12 
It was most considerate of you to take the time from 
your busy schedule to serve as a respondent in the research project related to. my dissertation. I 
certainly hope that the quality of the final product will be such that when you have reviewed it, your conclusions will be that the study warranted both 
your time and effort. 




SAMPLE "'tHANK YOU· . LET'l'ERS . 
Letter 13 
Dear 
'the leadership role which you have occupied during the past and present placed.you in' possession of information which 
was most vital for the ·Social Issues and Community 
257 
Response Patterns Study· outcome. Certainly, I am most indebted to you for having taken your most valuable time 
(hours of it) to share in a most candid way information which you possess. You have made an invaluable contribution toward the completion of this study. 
It is my sincere hope that when you have had an opportunity to review and analyze the Study you, toe, will feel that 
it merited your time and your effort. 
Again may I thank you. 
. Sincerely yours, 
----_ ..._--_._-
2.58 
CITY OF, CHATTANOOGA 
CHAFILES A. "PAr ROSE. MAYOA 
July lS, 1980 
Ms. 'l'cmni.e F. Bxawn 
603 North Highland Park 
Olattancoga 
Tennessee 37404 
Dear Ms. Jm:Jwn: 
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37402 
, TEL.EPHONE 81&/757-11180 
'1bank you for your letter of July 11 advising that you desire to 
inteJ:view me in the research st:udy xeqardinq "SOcial Issues and 
OCImIlnity Respalse Pattems. n     am of thB opinial that the best-
infm:med citizen to aid you in your survey on this subject: would ' 
be not I, but: Mr. Hany McKel.din, Executive Dimct:cr of the 
Cllattancoga Human Services Ilepart:Inr!nt, tel.ephcme 624-4621. I would, 
t:hexefare, l{E!OC1lDlehd that     seek an interview with him in this 
matter, as I feel it would be of a gr:eater 'benefit to your goals. 
Sincemly, 
               
O1arles A. lae ----
CAR/jn . 
oc: Mr. HarJ:y McKeldin 
·. ;/J-
    , \ \ . / :,                \ .' ," l' >/           \' \ 
/ 1\"'1" " 
. -. '(.' , ' .•. ,. 
'1'ba ....... 18 .. Cba&'la A. Ia_.              
Clty of CbaCtaaaop 
Cbattaoop. ,'1811M... 37402 
Deu             Ia •• , 
603             nah' ad           __ CbACtIIIIGosa •. T ... a_ 37404 
.July 21. 1980 . 
Yo_ ,n.pt __ po_ to., COftupoadac. dated         11. 1980. 18 
_ daap17 .,pnc1aced.· .. ......... 1 do               yo_dad8:laD _t to .ana .. 
• napo __ c           t:ba 8od.all ...... ucI          .. IIPO ... '.CC.n BCady. 
Ie doou ............ tbac )'OUI'-nf.--:to Ik. Ban)' HcWdfp, . 
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llacut:ift DlzacC. .of Cbaecaaao ...... Seniaa                       _ beiIaa tile 
.. t i ..... eiCiuD to del _ :ID tba .D.,., ladle.ca. t1iat:·., laeta&-· 
enace.l ___ Df .. Sa.                       the iDt ...... PUPO •• aII4 .. ew. of Cbe .b_. -
It: is euyto ... baw nf. __ to tlla                 ,njece MilIa ...... tlla 
.... 'leu of tile ecM.ce 8cbool of Sod.a1           with ..... ject :IDc1U&Uaa 
tile __ pt: ".ocia1 ilia .. " wuld 1eacl 011& to tzaapo .. tJaae iDfonaC1aa 
:lDta CIaa c:oac1a8ioa tbat: it:                 to u-m Senf.c.. . c,pe ,all1_ .an1cad 
by Ik. KcI'e1dfn' 8 apaq. 'lIWI.                   ia _t the -.... 
'!be coneapt:. 'IIodal 18 ....    ... -,au Iaaow. i8 IIIICb lmtaclu' tban.. tbo •• 18aue. 
vld.c:la p ___ • aod.a1 ..m.c. pap'. of the type 8"'dn' .e-ad by _. Mebldfn ..... tile iaaaM -ldabe 1Iu:1u4e ..... tIae nl»ric of ".dal 
ilia .. " an --iPs. 1aea1t1a ..... tio •• :lDtliftclal and co...ail:)' a __ :lcy 
ucI pntect:laa ..... the baed ana of d.Y11 usbta • 
...... of tba               of th. subject         8tady aD&l ebll COIIPlaf.t:l •• of 
elle                   du:lP. COl .... 1a· Ua1ftn:lty .ppo:lated CW Sodalosiaca. • 
Polit1ca1 8ciat1at: and • .-elladololiet to tile                 .... tteea wb:lc:b 
    and appnvu tile             aa.cI the d18.-taCl.o •• 
It ia hoped tbat tIda· Udit:loaal iafonatio. :lP                     to Cba 
nawn of cia.                 ·pnj.et ... ie8 du:lp vi11 aiva c&WIa for 70U to 
                        ,.._ decia1.oa DOC to .......    .. po __ e. Certa:ba1,.· 70U vi11 
jo:ID ..,01'8 fna &emU eh. aatSa. vbo tIaI:oush ehe ,. .. have puC:ld.pacd 
:ID tId.a t7P& .cady. 
'rI'I11tIID ee:       1Ia1'Q HcEald1. 




    .:. 
.: : 0" 
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CITY OF CHATTANOOGA 
CHARLES A. "PAT·· ROSE. MAYOR 
July 22, 1980 
Ms. Tallld.e F. Bmwn 
603 North Highland Park Avenue 
Cllattancoga 
Tennessee 37404 
Dear Ms. BJ:awn: 
                          TENN"ESSEE 37402 
T£L.£PHON£ 815/757-5180 
'lbank you for your                   letter of July 21 xegarding a 
survey on SOCial Issues and o:maunity BespaLSe Pattems. 
I will be happy to sc:bedule a time to be interviaMd on 
this subject: and muld suggest August 8 at 10:00 A.Me in 
nri office. Please advise whether this time is agreeable. 
Sincerely, 
             
Cllarles A. :Rose 
CAR/jn 
CC; Mr. Hany It::Keldin 
.. .. .. 
•. "." :·.0· . 
, " 
. " .. 
PROVIDENT LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY 
I'R.OYIDBNt' BUILDING 
CHAlTANOOCA. TENNESSEE 37402 
261 
HENIlY C. UNIlUH 
CHAIRMAN o. ml! ICWID 
July 16, 1980 
eMs.) Tommie F. Brown, A.C .S. w. 
Researcher 
603 North Highland Park 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37404 
Dear Ms. Brown: 
I have your letter regarding your                   project· regarding 
II Social Issues and Community Response Patterns." 
Since I have retired as Chief Executive Officer of Provident, 
I think it might. be more appropriate if you interviewed 
Mr. H. Carey Hanlin, President and Chief Executive Officer. 
As a retiree I expect to be away from the Chattanooga area 
a significant part of the time and therefore no longer a 
full-time member of the community. 
I would suggest that you write to Mr. Hanlin, who was 
born and brought up in Chattanooga. 
., ',' : .... 
Yours Sincerely, 
I! .. _'0 I \ ... 







Perceived Black Leader .               . 
Issue-Specific Influence 
Rousing 
Respondent s Percept10n IOppos1t1on 
Leaders BJ.acJc Wli1te. Total Leadership 
Na25 :t " f , Designation BJ.ack Wh1"te 11101 9 .16 1 .03 10 
11291 8 .14 2 .07 10 
12141 5 .09 1 .03 6 
10851 4 .07 2 .07 6 
11221 2 .04 2 
10531 2 .04 2 
11571 2 .04 2 
11881 2 .04 2 
11601 1 .02 1 
10131 1 .02 1 .03 2 
12081 1 .02 1 
10911 1 .02 1 
10601 1 .02 1 .03 2 
10191 1 .02 1 
10231 !- 1 .02 1 11620 1 .02 1 
12270 1 .02 1 .03 2 
11081 1 .02 1 
10221 1 .02 1 
12261 1 .02 1 
12160 1 .02 1 
10190 1 .03 1 
12810 1 .03 1 
12811 1 .03 1 






















Perceived Black Leader 
1970"s ". 
Issue-Specific Influence 
IntegratIon o! Pu5IIc Sclioo!s 
Respondent s Percept10n 
Black Wh te Total 
f , f , Designation 
12 .21 1 .03 13 
8 .14 1 .03 9 
6 .10 1 .03 7 
5 .09 5 
4 .07 4 
2 .04 2 
2 .04 2 
2 .04 2 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
'1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 2 
264' 
Opposltion 










Respondent' s percept.1on I OpPOS1 tion 
Leaders Bl,-ack H-S1 IWbi1:e         Total Leadership 
11-31 :I: • :I: • Designation Black Wbite 
10131 7 .12 4 .14 11 
11101 7 .12 1 .03 8 
10851 5 .09 2 .07, 7 
11291 4 .07 2 .07 6 
11221 3 .05 3 
11601 3 .05 3 
10531 3 .05 3 
12141 3 .05 1 .03 4 
10601 3 .05 2 .07 5 
10231 2 .04 2 
10961 2 .04 2 
11571 2 .04 2 10190 2 .04 2 
10731 1 .02 1 
11610 1 .02 l' 
10791 1 .02 1 
10331 1 .02 1 
12511 1 .02 1 
11841 ,1 .02 1 .03 2 
11461 1 .02 1 
10291 1 .02 1 
10061 1 .02 1 
12081 1 .02 1 
10191 1 .02 1 
11271 1 .02 1 .03 2 
10911 1 .02 1 
11881 1 .02 1 
10650 1 .02 1 
11361 1 .03 1 
10190 1 .03 1 
12830 1 .03 1 -













                          s Perception 
Black White Total :s: , l: , Designation 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 


























Res20naent s perce2t10n 
BIaci Na3I White A=! Total 
r: , f , Designation 
6 .10 1 .03 7 
6 .10 1 .03 7 
3 .05 .03 3 
3 .05 1 .03 4 
2 .03 2 
2 .03 1 .03 3 
2 .03 2 
2 .03 2 
2 .03 2 
2 .03 2 
2 .03 2 
2 .03 1 
2 .03 2 
1 .02 1 
10561 1 1 .02 1 
10131 1 .02 1 
11191 1 .02 1 
10231 1 .02 1 
11331 1 .02 1 
10191 1 .02 1 
10911 1 .02 1 
10041 1 .02 1 
12701 1 .02 1 
10331 1 .02 1 
10050 1 .02 1 
10321 1 .02 1 
10591 1 .02 "" 1 
11731 1 .02 1 
10961 1 .02 "1 
11881 1 .02 1 
10641 1 .02 1 




















Perceived Black Leader 
             
Issue-Specific Influence 
'air Rousing 
ResPQlldent s Percept10n 
              .             Total 
:t I :t I Designation 
5 .09 1 .03 6 
4 .07 1 .03 5 
3 .05 1 .03 4 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .02 . 1 
1 .02 1 
1 .03 1 
Oppos1t1on 
Leadership 
              IWft1Ce 
--- ---- -_.-. . ... 
       
Table 4-22a 
Contrast of Views: "Opportunity for Blacks In Comparison With Other Groups In the Community 
Responaene 'l"reacmene DY POJ.1ce 
Group Less           0S:S: As wel.l. 0S:S: Better 01:1: 
Black 30 11 7 
(.40) a (.15) a (.09)a (."53) b (.20) b (.12) b 
B1.aCK Opposition 
Leader 3 4 1 (.04) a (.05) a (.Ol)a 
(.05) b (.07) b (.02) b 
White 8 7 4 ( .11) (.09) ( .05) 





8 (.11) a (.14) b 
1.9 ( .25) 
75 (.55) a (.29) a (.15)a* (l.OO)a* 
x2 • 4.495, df • 4, N.S. at the p < .05 level. 
Black respondents by black opposition leader respondents, 
x • 3.24, df = 2, ns at p < .05 level *rounding error **not including           and          
a = percents of total sample, 75. 
b = percents of " black sample, 56. 
H.S. = not significant 
2.69. 
Table 4-22b 
Contrast of Views: Opportunity for Blacks 
In Comparison With Other Groups 
In the Community 
Respondent Medlcal. Care 
Group Less wel.J. ott As we.1.1 ott Better o:!:t . Black 22 15 9 ( .29) (.20) ( .12) 
Bl.aCK Opposition 
Leader 3 2 3 (.04) (.03) * (.04) 
White 4       (.        (.05) ( .16) 
Total. .29       .1.6 
Total. 
46 (.61) 
8 ( .10) 
22 (.29) 
76·· 
(.38) (.38) (.24) (1.00) 
x 2 = 13.87, df = 4,· P > .01 (two-tailed) 
Black respondents by black opposition respondents, x2 = .82 
N.S. at p < .05. 
*"Rounding error **Not including           and          
N.S. = not significant 
-------------------------------_. __ ......... . 
Table 4-22c 
Contrast of Views: Opportunity for Blacks 
In Comparison With Other Groups 
In the COJDJDunity 
Respondent Treatment by PUb1.1C O:a:::a::lcla1.s 
Group Less weJ.J. OEE AS weJ.J. OEE Beeter        
Black 30 12 6 ( .39) ( .16) ( .08) 
B;LaclC 
Opposition 
Leader 3 4 1 (.04) ( .05) (.01) 
Wh1te 4       4 
(. OS) . (.17) (. OS) 
Total 37 29 ;Ll 
'1'oeaJ. 






( .48) ( .38) ( .14) (1.00) 
x2 = 11.69, df = 4, P < .01 
c • .44 Black respondents by black respondent leader, x 2 = 1.56, 
df • 2, N.S. P = .05 *Not including           and          
N.S. = not significant 
27l 
Table 4-22d 
Contrast of Views: Opportunity for Blacks 
In Comparison With Other Groups In the Community 
Responaem:                                Group Less             OEE As             OEE Better OEE 
Black 25 13 11 
( .32) ( .17) ( .14) 
           Opposition 
Leader 2 5 1 
(.03) ( .06) ( .01)-
Whlte 7 1.0 4 
( .09) ( .13) ( .05) 








(.44) (.36) - ( .20) (1.00) 
x2 • 4.74, df = 4, N.S. = .05 B}ack respondents by black opposition leader respondents 
x = 7.04, df = 2, P < .02 *Not including           and            
N.S. = not significant 
272 
TABLE 4-23 
Scale of Perceived Progress Rate· Treatment of Blacks During the               and              
Treatment                      of BIaclC "liite 
Blacks 1970 1980 . 1970 1980 
t r J: r       r J: r 
:I 'I 
Better than 
any other . part of the 1 5 1 ipopulate ( .02) ( .03) 3.5 
:I 3 
Equal 2 4 2 0 1 
( .03) (.03) 4 (.03) 
:I Z 
As others of 
the same 9 3 12 12 12 1 income ( .16) ( .21) 3 (.41) 1 (.41) level· 
:I 1 
Worse than others of the 




part of the 23 18 4 3 1 
population ( .40) 1 (.31) 2 ( .14) (.03) 3.5 Don t know (           (.         0 0 
No response 1 1 8 15 ( .12) (.02) ( .28) 
            57 57 Z9 Z9 
1970 x2 :I 26 with 5 degrees of freedom, significance :I .0001 
c :I .63 
Gamma :I -.58 
Somer.s" D (symmetric) :I -.35387 
1980 
x2 :I 30.71, df :I 6, P :I .0000 
C :I .66 
Gamma" .70243 Somers" D (Symmetric) :I -.43423 
21.3 
TABLE 4-23a 
Scale of Perceived progress Rate Treatment of Blacks During the               and              
Black Opposition-Black                           Views. Compared 
With Views of Other Black Respondents 
Respondents Total. 
           
Treatment Black Opposition 
of 1970 1980 1970 1980 1970 ! 1980 Blacks NI:I45 NI:I45 N-8 N=8 NI:I53 
1:1 4 
Better than any other part of the 
jpopulate 1 1 
1:1 3 
Equal "2 2 2 2 
=- 2 As others of 
the same 
income level 7 9 2 3 9 12 
1:1 1 
Worse than others of the same income 
level 17 18 2 2 19 20 
- 0 Worse than 
·any other 
part of the 1)o1)ulation 19 15 4 3 23 18 
x2 = 11.17 df 1:1 2J N.S. at P < .05 
• 
Table        
General Population Characteristic 
Age by Race, Spanish Origin, 
and Sex for 1980 
R_ 
1 •• aI Whi'e IIadI 
Age Male f_1e Malt f.-le Male f_1e 
HAMILrOH 
I ..... pen_ ••••••••••••••• __ 136 9'J9 ISO III 110361 lit 60t 2S 632 10 201 
...., S ,..., •••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 -'27 9666 7 758 7 139 % n9 % .12 UNlIt I ,ear ._ •• __ ._._. ________ • ___ 2 234 2058 655 I .92 560 S38 
I ............................... % oa8 1966 5010 I .15 531 507 2,.., ........................... 2 078 I 889 SS6 I l75 506 .9. 1 '"" • ___ ._._._ ••••• _._. ___ ._ •• _ 2020 I 911 ,,97 I 667 SOl oIAQ . ..,. ........................... 2007 I .... % 512 I 390 481 "33 S 10 9 '"" ••• _ •• _ •• _ ••• _ ••••••••••• \I 015 10 SOl 165 1 868 2 168 :I 551 5,"" __ • __ • __ •• _. __ ••••• ___ •• ___ 2 012 I 918 .9. I 668 .99 .52 
6,... .•.••.....•.•.............. 2 049 I 902 SID I'" 521 ... 1 7,.-, _._ •• ____ •• _._ •••• __ • __ ._ •• 2 1.1 2 134 567 I 60S Sl8 . 509 I¥"W' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2330 2 164 737 I 606 579 s.ao 9,"" ___ •••• _._._ •• __ •••••• _ •• __ 2 '83 2 365 877 I 745 591 603 
10 I •••     ••••••••••••••••• _ ••••• \I 383 10874 590 8 120 2 710 2666 10.,... •• __ •• _._ ••••• _. ____ •••••• 2429 2294 831 1 696 580 577 11 '"" ••••••••• _. _______ ••• _ •••• 2 289 2 172 1 750 1623 522 536 
12,.... •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 1"2 2082 1 586 I 576 539 "85 11 '"" _ •• ____ • __ •••••••••••• _ •• _ 2 185 2 Il9 1 650 I 610 520 513 1.,.... .......................... 2 338 2 187 I 773 I 615 569 557 IS .0 19 '"" •• _____ ••••• ___ •••••••• 13 235 12647 10232 9643 29\6 2927 15,"" ••• _. ___ ••••• ____ ••••••••• 2536 2270 I 953 I 726 570 529 
16,..,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 652 2438 2 027 I 812 609 612 17,"" •• __ • __ • ____ ••••• _ •• _ •• _ •• 2 696 26013 2066 I 834 617 601 
18,.... •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2689 2600 2096 2000 572 582 
19 ywcIrt •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2664 2896 2090 2271 S48 603 20 10 24 '"" ____ • __ ••• _. __ ••• __ •••• 12 724 13 973 10 242 10 949 2 326 2 907 20 yIGfI •••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 2 552 2 814 2 051 2 197 665 592 21 ,tar' _ •.•. _. _____ ._ •••• _. __ ••. _ 2 511 2 827 I 983 2207 499 593 25 to 29 YIOI'I ••••••••••••••••••••••• 12 151 12 893 9 853 10 060 2200 2 720 30 10 J.e '"" ••• _. __ ._._. _____ • ____ • \I 274 I 694 9 .&05 9460 I 768 2 116 35 '019,.-, _ ••••• _ ••• _ •• _._ •• _ •••• 1518 090 7 391 7 479 I 127 I 560 
40 t. AlII,... ....................... 7 213 026 6 187 6607 973 1360 .510.9,.... _. __ •••••••• __ ._ ••••••• 7021 005 5 941 6564 I 047 I 403 
50 hi 54 yMI ••••••••••••••••••••••• 7367 339 6325 6838 I 017 1473 55 '0 59 '"" ___ •• __ ••••• __ •• ____ • __ 6826 072 5 832 6 756 913 I 297 60 '0 64 ,.... ._ •••• _ ••• _ •••••••••••• 5665 8\9 4 lG1 5601 951 I 204 
65 '0 '9 ,.... ••••••••••••••••••••••• .666 455 ] 757 5 165 898 I 281 70 10 74 '"" _ ••••••• _ ••• _._ ••••••• _ 1 370 6013 • 2117 4 .77 644 9 .. 15 to 79,.... ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 119 986 • .1 767 3 265 413 709 
80 I ... .,.... ••••••••••••••••••••••• I 084 36l 900 1968 183 368 8S.,... and.,. ••••••••••• _ ••••••••• 731 983 601 1650 129 130 .1,..,. ... owr ••••••••••••••••••••• 96 222 112 617 79 808 91 110 15 779 20 837 62 ,.... and _ ••••• _ ••••••••••• _ ••• 15 238 2' 141 12 182 19 736 2 818 43" 
        ... ..., ••••••••••••••••••••• 12 040 20 210 9742 16525 2 267 3632 
    ... -_ .....••...... -•.•....•.. 28.9 31.9 30.2 33.0 23.9 27.9 




916 1 137 102 86 29 23 
11 18 
20 \9 
17 12 19 I. 
66 90 . 
11 17 
1\ 16 13 23 
\I 13 I. 21 
aD 87 16 17 19 2l 12 15 16 12 17 20 136 122 17 10 27 21 26 24 25 35 39 32 
135 145 34 36 
2' 32 82 91 
68 68 50 52 45 61 39 56 .... 61 24 .7 ]4 '5 27 II 27 l6 13 30 7 14 5 10 




I.oo"uut                  
Kc:d Balik 
KiJgeside 
Signd Nounta in 
                           
"alden 
C . .\1"01l5,\ cousn, li.-\ 
I:urt t1glctllorJ'C: (port) 
ltinggold 
Tnmlon 
I\,\I . .:a:K COU:I.'T'·, li,\ 
Cllicbmallga 
I:ort Oglc:thurl'c (part) 
I.afayc:ttc 
Lill .. ",)" 
I.uol-out .Iolilltaill 
Ilossdllc 
"Informatioll Xot ,\va i labh· 
Table 5-2 
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TAa-.a 6-1 .. ' 
1980 PopuJalion Dlsuibution-U.S. 




Torals Whire Blaclc Totals B/W 
Ilesideace (000) (000) (000) 1980-70 Pen:cnc 
U.s. 226.*.1 la.340.1 26._.2 11.4 14.1 
Teancuce 4..5!1O.1 3.135.1 125.' 17.0 II.' 
Chananooaa. 
SMSA 426.S 3M.4 ".7 1.5.0 16.4 
Counly m.7 230.l SS.I 12.1 24.4 
CllY 'S.cr· 114.7 S3.7 41.4 46.1 
Ouuicle 
Clcy 2.51.0 249.7 6.0 2.4 2.4 
Kao .... 
SMSA 416.5 43'.2 3l.l 16.4 1.6 
Coua,y lIU 281.1 28.0 IS.1 9.7 
Clcy 183.1 ISS.O 25.f 4.' 16.1 
Ouuide 
COllY 293.4 284.2 1.3 24.f 2.6 
MlIDp ..... 
SMSA fl2.' ""1.3 363.' '.4 67.2 
Couaay 777.1 445.4 324.7 7.6 72.f 
Cky .... " 333.1 'Jf17.7 3.6 t2.2 
Ouuide 
elY zas 20'7.6 56.2 26.' %7.1 
Nub", 
SMSA 850..5 106.3 137.3 21.6 If.4 
Coualf 417.1 366.4 101.4 6.7 21.0 
acy __ 4SS.' 34U lOS.' 7.0 30.1 
Oullide 
elf l14.1 311.4 31.4 .... .5 1.7 
Soun;e: CcuuI. ltao 
Incomes or Families 
Total 
Less tban 55.000 
55.000 to 59.999 
510.000 to 524.999 
525.000 to 549.999 
550,000 or more 
TABLE 6-2 
Income Distribution or Tennessee 
Black Families. 1970 and 19S0 
White Families Percent 
Percent Chanse 
19S0 . 1970 
100.0 100.0 
8.5 2S.1 (70) 
1S.7 37.2 (5S) 
4S.8 l1.8 53 
22.6 1.3 S83 
4.3 0.5 760 








Median Income 517.223 57,872 510.571 S4,839 
Source: Census. 1970 and 1980. 












Family Income Distribution in Tennessee 
1970 and 1980 
Black Families as 
Percent or White Families 
Family Income 1970 1980 
Total 14.8 15.6 
Less than 55.000 27.1 41.4 
55.000 to 59.999 Il.o5 14.8 
510.000 to 524.999 6.4 13.1 
525.000 co 549.999 2.4 7.05 
5'0.000 or more 2.3 3.2 
Median Income 61." 61.3 
Sources: U.S. Census. Census or Population. Oeneral 
Social and Economic Characterisdcs-
Tennessee. 1980. 
       





uf         Tennessee Employed, 1978 
TOlal While Black III, While o.r, Black 
TOlal Numb.:r Emplo)'t:d 1.815.000 1.571.610 243.390 86.6 13.4 
Pr:,/'cS!lional 218.oa80 199.120 19.360 91.0 8.9 
                        10.000 ,19.8':'1 2:0 98.9 1.1, 
                        :md                         3S.!J6Cl n.",'JO 3.·410 90.3 9.7 
I 
.:                         cicmcnuu\ 
.t ::o:.:on'-'ar\· $4.021 ",S .63\ 8.390 84.S U.S 
    'rail                       .. 159.8:0                 18.920 92.7 7.3 
C.                         1$.UOO 6S.750 6.150 91.7 8.3 
f,pCrUII\'':' 337.810                   47.100 8S.8 14,1 
T:an\rml Operative-; 82.340 67,"D 14.570 82.-' 17.6 
Servu:e \\' orkers 18S.090 \32.680 52.410 71.7 28.3 
Pnv.ue Household 
                    41.330 11.",60 29.870 ·27.7 72.3 









Davidson                
TABLE 6-5 
Unemploymenl In Tennessee and Selected Areu 
by 
Race, 1981 
Number of Unemployed Unemployment Rales 
Total White· Black. Toca1 White . Black 
(000) (000) (000) (Percent) 
192.0 148.6 43.4 9.1 8.2 14.6 
16.8 13 • .5 3.l B.4 7.7 13.7 
11.5 8.S 3.1 B.6 7.5 14.2 
16.9 15.0 1.9 7.5 7.0 13.7 
11.0 9.4 1.6 7.2 6.7 13.7 
34.1 15.1 19.0 B.3 S.S 14.3 
30.2 13.3 16.9 B.2 S.l 14.1 
29.4 23.1 6.3 6.8 6.3 9.6 
15.3 1t.3 -'.0 6.7 5.7 9.2 













SJ::I.t:('''ED CENSUS TMCT FACTS - CIIATT,lN.10G,l ARCA 
CIIAHILTOlll COUNTY, TN» 
SUIIJECT CENSUS TRACT                                                                                                                                                    
l110 I'" ltd 4847 954 ll69 19d 1'iIl 
• :';0. 
TOTAl. l'OI'Ua.;,Tla. . 
POI.ulation Data 
Percent Ch.,n..,ol in Population, 1970-80 
Percent :I" .. -comers, 1975-80 lout of county» 
Percent Ilon-Mhite, 1980 
Percellt.a'.le Population U Yoan and Under, nao 
Percentage population 65 Years and Over, 1980 
Hedian School Years Completed, 1980 IAgc 25+» 
Percent Who Attended College, 1980 IAge I .. » Percent Persons 16-19 Years, High School 
Dropouts, 1980 " Percent Persons 25. Years, IUgh School Graduates, 1980 • 
Percent                             HAnagerial, and 
Administrative, 1980 
Perccnt Single Parent Families, 1980 
Percent Persons 25-44 Years of Age, 1980 
Ecollomic Data 
                1I0uSolho)Id Income, 1979 
Purcent Uneaployed, 16 Years and Older, 1910 
Percent Families Receiving Public Assistance 
Income, 1979 
Percent Families With Income Bolow Poverty 
Level, 1979 
Percent Persons '5 Years and Older with IncDllle Below Povertr Level, 1979 • 
Percent of 1I0uschoid Inc-. Between 
520,000 and                   1979 
IlousinlJ Data 
PercC:IIU'.Ie Cr."ncr Occupied llousinlj Units, UBO 
i'er.:entol'Je ':.ac.,nt Yeoll" Round 1I0usinIJ Units, UBO 
"cd ian                           Vallie oC Ovller-Occul.ied 1I0usin ... 
1980 y.c:Sioin Gros:; RClll, 1910 




























































































































































SELECTED CENSUS TRACT FACTS - CHATTANOOGA AREA 
(l1AM1L.TON COUNTY •• TN, 
HAP NO. SUD.JECT CENSUS TRACT 
    10 II U 13 h IS 16 TOTAL. POPULATION . 4$, 2141 2611 4634 l2il h,S U]2 1060 
Pol!ulation Data 
1 Purcent Change in fopulation. 191'-80 -28.0' -18.01 20.11 -1.41 29.51 -29.2\ 19.n 2 Purcent Newcomers. 1915-80 (out of county, 54.11 39.11 18.91 7.51 lO.Ol 55.91 4.n 16.n 2 Percent Non-White. 1980 5.21 4I.n 61.71 87." 22.51 lB.SI 91.9\ 71.6\ 
"' Parcentage Population 18 Years and Under. 1980 1.51 12.21 22.11 lO." lO.41 16.41 19.11 25.91 5 Purcantage Population 65 Vears and OVer. 1980 2.81 9.91 18.41 14.21 ll.41 8.11 22.91 )5.91 6 Hedian School Years Completed. 1980 (Age 25+. 16.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 11.0 10.0 10.0 1 Percent Who Attended College. 1980 (Age lB+' 86." tD.lI 33.51 25.41 27.5' n.n 8.91 n.6i 8 Percent Persons 1&-19 Yaan. Illgh School 
Dropouts. 1980 2.91 12.11 12.11 22.51 6.11 11.8\ 28.6\ 9 Percent Persons 25+ Years. High School Graduates. 1980 98.11 50.51 55.11 58.91 5l.3I 46.11 30.31 35.91 10 Percent Professional. Hanagerial. and , Administrative. 1980 68.41 19.0' 22.41 11.51 19.41 10.21 6.1\ 8.1\ il Percent Single parent Fa.ilies. 1980 5.21 28.11 1'i.6· 35.21 n.lI 14.11 30.9\ 51.5\ 12 Percent Persons 25-44 Years of Age. 1980 56.91 111.41 23.01 25.01             17.61 20.0\ 15.0' 
EconOlDic Data 
Il Hedian Ilousaboid Inco.e. 1979 $20893 $ 7587 $10414 $IUDS $ 9618 $ nil S 5U6 5 un 
14 Percant Unemployed. 16 Vears and Older. 1980 10.91 8.21 8.01 7." 9.01 19.2\ 1I.n 
15 Percent , .. llies Recalving Public Assistance 
IncCDe. 1979 6.61 6.lI 6.91 6.81 5.51 16.8' 15.1\ 
16 Percent , .. ilias With Inca.e Below Poverty L.eval. 1979 8.91 22.41 8.21 20.2\ 23.11 17.01 lO.?, "".1' 17 Par.cent Persons 65 Years and Older with            
18 
Oelow Poverty Ioevel.--··ln9 Percent of                     Income aetween 36." 21.5' 19.5' 13.2' 20.11 45.51 n.O\ 
                and $l4.999. 1919 21.11 8.91 20.41 21.5' 12.91 11.61 6.81 2.U 
IIOUS'!!! Data 
19 I'crccntage Owner OCcupied Ilousing Units. 1980 1.21 14.41 40.3\ 36.81 49.11 44." 12.9\ 0.4\ 20 Percantage Vacant Year Round lIousing Unlt.s. 1980 9.91 15.41 6." 4.11 9.21 8.8\ 20.n 2.11 21 HLoeIian Property V.alue or Owner-Occupied lIousing. 
UIO Sl9063 $2l545 S26063 520991 520124 520000 SJ2500 22 Hedian Gross Runt. 1980 5291 $116 S116 S139 S129 $126 $19 $89 




St:LEL'TED CImSUS TRACT FACTS - CIIM'TANOI)l;A AREA 
UlAN I L'l'DU COUNTY, 'I'rl) 
    :IU. SUllJt:CT CImSUS TRACT 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
TOTAL POI'ULATION 
                            Data 
                    Chan',,, in Pol,ulation, 1970-80 
Pcrcunt                                 "75-80 lout of count)·. 
Percent rron-White, 1980 
                          POI.ulo1tion 18 \"o:ars ami Undcr, 19110 
PercentollJc POIJulo1t ion 65 Y&:an olnd OYee, 1980 
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Figure 6-2 Five dimensions of black - white conflict 
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